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ABSTRACT

An aging assessment of Component Cooling Water (CCW) systems in Pressur-

ized Water Reactors (PWRs) was performed as part of the Nuclear Plant Aging

Research (NPAR) program. The objectives of the NPAR program are to provide a

technical basis for the identification and evaluation of degradation caused by

age in nuclear power plant applications. The information generated will be

used to assess the impact of aging on plant safety and to develop effective

mitigating actions.

Aging in the CCW system was characterized using the Aging and Life Exten-

sion Assessment Program (ALEAP) Systems Level Plan developed by Brookhaven

National Laboratory. Failure data from various national data bases were

reviewed and analyzed to identify predominant failure modes, causes and mech-

anisms in CCW systems. Time-dependent failure rates for major components were

calculated to identify aging trends. Plant specific data were obtained and

evaluated to supplement data base results.

A computer program (PRAAGE) was developed and implemented to model a typ-

ical CCW system design and perform Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) calcu-

lations. Time-dependent failure rates were input to the program to evaluate

the effects of aging on component importance and system unavailability.

Changes in component importance and system unavailability with age were

observed and are discussed.
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"'This-report presents an 'aging assessment of the -Component Cooling, Water
(CCW) system.'e The CCW systeme-*as selected as oneof ,tlhe first systems, for
analysis under the 'Nucleat Plant-Aging Research i(.NPAR)V program since it, is
important to plantsafety and is vulnerable to aging degradation.

To perfo'ni the cotple±C:task of!anilyzing an.entire system, the Aging and
Life Extension'"Assess'ment Program' (ALEAP) System Level Plan was developed .by
Brookhaven Wational Laboratory. 'The work presented :herein was performed Using

two parallel work paths,'as'described-in theA-LEAP plan. One path used deter-
ministic t'echni'ques 'to assess thet Impact of aging.ton CCW system performance,
while the second path used probabilistic methods. Results from both paths
then were used to characterize aging in the CCW system.

The majori cofelusions: from this work are highlighted' in.the. following
paragraphs.- Some. of the conelusions-.have application.beyond the CCW.system;,,

- C, . Z- f.4 * --;j-*

' This study-has identified:'eging trendsjin component ,failure. rates, com-
ponent relative importances and system unavailability that could have
adverse impacts on plant safety in -later years. Passive components,
such as piping and heat exchangers 'were found to have a ,potentially
significant increase in 'failures during.later years. .,

! ' C ' , :.' ; -*::'. , - !;::... ,' . ' .

-The systems level £approach-(ALEAP) which uses pr~obabilistic aswell as
deterministic techniques ..is e-n dffective. method of; performing systems
level aging analyses.

' Based on ;the. preliminary findings.of, this study,! current flAs could.be
u- nderpredicting long-term plant .rik. .-

' 'Eisting natlonal.i7databases are useful,-for performing aging analyses if
--appropriate review-techniques. areemployed. ,

; The more redundant a system, is, the -faster its -relative aging rate,
because aging is a' common cause effect. -

'-XThe.majority -of CCw -failures ,are:..not detected until. an operational
"abnormality, occurs or.unttil a test is perforited.

The following paragraphs provide information from the work -which supports
these conclusions and summarize other important results.

-As - part. of the deterministic'work, CCW system fallure datajfrom various
-national data bases pwerereviewe'dand analyzed. The data showed that over 7.0Z
of the failures reported 'were related to aging. The dominant cause of.-failure
was normal service' while the major mechanism was wear." These findings
show that aging is a significant factor In failures of CCW systems.
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Fifty percent of the failures resulted in degraded performance of the CCW
system, while 27Z caused a loss of redundancy. Complete loss of CCW system
fucdtion occurred;;only once: and was not related to aging. This shows,, that CCV
failures "typically are detected: before they .become serious enough to, caue. a
complete loss of-sydte% function, but not always before ,aystem performance has
been affected'.

To supplement and validate the Information obtained from th -data..bases,
maintenance drecords from' 'the Indian Point-2. (IP-2) nuclear power plant were
reviewed. As with the" industry wide data, ikP-2 had,.,a large percentage of .age
'related failures (801 to .-OO0)1..with pumps. .and valves providing- the, predomi-
nant nura6br. -The aging characteristics lead-ing to failuje were also found to
be similar.

Component failure rates were calculated from the data base Information
and from the' actuil plant data-. Results..;showed good. agreement.,withj failure
rat"s'used;'in PRA studiesv.-' Also, there.tvas. a,--. trend..toward incr easing ,fal,lue
increases with age. It should be noted that current PRA techniques assume
constant 'failure rates and,- therefore, predict. -constant systea unavailabili-
ties throughout plant life. -

- The probabilistic work included the-development of a PRA.type model based
on the IP-2 CCW system,, and:'a .PC .based. omputer program - called. PRAAGE to
perform PRA calculations as a function of age. Time-dependent failure rates
developed' from the dats, bases were input -to.the program, and, systemiunavall-
ability and compnnent importance were calculated for various ages. a

When the time dependent effects of aging from the data analysis were
'inclu6ded -i-nD the-.PRA:'calculations, -two.:isignificant. .results:emerged:;.-^ 1) CCU
system unavailability Increased with'--age,~.,'and 2)-::the .elatlvo.,importance of
components changed with time. Using the time dependent failure rates calcu-
lated from the'data& pumpt became. more important: than'm valves after.,.the first
20 years of plant life because .pump failure. 'ate Aincreased. more rapidly with
age than valve failure rate. Therefore, improvements in maintenance and/or
monitoring methodsi':ay-'be 'required to prevent system.. unavailability from
reaching an unacceptable level during -the-,later years aof plant life. More
attention may need to be focussed on pumps as they age. However, heat
exchangers and piping appeat-to have the potential'.f to-become very important to
system unavailability during 'later years of 'plant' lifea, This' fact, should be
considered in assessing monitoring and maintenance practices and in evaluating
plant life -extension- ;- . e

With the findings presented in this report, the first step in understand-
'ing andi managing aging in' CCw systems is complete. ' The aging phenomenon has
bieen characterized; and a :sound.- technical ;basis. for 'ifuture work has been
established.i"- :- ' - . : ,' -

. ' . ' ;--*i
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I INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

As nuclear power plants age, it becomes increasingly important for the
nuclear community to understand and be able to manage aging phenomena. As a
first step in addressing the issue of aging, the NRC Office of Nuclear Regula-
tory Research, Division of Engineering has initiated a comprehensive long-
range research. program for assessing the aging effects on equipment and
systems in nuclear power plants. The program, entitled, Nuclear Plant Aging
Research (NPAR)," seeks to improve the operational readiness of plant systems
and components that are vital to nuclear power generation and safety by
understanding and managing aging degradation. Initial work under the NPAR
program facnsed on the evaluation of aging effects for selected plant
components - As: a follow-on to the component level evaluations, plant
systems w5l1 be studied. 'The PAR program is described...in detail in
NUREG-1144

A system in a Nuclear Power Plant (NPP) performs specific functions and
comprises various mechanical and electrical -components. The components are
located in various buildings and are interconnected by- pipes. and cables. The
components together with the piping and cables, are supported from the various
building' structures ' System functions are diverse and can either aid in gen-
erating power, or assure safety of:the plant.

The aging assessment of a System is complicated by the .fact that, (1)
age-related deterioration of components and .subcomponents occurs at varying
rates, and (2) dynamic -interaction of components La. inherent:,in any system
design. -Besides normal wear,' 'other aging factors which may affect system per-
formance are transients, environmental stresses and human errors. .

As nuclear power plants age, the likelihood of common cause failures due
to age-related degradation increases. Therefore, stepsmust:be taken to as-
sure that the level of safety on which a plant was designed has not fallen to
an unacceptable level.

An assessment at the system level has several advantages over component
level studies. -The: effect.of individual components within a system on its
overall performance can be assessed.' Design redundancies and interfaces with
other systems and components, can be included to make more objective. decisions
oh their importance. Rence, the:priorities In testingi maintaining, and oper-
ating the system can be developed or-altered as the plant becomes.older.

-Several H es have identified the.component cooling water (CCW) system
as important.l e RC Generic Issue 65 relates to the high probability of
core-melt due to CCW system failurese..Studies performed for the NPAR program
listed-CCM as a system that is important and subject to aging degradation. A
literature search revealed that very little work has been completed on the C N
system. The recent study by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI)
concludes that the reliability centered maintenance (RCH) approach can be
effectively applied to the CCW system.
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This report describes an aging assessment of the CCW system at,;PWRs, pr-
marlly based on design, plant operating experience, and risk assessment. The
study also considers accidents such as seismic events, firesa and lossd *of
coolant, and ,discusses their effects on the performance of the ayste3 as the
plant ages. ,-Particular-'emphasis was-given to the predominant causes.of compo-
nent degradation and the:; effects of failure. of-'these components on overall
reliability and availability..,

L12 Objectives . -

In accordance with the NRC-NPAR Program Plan.,,the primary goals of' the
CCW system study are: -

1. To .identify and characterize aging and,; service wear 4eff ects which,
'if unchecked:, could -cause degradation of ,structures, components,..asnd
systems and-thereby impair plantsafety. . .

2. To identify methods of Inspection, surveillance and monitoring, or
of -evaluating the: residual life, of structures,, components,. and sys-
tees which will-assure timely detection of significant aging 4..
fects before loss of safety function. .. . . ,.

- 3-. To' evaluate -the effectiveness of storage, .maintenance, repair.,. and
replacement practices in.mitIgating the.effects of agIng and,.imin-
ishing the rate and extent of degradation caused by aging'and ser-

:-vice 'wear. . . " .;,_

o'-Tb 'achieve -these goals,-two -preliminary .tasks wete,-firt,s compjete4: 1)
the''systew'to t'& studled was defined- and'its '-inter-faces were 'idetifie4, and
2) a methodology for performing -the system analysis in a structured mannr..,-was
developed. These Items are discussed in the following sections.

1.3 System Definition-

1.3.1 Description of CCW System

The Component Cooling Water System in pressurized water-reactors Is a
common systesmtused 'to, remove heat from various 'plant. components and, transfer
it to 7an..open -loop cooling; system 'such -as Service. Water.* Th- CC4M. system is .-a
non-radioacttive,'c..losed-looptcooling wates systew, which -serves a.a, barri.er
between radioactive'' components and 'the open loop cooling .:systems... Thebasic
CCU syste 'generally consisti of 'several pumps.,' heat exchangersasurge t ank,,
and piping supplying the loads In a variety of header arrangements. Figure
I-1 functioailly'showis 'the CCW system. . -

The -CCiW'system' function -i's sometimes -:served .by... 2 or 3 separate
systems .wIil' not' be counted: as CCW system Lfailures.' The. various interfaces
and'boundarles- are-: -- -
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Figure 1-1 Functional iDiagram of CCW; System.:

1. Service .ater Sste: -

-This system .i the open loop cooling .system,-ihich cools the CCW beat
exchangers.: The boundary.will be at :the point where SW enters the

* .. COW heat. -exchangers.. Failures, or plugging -of the tubes.3within the
heat exchanger will be -included.j but failures,..of the SW pipe or
valves outside the heat exchanger will not. Any failure outside of
the heat exchanger will be treated as a "Loss .of -Service Water.*
However, "Loss of Service Water" is an important way in which the
.-CCW system itself can fail.-:-.

2. AC Electric Power

AC. electric power at various voltages :is needed to supply the CCW
pumps, valves, and instrumentation. The boundaries are as follows:
¢~~ .:. ' *1 -**

-Power to Pumps -and Valves -:The boundary will be at the circuit
. ' .. -. breaker, and will -include the breaker and the.breaker logic.

.. Power to Instrumentation -and other CCW Items. -The boundary will
. .: ... be. at the first circult breaker or. -use from the equipment, and

:..',will include the breaker or fuse.

3. DC Electric Power

-DC electric power is needed for circuit breaker controls,
instrumentation, and control logic*' The boundary will be at the
first circuit breaker or fuse from the equipment supplied.
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4. Control or Service Air,

Some CCW systems use air-operated Valves or instrumentation. Also,
sole systems have surge tanks pressurized with air. The boundary
will be at the first air system valve leading to the CCIvalve oper-
ator, surge tank, or other component. The air system valve is In-
cluded.

5. Normal Makeup Water

The typical system supplying normal makeup water to the CCW surge
tank is the Demineralized.Water System. The boundary Is at the last
normally closed valve going to the CCW system. This valve is not
included. Any logic associated with automatic makeup is included.

6. Emergency Makeup Water

Some CCW systems:have cross-connections with other systems, such as
Essential Service Water, which allow an emergency makeup of non-pure
water to the CCw system. The boundary will be at the last normally
closed valve leading to the CCW system. The valve is not Included.

7. Cross-Conneetion Between Units

At dual unit sites, there are usually .cross-connections.;betweeu CCW
systems. These vary from completely shared systems to a swing pump
or beat exchanger which could be used- byeither unit., :to .cross con-
-nections-only at certain selected loads.. Shared systems-are treated
together. Separate systems with cross-connections will have the
boundary at the first normally closed valve.

8. Systems Drains

Valves exist which drain the CCII systems to-various waste-water sys-
tems. This boundary is at the first normally closed valve, which is
included in the system definition.

-9. Structures and Buildings

The CCW system usually runs through a large portion of the plant,
including the. Anxiliary Bulilding- and Primary Containment. The sys-
ten.1is normally safety related and hence, typically is mounted or
supported so that it will withstand seismic shocks. The structures

-- and buildings to which-CCW components are attached are not included,
' but -the attaching hardware is included, such as bolts, bedplates,
brackets, snubbers, and pipe supports. eencer -the boundary is just
beyond the supporting hardware.
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10. Loads

The loads cooled or supplied by the CCW system vary from plant to
plant. Typical loads are:

Typical Safety Related Loads:,

Westinghouse:

Combustion
Engineering:

Babcock &
Wilcox:

Residual Heat Removal (RHR) Beat Exchangers (EX), RHR
pump seals, Safety Injection (SI) Pumps, -Containment
Spray Pumps, Containment Coolers.

Shutdown UXs, Low.Pressure SI Pumps, 4igh Pressure SI
Pumps, Containment Spray Pumps, Chillers, Containment
Air Coolers.

Decay Beat Removal (DHR) HXs, DER Pumps, High Pres-
sure rhjection.. (EPI) :Pumps,.. Reactor Building Fan
Coolers.

Typical Non-Safety Related Loads:

Reactor Coolant -Pump motor, Letdown EX, Excess Letdown EX, Seal
Water HX, Spent.Fuel.,.Pool..RX,.Charging .or.Ha.eup Pumps, Control Rod
Drive or Control Element Drive Mechanism Cooling,: Miscellaneous
Loads.

.The CCW piping to and..through the loads is included, but the loads
or equipment serviced by, CCW are not included within the system
boundary. However, it is important to keep track of loads, since
the effect on thef overall plant of loss of CCW or loss of portions
of CCW depends on which loads are lost (i.e., not cooled).

1.4 AnalysiseMethodology.

Recognizing that the characterization of aging in a system in a nuclear
power plant is a complex task, a system 'level'program plan was §4veloped, en-
titled "Aging and Life" Extension Assessment Program (ALEAP)." This plan
presents a structured strategy for assessing the aging effects on nuclear
power systems during the, normal. 40..year life. and perhaps for extension of
plant operation beyond the original lieense.. - -.

The ALEAP plan Is consistent with the NPAR program plan and has two
phases. Phase I focuses on characterizing the aging effects on the system in
terms of the predominant modes and mechanisms of.-failure, as well as their
impact on system performance (Task A). Also included in Phase I is a preli-
minary review of current test, maintenance, and inspection practices (Task
B). The second phase of the:.work stresses the assessment of monitoring and
maintenance practices and the development of techniques to mitigate aging
effects. The specific tasks to be performed in each phase, are outlined in
Figure 1-2. This report includes the Phase I (Task A) work.
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Figure 1-3 presents the overall strategy employed in this system study.
This involves a two-pronged approach which assesses aging impact on system
performance through both deterministic and probabilistic techniques.

The deterministic approach included a review of the various CCW system
designs in use. The scope of the design review encompassed all operating PWR
plants in the United States. A selected number of BWR.plants were included to
determine their similarity to the PWR systems..

In addition to the system design review, a detailed analysis was per-
formed of the various failure data bases summarizing the actual operating
experience of the CCW system. These data bases included:

* Nuclear Plant Reliability Data System (NPRDS),
* Licensee'Event.Reports (LER),
* In-plant Reliability Data System (IPRDS)-,
* Plant.Specific Failure Data Bases.

Each data base was analyzed to determine the predominant failure modes,
causes, and mechanisms contributing to system failure' The operational stres-
ses and other parameters contributing to the aging of -components were consit
dered in assessing their functional characteristics. "Other relevant factors
such as failure rates, aging fractions, and time to failure were extracted for
use in the probabilistic models for predicting the importance of particular
components and system unavailability as a function 'of age.,

Plant specific data for the system was obtained -to supplement the para-
meters mentioned above 'for component failure from the Individual failure his-
tories.. These' dats were then compared with those from other data bases as a
check on the database r ij lts. Information also. was used 'from various NPAR
component level studies.

In parallel with the deterministic effort, a probabilistic approach on a
specific plant Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) model was performed to
study the impact of aging on the system availability. This assessment deter-
mined the components-which have the dominant effect on.system availability.
Because of the complexity of the plant and' system, it was not feasible to ap-
ply aging analyses or to perform -a failure mode and, effects analysis (FMEA)
for all components- and subcomponents. ITherefore,-those predominant components
that are vulnerable to degradation.with age and important to system operation
were analyzed. - -.

A plant with a completed PRA was chosen for the analysis A PRA model
and a computer program (PRAAGE) were developed to reflect the essential fea-
tures of the CCW system design and to accommodate age-related failure rates.
The time-dependency of the aging phenomena was modeled to assign priorities to
the possible.component failures with the age of'the plant.
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Section 2 of this report describes the design review of the CCW system
for all PWRs in the United States. The operational stresses and their corre-
lation with accidents are discussed in Section 3. Section 4 provides the re-
sults of all data bases and identifies the predominant CCW system failures
from the operating experience at nuclear plants. The detailed review of the
CCW system at the Indian Point Nuclear Station 2 (IP2) is summarized in Sec-
tion 5. Section 6 discusses the PRA model of the CCW system at IP2 and ap-
plies the statistical data taken from the CCW system operating experience to
rank the importance of components within the system. Section 7 discusses the
sensitivity studies, while the conclusions of this work are summarized in
Section 8. Several appendices give detailed information on the specific areas
discussed.
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2. CCW DESIGN REVIEW'

2.1 Overview

This section'of the report describes.the design review of all CCW systems
in U.S. nuclear power plants. Functionally, the CCW system is quite straight-
forward, however, the details of the design can be complex and very consider-
ably between -plants.. This review was performed. to determine the -extent to
which results of this study could be generalized. Information also was
needed: to fully understand the system's design and operation; to"provide in-
6ights for analysis of the failure data; to aid in later determination of ap-
propriate system functional indicators; to determine the effects of.variations
in system design on its reliability and availability; to assure the applica-
bility of the work to all the PWRs in the United States; and, to provide the
population data necessary for normalization of the failure data. The CCW de-
sign information was obtained primarily from the Final Safety Analysis Report
(FSAR) for each plant.

The design of each plant's system was cataloged and. then summary analyses
were performed to determine the overall status ofCCW system desig in United
States PWRs. Appendix A presents the type of review performed and the results
of the summary analyses, along with charts and tables.'

The..basic functional design and arrangement of CCW systems was 'found to
be the same at allplants, although'individual design details varied consider-
ably. The few unique arrangements are discussed in Appendix A.-'

2.2 Typical Design

Figure 2-1 shows a typical CCW system design for one unit which has three
CCW pumps arranged in parallel. The pumps are motor-driven centrifugal pumps
powered from Class 1E buses Downstream of the pumps are pressure gauges for
monitoring pump operation.and two parallel heat exchangers (Efs) cooled by the
Plant Service Water System., Downstream of the EXs are temperature detectors
and flow meters.

.Normal. operation. requires two pumps and. one heat exchanger. The valves
-in the cross-connect line downstream of the MeX normally would be left open,
so that one operating EX could supply flow to all three' loops of loads. If
there is an accident and an Engineered Safety Feature (ESF) actuation occurs,
the headers -would be-,split by automatic. closure of the motor-operated valves
1(HOV).' In.this situation, the non-safety'related loads are tripped and their
-CCW flow is secured. .:The Train I and the Train It safety-related'headers are
isolated from each other. and one'pump.and one lXiare aligned to supply each
header.. -
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There is one surge tank which is internally baffled to provide a.separate;
water volume for two CCW pump trains. Thus, should a leak occur in the surge
tank, only one train of CCW would be lost. The surge tank provides'net
positive sucjqon head ,(NPSH) for the CCW pumps and a surge vol "m'..for the
overall CCW system. It iX normally vented to atmosphere through a valved
line. .:If high radiation is detected in the system (e.g., due to a leak .at. a
radioactive load)'. an alarm 'is sounded and :the vent valve'will automatically
close. In this. mode the CCW Systes'provides two trains of reliable cooling to
the safety -related' reator :lant loads.

Y . . . ................... .. *.

RADIATION MONITOR
VENT-

P 1 TR-RAIN I SAFETY RELATED LOADS

L 4 . .- vESF MOV.- ;

NOE N-SAFETY RELATED LOADS -

; '( ), _ESF MOV
SW .TRAINH SAFETYRELATED LOADS- 1

F UMPS. ;- ..

'ligure 2-1 Typical CCU System

2.3 Design Variations

, Using thetypicaldesign shown in' l'igure 2-l, 'a few of the major design
variations will'be'discussed here. These'are cataloged and discussed in more
detail in Appendix A.

The overall'layout or arrangement of'the system varies: some plants -use
two or three systems rather than -'one to fulfill CC functions;' some dual' unit
sites use' a shared 'systern,.while other such 'sites have separate systems' but
with selective crosi connect fieatures; some plants- "have emergency' back-up
water supplies to CCW; and there are -a number of different pipe header
arrangements. The number of pumps, heat exchangers, and surge tanks also
varies. The actual loads supplied by CCW vary somewhat as well. Table 2-1
summarizes the design variations encountered and lists some typical operating
parameters for CCV systems. Charts of these variations are included In Appen-
dix A, as Figures A-8 through A-11. Additionally, the appendix discusses the
advantages and disadvantages of the different designs.
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Table 2-1 CCW Design Variations and Operating Parameters

Number of Pumps: 2 to 8
Pump Flow " 25 gpm to 17,500 gpm per pump
Pump Bead: 54' to 275' (Total Developed Bead)

Number of EXs: 1 1/2* to 8

Number of Surge Tanks: 1/2* to 4

Operating Pressure: <100 psig

Operating Temperature: 75eF to 150l F

Working Fluid: Purified water with corrosion inhibitors

Electrical Power: 4160 volt or 480 volt AC for pumps
480 volt AC for MOVs
125 volt DC and 15 volt AC for instrumentation

and control

* 1/2 indicates I component shared between 2 units.

2.4 Conclusions

As a result of the design review, a number of insights have been obtain-
ed, described in Appendix A, Section A.3, which relate to shared systems, mul-
tiple systems, header arrangements, and components. The information gleaned
was useful in the failure analyses that were performed. It lo concluded that
Indian Point-2 is acceptable as a representative plant to use as a baseline in
the PRA-type system analysis and for the analysis of plant specific exper-
lence. The results of this study are applicable to other individual plants,
however, specific differences in design in key areas rust be considered. For
example, when establishing programs for their individual CCW system, a plant
with more than one surge tank would place less importance on them than Indian
Point-2, which has only one. Also, different pipe header arrangements that
increase redundancy of the cooling' water supply, would decrease the importance
of certain critical supply valves. These issues will be covered in more
detail in later sections of this report.
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3. OPERATIONAL STRESSES AND'CORRELATION WITH ACCIDENT SCENARIOS

Aging 'degradation occurs when a material is subjected or exposed to a
stress condition for a period of time. Typical;aging mechanisms which cause a
material's mechantcal strength or physical properties.to degrade include fati-
gue stress cycles (thetmal, mechanical, or electrical), wear, corrosion, ero-
sion, embrittlement, diffusion, :chemical reaction, cracking or fracture, and
surface contamination. Each mechanism can. occur in various- materials when
they are exposed to particular operating and environmental conditions. Abnor-
mal conditions or accidents accelerate the aging process, thus weakening the
material faster than normal'.: These abnormal -conditions include plant mechani-
cal and electrical transients, pipe breakrs, exposure to harsh environment, and
other abnormal and accident scenarios. . ..

This section discusses-the operational, environmental, and accident.para-
meters which can degrade the mechanical6strength or electrical/chemical pro-
perties of components in the CCW system. -These.:parameters include.system and
component level stresses such as those induced ...by testing, human factors,
environmental parameters and their synergistic effects. They also included
external loads imposed on the system by earthquakes, floods, and fires. The
correlation with accident conditions when the function of the CCW system
becomes. vital for plant safe shutdown also is discussed.

3.1 'System and Component Level Stresses-.

- During normal operatlon, .the-component cooling water- system accommodates
the heat -loads from various plant auxiliary components. Durig an-.accident,
other heat' loads are added to the'-system while some .,are removed or.., reduced.
The CCW- system can accommodate any single failure of an active component and
still operate in a manner to avoid undue risk to the public health -and plant
safety. The 'CCW system also -can detect and isolate- radioactivity entering
from reactor -coolant systems .-and its auxiliaries.

"Since the CCOW is a'fluid system; the operating condition of..the. fluid and
the external loads govern the level of stress. The,.normal operating.tempera-
ture of the fluid ranges between- 901F and 130'F -while the operating ,pressure
*it less than.:1OO psig. The pressure boundary components -are typically design-
ed for a pressure of 150 psig and a temperature of 200'F. The effects of
these--relatively low .operating conditions on-pressure..boundary components are
minimal. However, normal -wear; and degradation -can. cause leaks at the welds in
flange connections; and in-seals.. -

The flow rate of.fluid in the system depends on the plant design and num-
ber 'of loads being cooled at any.one time, which generally varies * Therefore;
CCW pump flow capacity varies between plants -f.rom 25 gpm -to 17,500 4gpm. The
:fluid- flow can contribute to erosion .of the insides -of pipes -and pipe -fit-
:tiogs.. Although the COW fluid. is chemically treated this does'not completely
eliminate corrosion. The presence of oxygen in the water can cause corrosion
of metal surfaces.
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The main components of 'the CCW system. and the piping header arrangements
usually are located in the auxiliary building. These components are exposed
to uncontrolled room conditions with a very, low level. of£;.radiation. The
equipment, therefore, may be exposed-to extremes of temperature, humidity and
dust. " Elecrical 'and mechanical-components may also Ibe: affected by adverse
weather conditions" or by' humidity and salty air in coastal: aresa. The loads
of'the CCW system are located throughout the plant and may be.exposed to quite
different environments, this includes valves inside the. reactor building in
high radiation areas. - -

Table 3-1 summarizes the operational, and: environmental stresses causing
the various CCW components to age. TheioperationaL stresses include- fluid
temperature and pressure, flow, fluid contaminants,,flow. and machlne induced
vibrations, and electrical transients caused by breaker trips or degraded
voltages.' The environmental parameters. include. temperature, hunidity -radia-
tion, dust, and othet adverse atmospheric conditions. _The.components-also.may
be affected by heat dissipation from electrical devices such, as.. transformers,,
rectifiers. and stea*/oil leaks..-

3.2 Stresses Induced by Testing . . .

Components are periodically tested to monitor.and -maintain their condi,
tion during the life of the plant. Plant technical specifications require
that certain safety-related equipment be tested regularly fqr. operational
readiness. If the tests are performed too frequently, unnecessary stresses
could 'b'e1induced in the;component-. Alsov tcertain tests-suchtasahighipotential
testing "of -electric motors or" emergency. diesel. generator. tests .requiring- fast
stafiti.s could impart a larger stress than the component is expected to exper-
ieance normally.

Mechanical tests include vibration, temperature, valve: .stroking, .eak
tests and measurements, functional tests, and crack detection tests. Electri-
cal tests are insulation resistance or dielectric strength tests, contact
resistance 'tests,' and'certain 'high potential tests. .These tests affect mostly
contact points, nonmetallic' components such as insulating systems.,.and other
electronic devices sensitive to high temperature and humidity. :Chemical. tests
of lubticants to detect wear in -the component, might not affect the component.

Certaii' pieces of safety equipment, such as CCW pumps-, remain on-standby.
and are' required to become operational anytime-the safety of -the plant-As
challenged. The technical specifications may- require periodic'..start/stop
testing of this equipment to assure their operational readiness. This
requirement dould' 'involve gold' starts of the equipment, whIch.'introduces a
hifierl'itress than is usually experienced during normal operation.' Smilarly;,
valve' testi;'may subject the'valve motor or other-moving--.parts to abnormal
stresse's. Gi'general, 'the' amount of testing required for CCW systems .1s less
thai'most' standby, as'fety-related'systems so that stresses caused by testing
are not expected to be a serious concern.
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.Table 3-1. Aging Effects on CCW System Components

Components Affected

Stress Inst. &
Conditions Aging Effects- Mechanical Electrical Control

Normal * Erosion, wear,
:Operating corrosion, crack,
Conditions, leakage .

* Clogging, blocking,
reduced flow.

. Vibrations, misalignments,
crack growth, loose or.
dislodged pieces -,. X X

* Mechanical binding,
distortion, rupture X

. Set point drift, out of.
calibration, loose:. . .
connections X X

-* Electrical 6shortsg grounds ..
surface pittings, erratic
signals/indicators x X

Normal * Corrosion, cracks, - X S

Environment. surface damage (e.g.
Conditions pitting)

* Burning, shorts, grounds X X

* Embrittlement, hardening - X

3. . . Fco / itn c

3.3 Ruman Factors/Maintenance
- : I. �: 1. .

To maintain and-operate a system, human activities are involved. These
-activities can be In design or manufacturing, shipping, installing, operating,
maintaining and testing. From past experience, It is evident that human
errors contribute-to the.failure of CCW system components. These failures are
attributed to Incorrect installations, improper., operation leading to
overloading of components, and errors in testing and maintenance.
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Inadvertent actions', such as stepping on pipe supports or snubbers, have
caused damage and failure. Other incidental human errors include inadvertent
spraying of water into electrical components, use of the wrong replacement
parts, impre'r tightening of bolts or screws, improper lubrication of moving
components, and leaving protective components open to hostile environments.
Most human errors are likely to occur during activities such as testing, moni-
toring,*inspection, maintenance or repair of components.

Typical maintenance errors include incorrect calibration of set.points,
wrong wiring of test equipment and improper adjustment of the test equipment
itself. These may result in erroneous test data indicating the wrong state of
the equipment condition. Since most equipment is a complex, arrangement. of
many subcomponents, plant maintenance personnel usually follow a particular
test and :maintenance procedure and perform the activities in a specified
order. If properly performed, the equipment will be kept in operating condi-
tion. A large number of equipment failures may be, due -to people using wrong
procedures or incorrectly following the set procedure. in performing the main-
tenance. -Improper maintenance is indicated where there Are repeated failures,$-
for example, leaks In pump seals shortly after initial failure and repair.

An incorrect operating procedure can adversely- stress the equipment's
subcomponents and may accelerate the aging process. For example, frequent
starting of certain electrical equipment-'before cooling -them could age the
insulation and cause premature electrical.,shorts'-or grounds. Certain equip-
ment such as pumps, valves, and switchgears require a definite sequence of
operations (iLe. starts or stops) to run them. These sequences are documented
in operating manuals or procedures for reference, -'and -should be properly fol-
lowed. - -

3.4 External Effects (Earthquakes, nFoods, Fires)

The design of-a nuclear facility accounts foritheweffects of earthquakes,
floods (both internal and external), and fires in'itis design basis -aecident
(DBA) loads. Since the CCW system is vital for plant normal operation and for
safe shutdown in an accident, the entire system is designed to withstand these
loads specific to the plant site. The seismic design levels for operating
and for safe shutdown are determined by-the location and the geological survey
of the site. External flood Is -considered in the structural design if there
is- a potential of failure at nearby dams on -a river or reservoir. --Internal
flood and fire typically are included in the design for locating the equipment
Inside the plant. .... ':

None 'of these! loat- contribute- directly to 'the aging process -of 'compo-
nents or- subcomponents.- lather, after beln'g aged un'der-the stresses discussed
earlier", -:'the components become more vulnerable to accident :loads which- could
affect' the capaboility of -the plant -to shutdo0wn safely.- Thus', the -design mar-
'gins -for 'the CCU components'`must account for -aging to. prevent a commonn'cause
failure in the system during an accident.- -
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All components including piping, . pumps,.. motors, heat exchangers . tanks,
and electrical cabinets -are supported -with restraints.-.to withstand earth-
quakes. The components are. also qualified to seismic levels specific to the
site. Since seismic loads. are transmitted to the. equipment via the, plant
buildings housing Ache system. seismic damage could affect the. entire syptem.

The three types of supports that are typically used are rigid restraints,
spring hangers, and snubbers. The rigid restraints are made out of carbon
steel and are vulnerable to corrosion. 6stress relaxation.,of bolts,. distortion
and degradation from fatigue.... The spring hangers . are not a concern fr.. the
seismic load since-they .support -the.dead weight of the component... However,
changes -in the. characteristics of the spring caused 'by corrosion or other
mechanical deterioration could alter the. overall dynamic, characteristics
(i.e. natural frequency)',of, the system and.result in increased vulnerability
to lower seismic loads than allowed for in the design basis for the component.

Snubbers are the seismic restraints and they must remain operational for
the system's life. Since the CCW system Is a low temperature system, there-
should not be many of this type of restraint (systems with small amounts of
thermal growth can use rigid restraints in place of snubbers). Hydraulic
snubbers are vulnerable to reservoir oil leaks or oil contamination. Mechani-
cal snubbers, are fragile and are easily damaged and distorted by human error.
Snubbers which freeze during normal operation and do not allow normal thermal
expansion of the system's piping can impose abnormally high stresses on the
system.

Relays and circuit breakers are vulnerable to trip during earthquakes.
This might lead to a change in the state of operating or standby equipment.
Electrical components are primarily vulnerable. to high humidity due to steam
leaks or water leaks, causing short circuits.

Floods can be either external or internal. Generally the plant Is built
to withstand any external flooding that is likely in the area. Internal
floods are caused by pipe breaks or storage tank failures within the CCW sys-
tem or other nearby systems. For example, in one nuclear station all three
CCW pumps were failed by a pipe break which shorted the pump motors and dis-
abled the entire CCW system.

Fire is always considered to be hazardous to electrical components inside
a nuclear plant. Typically, fire barriers are built to protect vital compo-
nents from such damage. Electrical cables and other nonmetallic components
are vulnerable to fire and could cause complete or partial failure of the CCW
system. Fire sometimes is caused by burning of cables due to short circuits
or electrical heat. Degradation of the cable's Insulation Increases this vul-
nerability.

A loss of offsite power should also be considered as an external event
which can stress the CCW system, primarily due to the effects of a loss of
instrument air. Generally, air compressors for the instruments are not power-
ed from the emergency electrical bus, therefore when the diesel generators
provide power to the plant following a loss of offuite power, instrument air
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will not be available. The air-operated temperature-control valves. typically
employed in the CCW- system for modulating cooling water. flow to the various
loads, are designed :to either fail open- or .fail as-ist. In -either case,.
depending upop the plant configuration, a' high flow demand may. result with the
potential to stress the CCW pump or other loads' supplied by CCW..

3.5 S~m-

To summarize, the CCW system is exposed to a variety of stresses that can-
contribute to degradation with age. The potential effects which can result.
are shown in Table- 3-r. This information provides.-insight into the' failure
mechanisms and 'modes which can be 'expected -in the 'CCW system. The .aging
effects identified from this review were used as. a baseline for comparison: .Pf
the results from-the data analysis discussed in Section 4.-.
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4. ANALYSIS OF_ FAILURE DATA:; :

' s part' of the -aging 'assessment of CCW: systems, failure data.and operat-
ing experience' from various national data.bases-were analyzed. This section.'
briefly discusses-l&he data;sources. used and presents the results of the analy-'
ses.

4.1 Data Bases

4;..-'Descriptibns and Limitations :- -

The datea bases used; include-.the Nuclear Plant Reliability .Data System
(NPRDS), the '%In-Plant Reliability. Data .$ystem. (IPRDS)j, and .Licensee Event'
Reports (ILER). All of 'the information obtained from; these sources ,was ,re-
viewed and analyzed to obtain insights into the effects of aglng on-.CCW system
performance.

-The national data bases havet several vtrt~vgs -.that'. ake them suitable. as
soutces of failtre .information. T.hey contaijt. alarge amount f-,data repre-.
senting a broad cro'ds-s'ection of -nuclear power-! plantsi.- The data is access-.
ible, although sometimes difficult.to obtainp,.Much of: the data includes suf-
ficient Information to identify basic fAilure.-characteristics, such as the
component failed and the reason for failure. With proper review and evalua-
tion, -thedata can 2alsobe .used to;identify prevailing trends.

Although a great deal of Nseful .-icformationuis.l.available.from..the. data
bases, there are limitations and weaknesses to it which must be recognized.
In genetal',"the .data bases .do-not.contain a. complete.-.r e~cord of all., failures.
This is partly due to the nature of the data bases and the failures required
to-be:'reported. The result..is .that. 4iilure :freqpencies determined directly
from the data base information will probably .be .-.ower thanactual. However,
it must be noted that a large cross-section of plants is represented in the
data, bases. -Using .the data :ior -analyzing failure characteristics, such as
causes, -odes and. mechanisms ,.r should not be_.Severel y affected by this defi-
ciency. Using the data bases for evaluating aging effects is, -therefore, a
valid use of the data.

An additional concern with the data base information is the inconsistency
In 1) the interpretation of .codes..used.- to, report. ;events, and-.2) .the under-
standing of the events associated with the failure. For exampIe, when a fail-
ure lis reported; the failed component. may be incorrectly identified.,,or the
effect of the failure on ,system -.performance may-,Qt be.. consistent, with other
interpretations* This can be attributed to several reasons including a lack
of. standardized-definitions ,..term ology and. reportability--for the data bases,
as well- as ,'differences in:experience and knowledg e.between personnel .filing
the reports. . -This isa valld concern4,1n usingjdata base information. How-
ever,:, its. effect: %n.analysis results .can ,be mitigated by 1) performing a thor-
ough-review of.. the.data -.and 2) validating the results -by comparison with ac-
tual-plant-data, as iwasdone, for this analysis. By performing an independent
xreview using consistent definitions .%Ad nterpretations, the data.base ,infor-
mation* can provide meaningful results. .. The.results should then be compared

*.; .,.. , & ';' ... l .,'t''tr --
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with findings from actual plant data to ensure that erroneous trends or fail-
ure characteristics are not identified by the data base. Uncertainties in
data base results can -b addressed by formal uncertainty analyses or: .by sensl-
tivity studiqe. The latter approach was. taken for this study. The data bases
and their limitations are discussed in more detail in Appendix- .E.

4.1.2 Methods of Analysis

The information obtained from the NPRDS data base was the most exstensive,
consequently, the majority of the effort spent. on data analysiAfocused . pn,
this data. A total of 1179 failure records related to CCW systems were
obtained from the NPRDS-. These were individually. reviewed bg .;a tpeam ofX engi-
neers and then encoded into a computerized data base .developed.by BNL (utilix-
ing d-BASE III software)! specifically to sort and count large amounts of data
for the NPAR program ' '

As part of the NPRDS data review, each failure record was categorized as
to whether' or not it was related to aging. Since -the determinations found In.
the idata records 'weire inconsistent, -a definition -was. establihe4 o f "aging.
related' based on the NPAR definition presented in .NUREG-1144 4which was ap-
plied to each event.' The following two criteria had to be-met in order foZ a
failure to be considered agidg-related:

1. The failure must be the wesult of cumulative changes with pa8sag,1Qof time
which, if unchecked, may result in loss of function and impairment of
safety. Factors causithg'aging-can include: -.

natural internal chemical or physical processes during operation,

-. external-stressors (e.g.-, radiation, humidity) caused by ther.storage
or operating environment, - -

* service wear, including changes in dimensions and/or -relative posl-
tions of individual parts or sub-assemblies. caused by operational
cycling, . . .. -

* excessive testing, and

'improper installation, -application, or maintenance.

2. The component must have~'been In service for -at least 6 months before the
-failure (to -eliminate infant mortality failures). -:...

-To illustrate the data review -process, Figures 4-1 and 4-2 present sample
NPRDS failure'recordsd. - T-Figure 4-1 , failure'-^of a CCW -isolation valve to
pass a leak rate test is reported. Since- the failure was due . to- wear'. on .the
valve disc and seat, and the valve was:over six months old: the two aging cri-
teria were met and this filure was-classified as "aging-related." The failure
mode is "'leAkage.1" the failure mechanisu 'is "wear- and-the 'failure. cause is
normal service." Since the failure 'degraded the capability--of the CCW system

to''provide isolation 'from containment, which is -. one' of. its functions, the
effect of the falure was classified as "degraded operation."



IWRDS COMPONENT FAILURE CANNED REPOR
_________Plant Type-_

COtPONENT FAILUR2 REPORT
___,_, COPONETE_ IEERINGDAT

ENTRY DATE. 0626/86
1. Utilt e at rmi e....
2. NPRDS Co Cponent Code . .VALVE
S. Utility C I.p.ne.t I D..
4. Discovery Date . 8................ 60227
S. Discoery Number . 1..............

6. ROert vate ..................... 860604
7. Revrt Number.
8. Syste% Affected by Fallure ... N-COMPONENT COOLING WATER
9. Date Failure Occurred . 6...... 5082J

16. Time Fallure Occurred .......... 08.00
11. Date Failure Ended ........... .860430
t124!.T1ima Failure Ended .......... 22'..2O00

S. Statue Cde .......... F-SUBSYSfCKRL IN TEST
14. Peverity Leuei Cede.... K-DEGRADED.
15F Faillre Sympto Code. . .. *;,F-CONTAINF LEAKAGE
16. Fe luri Deteqtio Cede . C-SURVEILLANCE TESTING
17. Cm Cite Cede9..............N-_EAROlT
18. CasAU Description-CodesNORfALoAB1VORML NMR
19. Syte .............. . D-LOSS OF SUSSYSTEM/CHANNEL
20. Plapt Effect Codee. . ... 0-RESULTED IN 1(O SIONIFICANT EFFECT
21. Corrective. Actio Code. . .AG-REPATR COIPONENT/PART
22. Documetation Cadee. .Z-NON8 OF TIlE ABOV

,ISA REACTOR BtIILDING PEMAfOt ONt u TNALb11 il C11'ONT
L0OLtnG SYSTEM . IT FAILED A LEAK .RATI TE3ST'. INDICAT- I SEAT

C Watretive
TSE CAUSE OF FAILURE WAS 10NRAt&R esCift E DISC AmD s E' .TVnIS

- CAUSED AN UNEVEN SEATING SURFACE AND ALLOWED THE VALVE TO LEAX PAST
TNE SEAT.

* 25. C t.e*i, Aetion Narrative
THE DISC AND SEATS WERE CLEAiiD AND APPED A.VU CEC INDICATED
100%.CONTACT AFTER LAPPING

: S......

eOMT1,1 ENGnERN DATA

ENITR DATEs UNKNOWN

Application Ceode.
Location ..... C... COOE.LIN WATER

(NPRDS Syate Code- W8Bt

gKaalgZy fl7TOM uPUce... V

la-SertIC6 Date ...... 730716
Out-of-Serviee Date.

Safety cfisw.... .... 4-
Crltca l OpeatInfloded .STANDBY CONDM ON
Sbrwing NuDme Nuber....
Manufacturing Std.........

Internal Enviof;6 wt....AMS lTEMPERATURE OVER 180F
SECONDARY COOLANT e TREATED

External Enviiroment.. .Arm TEMPERATURE -tOF To
+120F
INSULATED

"'ilie..t.rer. ".PCWELL .WILLIAM CO
Manufaectuwrer Model No...1503WE
Manufacturer Serial No..

'Supplier'..... ''-'
Supplier Id no........

, Engineering Codes

A., Tpe.G ............ GATE
. Opertor . .. .PREUKATICMDIAPHRAGM/CYLIlIER

0. FnctiondApplicfttlon .6 NSUTOFF ISOLATION STOP
D. Body Material . .......... CARRONSTEEL
E. Beod Materlal Tpe' .FABRICATED
F. Nom nal Inlet Slr-. 4 TOQ11.99 IN.
G;`Inlet SIza...5.0 IN
R. fMailmnu Pro are. 150 PSI6
J. Maxln Te .perature .225 DEGF

X Time Operiting ihen Reactor Is Critical... 100 %
X Time Ope0ati When Reactor to Shutdoan... 100 X

.Testing. Perfored Frequency/Period ffr Out of
Service

w

Check Testing
Functional Testing
Calibration Testing

I / ANNUAL
I / ANNUAL
O NOT DONE

0
0
a

Figure 4-1 Sample NPRDS Record for Aging Related Failure



NPADS COMPONENT FAILURE CANNED REPORT
Plant Type- _ . -_ _ - -

COMPONENT FAILURE REPORT

ENTRY DATEs UNIWOWV
1. Utili Plat tl.... ..
2. N pDS ao-ent Cod ... .PUMP
3. Utility Component ID..
4.D Date .... D-t-... ss...781113
S. D1 eevatNumber ...............1

6. bor : .............. 80 320

S. Syster Aff ctedv bFalure .... WB8-COMPONENT C QOLINO WATER
9.Date. Failure Occurre . .781113
10.'Time Failure Occurred *......... 12-00
11. Date Failure Ended ............. 731113
12. Tine Failure Emded .. ......... ,5,O0

13. Sttus Coda. .... '..........E-SUbSYSCaNL IN SVC1OP/STA1DBY
14. Severity Level Coae.K-DEGRADED
1t Failure Symptom =Code.CedoA--PHEYSICAL FAULT
16. Failufe Detection coe...... K-SPECIAL, INSPECTION
17. Cause Category'Code..... J-O R DEVICES
18. Cause Description Code ......... B--UECMANICAL DAHAGE/BUNDING
19. Sy-to Effect Code ......... ... C-LOSS OF REDUNDANCY
20 ant Effect Coded ......... :..O-RESULTED IN NO SIGNIFICANT EFFECT
21 *Corrective Action Code...... A&-REPAIR COMPONENT/PART
22.. CDeutatit.Q Codes...... Z-D... 0F TKE AO VE

23. Fallure Desaription Narrative...
COMPONENT COOLING WATER PUMP INOPERABLE

24. Ca"' ' i TO B STRIPPD.
'Tug.&I CASING THREADS WERE FUOT'iS90

25. Corrective' Action, Narr~ative ...
THER tRADS WERE RETAPPED AND AN INSERT INSTALLED

COMPONENT ENGINEERING DATA

'ENTRY DATEs UNKNOlOWNI

Application Code.......
Location ............... COMPONENT COOLING WATER

(NPRDS ysten Cod.- WOB)

Utility Syst"'Code.....

Data Start Datt .... i . .. 771121
In-Service Dat... .....771121
Out-of-SorvSe Date....

Safety Class.
Critical Operation Mbde.OPERATINa

Manufaturing Std .......

Internal Environment... .AH TEMPERATURE -1OF TO
-4-Z-120F

SECONDARY COOLANT / TREATED
WATER

External Environment... .AB TEMPERATURE -1OF TO
+120F

* AIR

Manufacturer ............ GOULDS PUMPS INC
Manufacturer Model No ... 3415
Manufacturer Serial No..

Supplieor...-
Supplier Id No........

EnWin.riing Codes

A. Sypo .......... t CENTRIFUGAL
B.IltS~iz. ~..,......... ;2,l-17 .99 INl.

C. Body Material . CAlBON STEEL
D. T- of Saft Seal. PACKING GLAND
E ......... elt 2500-9999 GPM
9. Total OelopepdiUoad...150 FTlO
N. Flow Rtg . . 7860 GPH
J. Retoteonal Speod (Cap).1160-RPM

X Time Operoting When Reactor Is Critical...'33 X
X Time Oporatiag When Reactor Is Shutdown... 33 X

Testing Perforsed Frequin*cyPoriod lire Out of
-------------- Service

4-

Check Testing 1 / ONTH
Functional Testing 2.o THREE YEARS
Calibrati~n Testing 0 N tlOT DONE

0
1
a

------ ----

Figure 4-2 Sample NPRDS Record for Non-agiug Related Failure
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An NPRDS component-failure report for a CCW pump is shown in Figure 4-2.
Since the failure of a CCW pump is reported. Since the failure was'due to the
pump casing threads being stripped, and not by any aging mechanism, this
failure did not meet the aging criteria.and was classified as non-aging
related." The failure cause was classified'as "human error,". and the failure
mechanism was -ottirr," since no aging mechanism.;*as present. Since the pump
was taken out of service, the effecit of the failure was categorized as a "loss
of redundancy."

After all the data were encoded and entered. -into''the -NL'Adata base, the
records were checked to -verify that -they vere. entered correctly and that the
code interpretations were consistent. The data also-.were c- heeked to verify
that the components reported were.in the CCW system-bdundaries' defined in Sec-
tion 1. Once the data base was .complete, the computers'orted the data in var-
ious ways to obtain the information for this.analysis.' The"database findings
were then checked against actual plant data (didcussed. in. Section 5) to verify
the results.

The IPRDS data base contains information on pumps and valves from only a
few nuclear power plants. These data were not computerized and had to be hand
sorted. Also,. the data were notin current use and were 'not actively main-
tained. Consequently, data on CCW system valve failure from IPRDS were avail-
able for only three plants with a reported population of 326 valves; for
pumps, failure data were obtained for two plants, with a reported population
of 12 pumps. The valve data included 88 failures reported from February 1975
to June 1981; for pumps,.:there.were 92 failures from.May .1974 to June 1981.

'It is believed that the data obtained from IPRDS are incomplete since
some records did not reflect realistic component populations However, the
records -were individually reviewed and analyzed to determine if they showed
any significant, differences to thevresults obtained from the NPRDS data.` Each
of-.the-failure records was reviewed to. .determine if the .failure was aging re-
lated. The same definition-of aging applied to-the NPRDS data was used as the
criterion, but due to the. limited amount of. information available, many were
categorized as 'unknown."

.There -were 478 reports. in the LER.data base that were related to the CCW
system. As for the IPRDS data, each.LER record was individually reviewed and
categorized as to whether or not it was aging related. The various failure
modes, failure causes, and component types were also identified and.analyzed.
Many, of the LEEs did not contain sufficient information to classify the fail-
ureocbaracteristics, hence, a number of.them were categorized as "unknown."

4.2 Dominant Failure Trends

*4.2.1 -Aging Fraction..
-. erforing -an agn ass -.. ,

In:performing any aging assessment, the. primary concern is to determine
$f .there iv aging degradation and if it is adversely" affecting 'the performance
or reliability of the system. One method of doing this is 'to examine past
operating experience and determine the fraction of failures which are aging-
related. If the fraction Is large,.aging-related degradation is significant,
and appropriate measures should be taken to mitigate it.

. q
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AGING

UNKNOWN
12%

NON-AGING
16%

* Figure 4-3 Aging fraction - NPIDS.data-.

An analysis of the failure data (Figure 4-3) shows that the CCV system-is
suiceptible to aging-relAted degradation,' and that 722 of the -failures
reported were aging related.' Results obtained from IPRDS data and LER data,
which are shown in Figures A4-4'and 4-5, respectively, also show large aging
fractions. One. reason for 'the large numbet of age-related failures is,.that
the CCV system is normally operating at 'all times, and the components
accumulate a large number of operating hours. These results demonstrate-that
aging is a concern for CCW systems. The ability to monitor and control the
aging phenomena, therefore, Is- important and should lead to increased system
reliability.

As shown in Figures 4-4 and 4-5, the aging fraction from the IPRDS: and
LER data are 'smaller than the aging fraction from the NPRDS data. , or the
IPRDS result, this is believed to be due to the limited amount of information
which resulted in a large number of failures being classified as unknown.

The LUR aging fraction is believed to be lower than NPRDS due to the
large number of reports in the LERs dealing with human. errors. These include
failures to perform various tests or failures to have certain procedures
available. Eventi of this type are not reportable-to NPRDS. These events are
clearly not aging-related and therefore the' lZR data 'give a lower aging
fraction.
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NON-AGII
10%

AGING

NON-A(
UNKNOWN 205

60%

VALVES"-

AGING
67%

UNKNOWN
3ING. 23%

'PUMPS

*Figure 4-4, Aging fracton - RDS data

fAGING
44%

~.ji ..

.. NON-AGING

Figure 4-5 Aging fraction - LUR data
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IN SERVICE 81%

~ IN STANDBY 2%

OUT OF SERVICE 2%

IN MAINTENANCE 8%

IN TEST 29%

FigureA4-6 CCW system status during failure detection

4.2.2 Failure Detection

The CCW system is a normally operating system, consequently, most fail-
ures should occur when the system is operating. This is verified by the data,
as shown in Figure 4.6.. Since failures most frequently occur when the system
is operating, the need'. for'good fuuetional;''itdicatdt: t4o detect and monitor
aging effects becomes more important. The functional indicators should be
capable of detecting failures in the incipient stage to ensure no loss of
function of the CCU system. These will be developed and addressed in the
second phase of the CCI system study.

The methods by which CCW system failures are detected were determined and
are presented in Figure 4-7. As shown, operational abnormalities identified
342 of all CCN system failures. operational abnormalities include events such
as a pump failing to start on demand or a valve failing to open. Inspections
while the system was operating detected 291 of -the failures, while testing
detected 30%. This is consistent with the results shown in Figure 4-6 for the
status of the CCV system during failure. '. -

Considering testing, Ialarms. , -in'specti onss and imaintenance to be parts of
monitoring and surveillance'.methods, '-`thenA 65 .of all failures are detected by
the methods currently in.use. ..Of-the.remai i failures, 34% are not detected
until system operation is affected. Howelver, the effect on the performance of
the system at the time of detection should be.examined to assess the overall
effectiveness of the monitoring methods.. Iffsystem performance is degraded to
an unacceptable level before failures are detected, improvements in monitoring
may be required and should certainly be considered. This conclusion is sup-
ported by the small number -of plants reviewed which show that monitoring of
the CCW system is routine but not extensive. There are areas for improvement
without the expenditure of.large resources: this subject will be developed in
the second phase of the CCV system study.' '
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ABNORMAL OPERATION 34%

.::: :-:_- -------- ~ ::: , , - -.

, ~~~~~~~~~~. 4;::::: :......: .: ._........ .. _s, ...,,,,,
A,~~~~~~~.>... ::.-::::.:::: ....... ................ :::,, __.--

TEST 30% ... ...
A . ~ ~~~ .... . .E---,.......... ._* .. ~qz

OTHER 1%

MAINTENANCE 4%

INSPECTION 29%

Figure 4-7 CCW system failure detection methods

4.2.3 Effects.of i..Falure

An additional aspect of failure which must be considered,,is its 
effect on

the performance of the CCW system. The.NPRDS results presented in Figure 4-8,

show that over half of.all failures. degrade the operation of the system. De-

graded operation Implies that the system can still perform its 
function, but'

it cannot continue indefinitely without some corrective action being taken.

If left uncorrected, the failure would get progressively worse-until there was

a complete loss of function or an impairment of safety.

The results presented in Figure 4-8 also ,show that 27Z of the failures.

resulted in a loss of redundancy in the -CCW system.,. This would, occur, for

example, if a heat. exchanger which is normally used forstandby seqrvice failed

and had to be taken out of service for repair. The system could still oper-

ate, but if another heat exchanger failed, there would be no'backup to replace

it,,and the system's6.function could be lost. From a PRA standpoint,.a loss of

redundancy.$in the system would.result In an increase in.unavailability 
and a

decrease in.-reliability. .Therefore,, it.is- important to reduce the number of

failures that could cause a loss of redundancy..

Only one failure out of 1179 reported,.to NPRD$ resulted. in,a. complete

lose of CCU system function. This failure was due to the inadvertent'spraying

of water during maintenance into the CCW pump area, which shorted the motors

of all three CCW pumps. The event was caused by human error and was not aging

related.
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DEGRADED OPERATION 56%

LOSS OF FUNCTION '1%

NO EFFECT 17%

LOSS OF REDUNDANCY 27%

Figure.4-8 Failure effect on CCM system performance

Total loss of CCW system function rarely occurs due to the redundancy de-
signed into the systems. If a complete loss of function should-occur- at -the
covuponent level, a backup component Is available to replace the failedtone and
prevent the, system's function from b-being interrupted. This demonstrates that
current designs have sufficient reduridadicy to 'provide a satisfactory level of
reliability; however, it mayibe'possible to--make-improvements -to increase..,the
syitex's avilability.'

4.2.4' Causes'of Failure

To identify the reason for the various CCV system failures, the data were
categorized according to the 'cause. For this analysis; -the -cause was defined
to '-be- the general conditio- -or 'event -which'tesulted- in component failure.
The true r~oot cause" of failure could not be determined in most cases, due-to
thoelack of informatioi' '

In Figure 4-9, the causes of CCW system failures are shown- as a-function
of plant ag. Normalservice ^is -the predominant -cause of failure. which ,is
consistent with the large ging 'fractions seen previously. - Normal servieetin-
cludes any function or process which the component is- expected to encounter
during its life. AB plants age, the percentage of failures caused by normal
service -increases. ThKi' idicates that''the degradation due-to 'aging increases
with t'im'e, as woulidbe expected. -
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The human error failures shown in Figure 4-9 include errors in the design
and manufacturing of the systems and components as well as errors in their
operation and maintenance. The failure causes in the category classified as
"other' include failures of other components and systems outside CCW boun-
daries, operation in a harsh environment, and operation during accidents
requiring service outside normal limits.

100% 92,

78% 80%
F 80% -E
A 64%

L 60%-

R
s .40%.

S 40 | 8%18i
20%

0 TO 6 6 TO 10 to TO 15 16 TO 20
SYSTEM AGE (YEARS)

_NORMAL SERVICE M OTHER H HUMAN ERROR

Figure 4-9 CCW system failure causes vs. plant age NPRDS

Similar results were obtained from analysis of the IPRDS and the LER data
(Figures 4-10 and 4-11): Xboth, sources showed a" high; percentage of failures
caused by normal service. As" discuss'edprevio"usly, the IPRDS data was
incomplete and, therefore, a large number of ilure causes were classified as
unknown. The LER data base'included, alarge iiumber- of failures caused by
human error as a result of which t.hiere :was fA smller percentage of failures
caused"by normal sekiice.
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NORMAL SERVICE
60% -_

UNKNOWN/OTHER
Oa1 -

HUMAN ERROR
1%

HUMAN ERROR'-Z~NKNOWN/OTHER

PUMPS

NORMA,L SERVICE
38%

VALVES

Figure 4-10 CCV system failure causes - IP RDS

HUMAN ERROR
_- 45%

NORMAL SERVICE
42%

Figure 4-11

UNKNOWN/OTHER
13%

CCA system failure causes - Ms
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The second largest cause of failures, was human error. To identify areas

where improvements could be made, the data were analyzed to determine the

types of human errors. Excluding manufacturing and design errors, the re-

sults, shown in Fifure 4-12, indicate that problems related to maintenance

account-for more than 60% of all human error failures. Any efforts made to

mitigate human errors could most-productively be focused in the area of main-

tenance of the CCW system.

MAINTENANCE

UNKNOWN
\ By~~~. ... . .-.-._..-... ....

\ :zzPROCEDURAL

INSTALLATION
27%

Figure 4-12 Types of human errors

It is noted from Figure-4-9 that failures related to human error tend to

decrease with age. In early years, they account for 16% of the failures; in

later years, they account for. only 4%* This decrease probably can be attri-

buted to the personnel becoming more familiar with operating and maintenance

procedures and, therefore, performing them more efficiently (i.e., learning-

curve effect). This finding-demonstrates the importance and benefit of having

experienced personnel available.,.

4.2.5 Modes of Failure

The effect by. Which .a failure is detected is usually referred to as the

failure mode. For a pump, this could be leakage. or excessive vibration, among
others. Valve failure modes include failure to open/close, or leakage. Fail-

ure mode identification is useful in assessing surveillance and monitoring

methods since it focuses attention on the proper areas to inspect or test.
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The predominant failure modes for the CCW system are quite diverse... As
shown in Figure 4-13, leakage (37%) was the most common-mode of failure in the
NPRDS data. ' The. IPRDS data and LER -data also -show leakage- to be a common
failure mode i5Pgures 4-14 and 4-15). This is a typical failure mode associ-
ated with booth pump-and valve failures and' suggests that inspecting and test-
ing for leakage is an important monitoring method--

It should be noted from Figure 4-13 that a number of different failure
modes occur in the CCW system. The failure modes classified as "other' in-
clude disengaged, engaged, opened, closed, opened circuit, overloaded, rup-
tured, and tank level changed. Several different monitoring techniques would
be required to detect all failures. For example, visual inspections could
only be expected to detect a portion of the CCW system.failures. A good sur-
veillance and monitoring plan should, therefore, be diverse and include suffi-
cient tests and inspections to cover all the significant failure modes.

It is noted from Figure 4-15 that in the -LER data were a large number of
events which were classified. as failure.to meet specifications or loss of
function. Those events Wy h-. failed :to meet, specifications ,included items
such as not performing a testIrequired:.bjy'the technical specifications, for
example. The. large number of. these events repo2table as LERs account for the
high overall percentage of failure to meet-specifcatilon events. The loss of
function category is large due to the'lack-of-"detailed'information available
from the LZRse This-resulted in a number-of failure modes being placed in the
broad nloss of function" category.

4.2.6 Mechanisms of Failure

A failure mechanism is the physical, chemical, or other process by which
a component or system degrades or fails. For the CCV system, a number of dif-
ferent failure mechanisms are present (Figure 4-16).- The predominant failure
mechanism was wear, which accounted for 37% of the failures reported to NPRDS.
In this analysis, wear represented an exposure to stresses encountered during
operation, as described in Section 3, which resulted in some portion of the
component being worn away. This is typically associated with an aging phenom-
enon. The large number of failures due to wear is consistent with the large
aging fractions seen previously.

The other 63%-of failures were fairly evenly distributed among the other
mechanisms, as shown in Figure 4-16. The failure mechanisms categorized as
"fracture" include those where fracture or crack growth lead to failure. --The
*contamination" category includes failures where a foreign material was intro-
duced into the system/component causing a buildup or blockage. The "calibra-
tion" category includes failures where calibration or set point drift of a
device occurred, resulting in a violation of specifications. The failure
mechanisms categorized asb"other" include embrittlement, fatigue and abnormal
stresses. Most of these mechanisms may be aging-related.
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figure 4-13 CCW .sys tem failure modes - NPRDS
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Figure 4-15 CECW systemi failure n'odes '- LER data
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4.3 Analysis of Component Failure

4.3.1 Predominant Component Failures

The failure trends discussed in the previous section are characteristic

of the CCW system at a system level. To provide more specific information on

the aging phenomena taking place in the CCW system, the data were analyzed at

a component level.

The number of failures attributed to each of the components in the CCW

system is shown in Figure 4-17,'together with the aging fraction for. each com-

ponent. The results indicate that valve-related failures are the dominant

type. This is expected since the number of valves is much larger'than the

number of other components (e.g., for IP2 there are 283 valves, 3 .pumps, and 2

EX's). The failure data were normalized and results ar'e discussed later in

this section. Pumps, instrumentation/controls, nad heat 'exchangers also con-

tribute to a significant portion of the CCW system'failures. The aging frac-

tion for each component ranged from 42% to-84X, showing that aging degradation

occurs for all: 'CCW system components-and accounts for the majority of fail-

ures.

Similar results were obtained 'from an analysis of the LER data. As shown

in Figure 4-18, valves were the component most frequently reported as failing.

Pumps, heat exchangers, and radiation monitors also made significant contribu-

tions. It should be noted that only those LERs related to component failures

were included in the data in Figure 4-18. LERs dealing with violations of

specifications were not included.

Since valves constitute the highest percentage of CCW system failures,

the data were sorted further to identify the types of valves which failed most

frequently. The results, in Figure 4-19, indicate that air-operated valves

(AOVs) and motor-operated valves (MOVs) experience the most failures, followed

by relief valves, manual valves, and check valves. This is' understandable

since: AOVs and MOVe include actuators which make them more complex components

than the other valve types. As can be seen from Figure-4-19, aging is a sig-

nificant factor in failure for each type of valve.

Figure 4-19 shows only the relative frequency of failure for the various

types of valves. It does not indicate the importance of each, ,nor the signif-

icance of a failure for any specific type of, valve. Manual" valves, for exam-

ple, do not fail as frequently as air-operate'i valves, but ,this does not imply

that the monitoring of . AOVs in; general should'&be stressed in monitoring pro-

grams, more than that for manual 'valves. in some system designs, failure of

certain manual valves could have alauch more significant impact on system per-

formance than-the failure of an AOV.. This could be-the case in a'system which

uses manual valves in,-critical portions of the main flow path where valve

failure could result in -a loss of flow, as is shown in the Indian Point-2

analysis in Section 6.' The PRA analyses discussed in Sections 6 and 7 show

that main header and main flowpath 'valves (motor-operated, air-operated or
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Figure 4-19 Valve failures and aging fraction

manual) are very important and should. receive more attention than they cur-
rently do. Thereforei the information presented here must be used In conjunc-
tion with specific design. information to determine the importance 'of
components in the surveillance and monitoring plan for particular plants.

For each component showing a significant number of failures, the data
were examined to identify the specific subcomponents which failed. Figure
4-20 shows that pump failures were dominated, .by failures of' the seals and
bearings. This is important, since it suggests that any improvements in moni-.
toring or maintenance of pumps should .be focused on these parts. . Similarly,
valve operators and valve-seats-were shown to be the-predominant areas causing
valves to fail. Tubes were the predominant subcomponent failing in heat
exchangers.

4.3.2 Component Test Frequencies

An additional factor which must -be considered in evaluating component
failures is the frequency with which the components are tested. Some must be
tested at specific intervals by .technical specifications' while others are
tested at the discretion of plant managemento-.Component test frequencies are
commonly based on past. experience and..manufacturer'lsrecommendations..
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Figure 4-20 Subcomponent failures

Component testing is used to verify functional ability-and readiness for
operation and Is particularly important for safety-related components. How-
ever, testing has disadVantages.: It,' can .be -very time; consuming and costly,
depending. on the component or system to be tested. Too frequent testing can
also lead to premature weat6ut of components. - In addition, morem.frequent
testing, increases the -poteitial for buman-error -in not restoring' the system -or
component to 'its normal '~ status. It ~is -important, therefore, to choose the.
optimum frequency for component tests.

Using the CCW system failure data, the check-test frequency-and function-
al test frequency of the various components were'exzamined. --A check-test. -is an
inspection' performed during normal operation .of. the' component to' verify the'
component. 'is operating properly. ''-No special 'procedures are: required'-for
check-tests. 'A 'functional test is 'one in which the component is taken out.. of
service and; operated specifically- to -verify performance of' its design func-
tion. 'It is usually done 'according -to a formal" procedure.' ..

Figure 4-21 shows that the majority of the components that failed were
either check-tested very frequently (at least once per-month) or.they.were, not'
check-tested at all. In Figure 4-22, the check-test frequency for specific
components is shown. All components- show 'the same 'basic trend, where most
failures occur, for'those components which ate frequently tested or not tested
at all.' With the excetptidn of'-pumps, 'a'll of the components- examined showed
the' most' failures for' components which 'are not check-tested. However, the
number of failures' occurring for components which- are -frequently checked also
is significant.
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As previously mentioned, data on pumps indicate that most.failures occur
for pumps which' are frequently check-tested. Pumps are recogni;ed to be
costlypand important pieces of equipment; consequently, they receive the most
attention of all components, regardless of whether they are considered safety
or non-safeet' relat'ed,. The majority of-pumps, therefore, are check-tested
frequently. This' may".account for the large- percentage of failures occuring
for frequently tested pumps, and not -the -frequency of testing itself. It is
noted, however, that the data shown- n Figura 4-22 indicate.that a significant
number of pumps are not check-tested. Since pumps have been shown`to have a
significant number of failures, check-testing should be considered for these
pumps:;

To investigate ;check-test frequency further, the data were sorted to show
the distribution of-causes of failure and effects on the system for the two
predominant frequentes. The resulting distributions were asimilar to those
found previously, .niaiiey the predominant failure cause for each test frequency
was normal service while ;2th. epredominant e fect' was,. degraded -operation. No
correlation between check-test frequency 'and-failure cause or'"effect was seen
from these results.

From the check-test frequency results shown, there appears to be no cor-
relation between check testing and component failures. One possible reason Is
that there is not much uniformity in CCW. system monitoring programs between
plants* Some plants may check components very frequently while others may
not. An additional contributing factor is the diversity of components in the
system. _It Is4._theref1ore, believed that the data presented here reflect the
distribution of checking frequencies performed in'the plants'rAther than any
correlation with failure rate. To draw any firm conclusions,-the data should
be. normalized with -information on which plants 'perform a particutar type of
checking.

Functional test. frequency for CCR system.components is shown in Figure
4-23.' Again, the predominant number of failures occur in.components which are
not functionally;-tested. The remainder of...the failures are fairdy evenly dis-
tributed among.>.. the'. other functional .-.test frequencies. Functional: test
frequencies for.dpecific components are shown in Figure 4-24.

The functibnia test frequency results show no correlation to failure
rate.: As for clheck-test.frequency, the distribution of failureiJ'for'-the func-
tional test frequencies is believed to be- related to the dAietribution of test-
ing frequencles. at '`the plants. Since there .is a fairly e'ven-distribution of
failures for funictional tests that are performed, further investigation may be
warranted. by normalizing" this data with the 'number of.-planti performing tests
at each of the various freq'uencies. >This is recommended as -part of future
work to be performed for CCW systems.

4.4 Failure Rate Analysis

The previous sections presented a qualitative' analysis of the failure
data which provided insights into the effect of aging on CCV system perfor-
mance. This- section -discusses -the results of a quantitative analysis to
identify aging effects on failure rates. The objective was to determine the
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effect of aging on component failure rates and..then use. these rates to
quantitatively evaluate the aging effect on current PRA analyses. Detailed
analyses and calculations yielded time-dependent failure rates, which were not
available previously.

To estimate tim _ependent failure rates, the'.;.data-were first.:sorted to
determine the numbdrof failures as a function of' age for pumps, heat exchan-
gers, motor operated&..valves (MOVs), check- valveis, and manual valves. The
NPRDS data were the'aole source of information because they were the most com-
prehensive.

To normalize the.failure data, an estimate was made of.the,: component pop-
ulation for each plant. The.-methods us~ed-im'determining the.cpopulations are
discussed in Appendi.D. Together withlthaer pnt ages and h, d date each plant
started reporting. ioNPRDO, this Informatio was useid to deermine the number
of operating hours falling in-the NPRDS repoiting pedod 'fer each component as
a function of ag&. Since- the CCW..ystem i '-norm .. y.9P,;ting system, it
was assumed that all components except pp sopei ed '-con tinuiously. For
pumps, the most common design includes three pumps with two normally operating
and one in standby. Therefore, it was estimated that each pump operates 65%
of the time.

Failure rates were then calculated from the equation
n

Xi (4.4-1)

.~~~~~. .. .............

where:

- Failure .rate in time interval i (failures/hr)
ni = Numbes of failures in time interval i
Ti - Number of component operating hours in itime',interval i
i - One-year interval ending st age i- years -(i.e., for age 1.1 to

2.0 i-2)x

It should be pointed out that the failure rates talculated in this manner
are only estimvates for the purpose of identifying trends with'age. The data
used in the calculations include the effects of maintenance ,.testing, inspec-
tion and other pe-riods of down-time. Information is not available-to separate
out these effectq',: therefore, effective failure rates (sometimes termed fail-
ure frequencies) ,ere calculated.and used. There.is uncertainty in the num-
bers caused by sfch'factors as component d6wna-tlmdi u. to maintenance, testing
or refueling outages, component replademeit with new equipment"'(believed to be
a small effect) - inaccurate or incomplette -reportin.g' and 4egraded versus
failed components. Also, no attempt was made to characterize the quality of
maintenance. Despite theset'shortcomings, however, the data base is large
enough, and the effect of the deficiencies is small enough, to yield reason-
able, usuable 'results. Sensitivity studies wer performed 'to address uncer-
tainties in the data. They identified areas where the results are particular-
ly sensitive to the failure rates. In general, results were not especially
sensitive to variations in the calculated numbers. These studies are discus-
sed in detail in Section 7.
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It should be noted that if the effects of test and maintenance in. the
data are .considered, the- resulting component failure rates may be higher than
shown here.. This could occur, for example,. if a component is refurbished at
some point in its life making It "good-as-new." The operating hours used in,
calculating a faile~e rate then would have to start when the component was-re-
furbished, resulting in a smaller number of operating hours than if the compo-.
nent'Is entire life -was used. If-, however, the.test and maintenance activities
returned the component to a 'good-.as-old" condition (i., component returns
to.-same point on its failure rate curve), there would be no change.to the,
failure rates calculated-here. '.

i future. work,ethe-.feasibllity of removing, testing and maintenance ef-
fects from the failure .data should .be investigated. ...This would allow a more
detailed analysis of their effects on component failure rate. Since.this was
not the primary goal in this study, the test and maintenance effects were in-
cluded inithe.,-failure data.. Although the-resultig fallure rates.,are appro-
priate for:investigatingfaging :effects..on .system unavailability and component.
importanceo. theyshould be used witth.caution forother, applications.

The time-dependent NPRDS..failure rates-.are.-shownin..Figures 4-25 -trough
4-29 for pumps, heat exchangers, MOVs, check valves, and manual valves, re-
spectively...,, The figures, also show constant failure rates .from various other
sources. The curves -xused-in the figuresto represept ttie failure rates calcu-
lated from OPRDS d.ata are. curve fits generated by the computer software pro-
gram.-,(Harvar-d. Graphics)*. These curves.. are shown only -as an aid ,in vis-
ual-izing-and..interpreting ,the. data. and are not -meant to indicate any.-specific.
rePlatio.nshLp-bet~ween t.hedata Apoints., pplication of these failure .tates is
based on modelsj,which -are. discussed latter in. this section., - ,

Although4-there. is uncertainty:-and scatter in the. seen from the NPRDS
data, some components show a trend toward increasing failure rate with advanc-
ing age.. This.indicates the possibility that as components age, the chance of.
a failure.occurring in any given -period of time increasesp.. The-result is that '
component,-a.nd.. therefore -system unreliability will also. increase with age...
This -is a significant. -result since current, risk analyses assume .a constant
failure .rate with time. With an increasing. failure rate,1 -reliability could
reach an -unacceptable level as a. plant apprioaches the end of.its design 1ife.

- S, .. i .: . : .: .- .t

Various humps and valleys exist in the failure rate curves. These can be
attributedjto numerouszcauses Including errors in determining or.reporting the
componeint's age, inacompleteness of the.data, or uncertainties.in -the popula-
tion estimates. Theycopuld ,also ..be due, to periodic -maintenance which:improves
the condition of .the .,qomponent. -. Since -there are many uncertainties:in the
data, nofirm conclusions .,can be drawn regarding the- local variations. The
overall jtrends, however, are .expected, to ,be representative . of actual condi-
tions. The effects of the local variations are accounted.for -by, the sensitiv-
itystudies discussed in Section 7. ., . . -

* Harvard Graphics, Version A, Copyright 1986 Software Publishing Corporation
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As a check on the failure rates calculated from the database information,
actual plant data from Indian Point-2 -was used.. The amount of data .was not
large' enough to determine failure rates as a function of time; -however,
average valu't' were "obtained. The Indian Point data is discussed in. more.
detail' in Se'ction 5.

In' Figure''4-25, the -pump failure rate calculated from the NPRDS.!data is--
compared with failure rates obtained- from. the Indian Point plant data-
(discussed In Section 5), the WASH-1400' report, and a' typlcal plant PRA
analysis. All values show good agreement and are within an-order of.- magnitude
of each other. It Is noted, however, that the value used in the plant PRA was
the lowest' of "all the failure rates and probably represehts.a very optimistic
estimate.' The same is-:true for the manual valve failure:-rate, as showna: in
Figure 4-29. 's

.. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .J . . A -. . . . , -,..

To apply the.fallure rates calculated-from the dkta to- a' PREA analysl's,
failure'tate models -using one- or t'wo-line'-approximatiolas fori the-failure rate'
curves were established-for each of the components-. :These models were' used- as-
input to the PRAAGE computter program to analyze the effects of aging on system
unavailability and component importance versus-time.- - -:

In modeling the fallure-rate curves, only.-the data from 'ages' two; thro'ugh.
fourteen -4ere used. -The data for one-year old' components werd not' used to -
assure that' -infant- mortality would not be included. "Fs ailiei" da'a" for-
components 'older-than fourteen--years were not used since th'&e wete.'data onl'yt
.on six plants. It 'was felt 'that-this data was-"inuffi~ient'"f~r stati~tlk'
purposes and -could be biased by plant reportingtcharacter'lstlis. 'SomM'-of' thi-
data from older plants:was 'examined in the sensltivityistudies:(Seti~ i -7).'

Not all failures are reported to NPRDS," thierefore, the'-failutfi&rates
calculated from' these' data' are non-conservatlide' An attempt' *as 'made -to
account 'for this by 'adjusting -the number of failures reported by dividing by a
"reporting factor.'"' Comparisbon of the-'Indian- Point data (Sectiotii5) with the
NPRDS records showed that on average, 312 of all failures weire'`*&ported -to
NPRDs. ''A reporting factor "of 0.31,' therefore, was used to obtain. a "best
estimate" failure rate-vs. age curve for each component. As will be discussed
in Section 7',"seniftivity studies showed that the results are not particularly
sensitive to the correction for the reporting factor used.

''The "best- estimate `1fal'ure rate curves were then examined to determine
the best'model for each'. ar 'heat exchangers, check valves 'and MOVs, :a single''
straighVptsline'*as-fitted' 'through the dat's -pointsby' lieast"squares' -analyfs.'

The" -one-liie model was selected based on, subjective - udgement of the'-data.
With-the variations in-the failure rates and the uncertainties' in the "dta, it
was filt -that a more complei' model was not-justified snd woild not provilde any
additional'accuracy. 'Sitsitivity studies were performed to verify-thio. The'
failure rate models for heat exchangers, check vialves, and MOVe are presented
In Figures 4-30 through 4-32.
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The acceleration rates Indicated on each figure represent the rate at
which the failure rate increases with component age, or the slope of the
failure rate curve. An acceleration rate of zero would indicate no change in
failure rate with,4ime. Another way of expressing the acceleration rate is
the Aging Fractional Increase (AFI), which is the ratio of the slope of the
failure rate curve to the initial, constant failure rate:

Aging Fractional a Slope of Failure Rate Curve
Increase (AFI).. Initial Constant Failure Rate (4.4-2)

The relation between the two parameters i:

Acceleration Rate .-(1/hr2)
AFI, Initial Constant Failure Rate (1/0r) (4-4-3)

The AFI was used as input to. the.PRAAGE code for the PRA calculations.
Table 4-1 shows the acceleration rate and Afl for the various CCW system com-
ponents.

Table 4-1 Component Aging Acceleration Rates and Aging Fractional Increases

Component Aging Acceleration Rate Aging Fractional Increase

Eeat.Exchangers 7.3 x 10-11 1/hr 2  1.9 x 10-6 1/hr
Check Valves 8.8 x 10- 1/hr . 2.0 x' 1- .1/hr
MOV 4.8 x 10-12 1/hr 2  2.0 x 10-7 1/hr
Manual Valve 5.4 x 10-12 1/hr 2  2.5 x 10-5. 1/hr
Pump 2.9 x 10- 1/br2 3.2 x 10- 1/hr

The failure rate curves for pumps and manual valves (Figures 4-25 and 4-
29) show that failure rate remained relatively constant for some period prior
to increasing. For these two components it- was. felt that a two-line model
would best represent the failure rate. The model was patterned after the tra-
ditional bathtub curve which includes an initially decreasing failure rate,
representing infant mortality, followed -by'a constant failure rate and then an
increase In failure rate during the .wearout period. Since infant mortality
failures were effectively eliminated from-the data, only the constant failure
rate and wearout portions.,of-the bathtub curve were modeled.

To construct the -two-line models, an estimate was made for the age at
which the failure rate began to. increase .with time (estimated aging start
time). All failure rates prior to the.Aging.Start Time (AST) were then aver-
aged to obtain a constant failure rate line. After the AST a least squares
analysis of the failure rates was applied to obtain the best straight line.
The intersection of 'the two''lnes (actual AST) was then determined and com-
pared to the Initial estimate. An iteration process was then performed until
the estimated and actual AST's converged. The results for manual valves and
pumps are shown in Figures'44-33 and 4-349-respectively...
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Each of the failure,. rate models was input to the PRAAGE program to
evaluate the effects .of the ..increase in failure rate 'with age on system
unavailability. Since. the models have.significant: uncertainties, parametric
studies were performed .relative to. the acceleration' rates and the AST's
obtained. The meeCods used for developing 'uodels for'the' parametric studies
were the same as those previously discussed, with the exception of piping.

Since there were.only four piping failures In the data', failure rates
could not be calculated on a year-by-year basis. As a more meaningful indica-
tion of. aging effects, the. failure rate" for piping was calculated for five-
year.intervals. Each failure rate was assumed to occur at the midpoint of the
interval. A least squares analysis .was then performed to fit the best line
through the failure rates. To avoid having a zero fiilure'rate until the mid-
point of the, firq interval (2 1/2 years), a baseline constant piping failure
rate of 8 .x 10- failures per bour,: taken from the Indian Point-2 PRA, was
.used. .The resulting model is shown in Section 7 of this report. Results from
the PRAAGE runs, using various.parametric models,'are discussed in Sections 6
and 7 of this report.

.4.5 Summary of Conclusions .

Analysis of the failure dats provided agreat deal of information on
aging of CCW. systems. The following conclusions were drawn from: the data
analysis: .... .

(1) At the system level, 72Z of all failures in the NPRDStdata base were
-related to -aging, indicating. that. the CCW.system is susceptible to
aging degradation. This finding, is supported by the, PRA-type
analyses, which are discussed inSections,6 and 7. Therefore, it is
important to monitor and control aging phenomena.

(2) CCW system failures are most often detected when the system Is in
service, as. expected for a normally 'operating system. This result
*cinfirms the need for good functional indicators to detect and moni-
tor agIng effects-.

,(3) Current monitoring methods detect approximately 65Z of all failures
before. the operation of the system is affected. 'However, improve-
ments to current monitoring methods should be Considered so that
they can detect failures that result in opetational abnormalitles or
unacceptable levels of performance.

(4). The majority of.the. CCW system failures resulted in degraded.opera-
tion of'the system or. ini aloss of redundancy. A reduction in the
: .umber of failures resulting in'a lossof redundancy would improve
system.availability. 'Cmplete loss of.CCW sys-em-function occurred
rarely (there was oily one incident in the data bases) indicating

' that current 'yste' designs have sufficient redundancy to provide
good reliability. This data backs up the PRA calculations, which
also .ndicate.good reliability.

.. ,,..
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(5) The predominant cause of failures was shown to be normal service
which supports the large fraction of *ailures due to aging..- 'The
-second largest cause of failure was human error, most of which were-
related to, m aten'nce. Efforts to 'lower the number of failures-

; cwved by human error should be directeed toward- thls area.--

(6) Leakage was the predominant mode of failure. Inspections for- leak--.
age should be considered an important part of surveillance, inspec-
tion and monitoring. Aside -froo- leakage,' 'nimerois 'other-i failure
modes are present.' Monitoring prograis, therefore',' must be diverse
to, detect all failures'. This'conclutsion is 'supported: from:eximina-:

* tion of 'the failure mechanisms. Wear was the predominant failure
mechanism, but other mechanisms occur in the CCW system.

(7) On a component' level, valves 'were the most cdomidnly'.reported 'compo-
nent to'fatl. Pumps; instr-umentation/controls,' and heat exchangers
also provfided a' significant'-nuimber -of 'CCW' sysitei failures. All cor-'
ponents' had a large aging 'fractin, indicating that aging occurs' inn
all components of the CCW system.

(8) Looking at the subcomponents, valve. failures were' dominated by thel
.fallure of valve operators, followed by wear of the valve seats.
' Pump.''fatIures. were 'do bi d ei'al and bearing failures, '4hile
heat exchanger failtures most- freq~iently involved the tubie.' These
subcomponents are areas where surveillance and monitoring should -be
stressed.. .' , -

.9) bompb'nent tt frequenst was also reviewed as 'part'of'thisanalysis.
Results showed that components fafied where' there was ino'testing and
also'where testing was frequent.- There -was no -direct correlation
between frequency of testing and failurae-rate. -

(10) As a final part.of the analysis, failure rates were calculatedsas a
function of age for 'several' components. In' -general,' failure rates
'teiided to increase with component age. Three componenti showed in-
creases beginning immediately, while two hai a constant failure rate
period, before the rate increased. An increasing failure rate Is

. signiflIan sinces, It shows that system 'unavalabiity JuiiZ increase

. aste piant ages, a fact which 'is nat''modeled current PRA anal-
. yses. - Also, since''the 'failure rates 'otid;ffei't comonents do not
increase at the 'same rate, 'the relative imiortane- of'the components
varies with age. '' - - '

(1). There :is good 'agreement'between the calculated' failure rates and
other' sources of 'failure datas udEwwevea"CCW6 system' faiture rates
; used .in a 'typical plant PEA analhi' are iover 'than th'ose'calculated
.roi' the dsta. 1'his is partially accounted 'for b' the"increaslng
failure rate with time effect. This disct-epanc may have implica-
tions for many PEA studies. ' "k '

Models were constructed for each' 'of thebfailure,:'rate curves for use in
the PRAAGE computer code. Results showing the effect of aging on system un-
availability are discussed in Sections 6 and 7 of this report.
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5.*-INDIAN -POINT UNIT2: CCWV SYSTEM ANALYSIS

5. 1 Background.

This, -section, .1 the repo rt describes the detailed analys is performed on
the CCW System at Indian Point Unit 2 (IP-2). The analysis consisted of a re-
view of the CCW System design, failure data, maintenance records, testing, OP-
eration, procedures, and hardware. The analysis was conducted to understand
in ~depth: the.. operations - of a typical CCW Sy-stem, to correct deficiencies In
the various industry-wide data .bases, to identify, any devel6oping 'problems in
CCW: Systems and :to document the -actions ..being tiakein "by' utilities to- ensure
proper operation of:.-the syttem. -By revieigatul erecords,"'viig
down' the equipment. while in operation, and discussing' the system vith- site
personnel .a. more, complete picture could.U beotie hn yrveing "the
nationwide.data bases.. - Also, the complete -site failr ,n'maintenanc hs

tory ws, comared t, the. information. in the. natio~a aabss ooti
cor-rection--factors to be applied when. utiliting,'th~se data base:6s and to vali-,
date -the, database :f.Indigq. ,IP-2 was'. selected. because It has a typical CCW
system 'and it is more than..14 years old.

The IP 2 CCW System. is a. normally .o~periating, safety~-related system'with
three main CCW pumps and two CCW heat exchangers cooled 'by Service Vater.
Figure A-2 of Appendix -A give~s .a- brief ,description of the.. IP-2 CCV System;
Appendix B describes it in full.

The' data !'Pre'seted-"in this section was collected on -two . site visits to
Indian Point-2.. - Personnel from the fol~.owing deatments within. JP.-2 were

inevewed: management, maintenance, .dministration,tetpro anqul
ity assurance, operations,, and instrumentation and control. A detailed walk-
down of the CCW System was performed with utility personnel. .Areas of-parti-
cular interest,.. were the CCW pumps, heat exchangers, surge tank,, piping,
valves,- motor control centers, Instrumentation,, pipe supports and selected
loads. Copies-of the procedures, P&IDs, maintenance records,, test results and
various computer listings were obtained for analysis.

5.2 CCW Failure Data

5.2.1 Discussion

A ailure o'f'a component is considered 't~o be a loss of function, either

directly due to- the circumstances of the failure, or because the component had
to be taken out of service for repair. The failures of CCW System components
were determined from maintenance records, test records.,, and, the NPRDS data
base for IP-2. Failures were sorted by component .and arranged chronological-
ly. :Compatrisons-were made -between the-data bases -to. determine typically which
items and what percent. of items are ziporied to t'he' dif ferent. data bases. * The.
most -complete at*.,ca' ~ fost matenc records, 'as the rporting'
requfrements anda t'ime -frames' for' h -oth i data bases 'varied 'and did-
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not require that all items be reported. The site maintenance: records became
more complete after 1984 when they were computerized. Determinations were
also made of the predominant failure modes and causes for each component.
Failure ratqp were calculated for each component for comparison to the
industry wile data of Section 4 and for use in the PRA analysissof Section 6.

5.2.2 Pumps

The three'CCW pumps at IP-2 'are horizontal, S-line pump§-made'by SInger"
soll. Rand, rated i t 3600 'gpi and '220 feet TM.R The pumps are driven; by:
Westinghouse, Life Line A motors rated at 250 horsepower Sandi"480 'volts. Fails-:.
ure data was obtained for about .14 'years, from early 1973 to early 1987. :'-The
predominant failures were water leakiage at the mechanical seal an& failure'.of
the pumi bearing (Table 5.1). In 'the c'ase.of pumps, pump' otors, andcircult-
breakers, a single event sometimes' included the failure '(and replacement) -of
more than one item; for' example, the inboard mechanical'iseal and inboard- bear.
ing. In-most cases, the severity of a particular ffailiurft was undiscernabled,~-
due to the brevity of the descriptions 'on the Maintenance .Work Requests.-
Hence, it was assumed (for example) that 'a leak large- eno6ugh to requirewre-
placement of the mechanical seal constituted failure. In actuality, the pump
may have been able to continue operation with this leakage. ' :

Table 5-1 Indian Point-2 CCW Pump Failures'

Component Number of Failures**

Xechanlical Sea1s'4- Inbiard " 13 - -

t a_ . .7S.*. *' . b . , -

Pump Bearings - Inboard --
*' 'i Outboard - - '' 6-

Thrust 1

Pump - Element 2 :
- Alignment 2
- Coupling 2.
- Packing 1
- Vibration 1
- General 1

Motor ' ' ' 5*

- ''' Circuit Breaker - ' ' 1
-nr~r- '-' e *.# m

*Three of the. five motor -failures constituted obn' commonmode 'failure of all
three motors.' This failure is inclided' becau8e' it was reported to the data-
base, however, it occurred during a refueling- outage when maintenance was
being performed.'' ' _ *''

**The total of this table is larger than the total number of actual failures
due to multiple items failing in one event.
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Figure 5-1 illustrates the number of pump' failures versus plant age. The
number is generally quite low and calculation of failure rates is somewhat un-
certain.. The single failure events (see below for multiple events) appear to
occur in three time frames:

v The first two years (burn-in) with a failure rate of 1.9 x 10- pump
failures per operating hour.

* The middle seven years (mid-life) with a failure rate of 4.4 x 10-5
pump failuresper operating hour, and

a .The final five years (aged), with
failures per operating hour.

.. , g :o r ..

. . - -

a failure rate of 1.3 -x '104 pump
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Figure 5-1 lidian Point-2 CCW system pump failures

Due to the difficulty in collecting the maintenance data before 1982,
there may be some missing data in the middle years.' If so, then the pumps
could be exhibiting a. relatively constant failure rate with'time. Taking the
data at face value, we see a higher initial failure' rate (or burn-in period),
a lower rate for about seven years, and then a higher failure rate as the
pumps age. The failure rate does not appear to increase continuously. This
seems reasonable in that, as failures occur in the dominant subcomponents
(mechanical seals and bearings), they are replaced. Thus, the failure rate
may be held at a relatively constant level by effective maintenance.
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The average failure rate, about 10-4 pump failures/operating hour, com-
pares reasona1 y'weX1 to, the general rate for centrifugal pumps given in NASH-
1400 gf 3X10 . failures/hour with upper and lower error bounds of 3X10- 'and
3X10- respectively. The Indian Point Probabilistic Safety Study (PRA) used a
lower valueYor CCW pump failure-to-run of 2.76X10- 'failures/hour. This
value was derived from the LER data base, which did not contain most of the
failures in the maintenance records since failure of one CCW pump was general-
ly not reportable via an LER.

One event, noted in Table 5-1, had multiple failures. Through an opera-
tional/maintenance error, Service Water was sprayed"into the three CCW pump
motors, causing all three to fail. mThs was a common-cause failure of the
full CCW System& Utilizing this one event, a CCW System common cause failure
rate of 6.7X10- failures/operating hour was-calculated. 'This value is simi-
lar to common-cause failure probabilities used in some PEAs. However, it
should be noted that this event'occurred during a refueling outage while main-
tenance was being performed. This common-cause failure rate, therefore, is
not expected to be the same as when full system functionality is required. It
is included in this analysis because it was reported to the database.

One should note that the failure to start on demand of a standby pump i
typically quite large. For example, the IP-2 PRA uses a value of 6.4X10
failures per demand' for CCW pumps should they be In standby and required to
start. No data was available on the number of pump starts so a new value of
failure to start on demand could not be calculated.

Two other items were determined from the data on pump failure. -'lEalh
failure was evaluated using the aging definition from the NPAR program plan ,
and. 89% were found to be iging-relatedi . Each failure occurring during the
period when IP-2 was reporting to NPRDS was compared with the NPRDS data and
57% were found to be in the NPRDS data.

Table 5-2 summarizes the data for the IP-2 CCW pumps.

Table 5-2 CCW.Pump Failure Data

Failure to run (failures per operating hour)

WASH-1400 upper.bound -3.0 E-4 Highest
IP'2 Burn-in data 1.9 E-4
IP-2 Aged Data 1.3.3-4
IP-2 Hid life data 4.4 3-5
WASH-1400 mean 3.0 E-5'
WASE-1400 lower bound 3.0 E-6
IP-2 PRA 2.76 E-6 -Lowest

Aging-Related Failures: 89%

Percent Reported to NPRDS: 57%

Dominant Failures: Mechanical Seals and Bearings
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5.2.3 Valves

Indian Point-2 primarily uses vainual 'valves in its CCWV System (Figure
5-2). However, the system also has four.. Sit-Operated Valves (AOVe) and six
Motor-Operated Valves (MOVs) as-containment isolation- valves. In addition,
two MOVe initiate CCW flow.to the Residual Beat. Exchangers (EX) and one AOV
acts as a temperature control valve for the non-regenerative Ex. Check valves
are used at each CCW pump and in the cooling loop tO the Safety Injection
Pumps. Relief valves are in the loops to many loads, but not all.

MANUAL 239

AIR-OPERATED .

MOTOR-OPERATED 8

CHECK 9

RELIEF 22

Figure 5-2 Indian Point-2 CCW system valves

Table 5-3 summarites the fa.ilure data for the- valves at IP-2.' The fail-
ures are 'plotted against 'the, plant's -age in Figure- 5-3.. -The failures tend to
follow the -typical -bathtub shape, showing a wear-in period of four years, a
low failure rate for four years, .followed by -an aging or wear-out period.
From tight years on, thereappears to be an -increasing rate of failure, but
(as with pumps) the amount of data is not sufficient to reliably quantify this
lncrease. Howevers a" rough aging acceleratio'n rate: can be determined by tak-
ing a linear approximation to the increase in failures. *If this Is done aver
the final eight year 1 , an aging acceleration rate of 1.75 E-3 failures/yr or
2.3 E-11 failures/hr is obtained.
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Table 5-3 Indian Point-2 Valve Failure Data

Valye .type: OV .AOV Cc -, tal/I' Total

Number .8 .5 9 261 283

in PRA 0 . 0 3 20 23

Failure Rate
used In PRA
(per hour) - - 7E-5 7.4E-8

# Failures 11 3 2 9 25
IP-2 Data

IP-2 Data
Failure Rate
(per hour) 1E-5, 5-6 ..2-6 . 31-74 7.2-E-7
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i.Yigure I5-3 -Idian Point-2.CCW system valve failures.
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As with pumps, the aging fraction and percent reported to NPRDS were
calculated as follows:

aging-related valve failures: 92%

valve failures in NPRDS: 15%

The types of failures varied in their mode (Figure 5-4). There were also
certain valves that failed more than once. For manual valves, the failures
were usually caused by broken components such as the valve' stem, gate, yoke
and handwheel. The. check valves failed by .seat or flange leakage. Failures
of the MOV's generally involved the valve operator due'to torque switch fail-
ures, limit switch out of adjustment, worn. gears and shorted wires. Stem
wear, a clutch problem and one stuck valve, were also noted. The AOV failures
were due to a limit switch, a broken wire on the transducer,''and a' stuck
valve. -

LEAKAGE

LOSS OF FUNCTION 1 r OTHER
29% 5%

DOES NOT CLOSE

DOES NOT OPEN
14%

Figure 5-4 Indian Point-2 CCW system valve failure modes

5.2.4 Heat Exchangers (UX)

In fourteen years of operation there has only been one EX failure3, which
occurred at 10.5 years. This was a pinhole leak in the EX head on the Service
Water side, resulting in a spray of Service Water. Although operation could
have: continued with this minor leak, it w-as considered to be a failure for
this study since the DX was taken out of service for repair. This one event
translates to a failure rate of 4E-6 failures per EX per year assuming a con-
stant failure rate. There Is not enough data to establish a trend of the
failure rate with -age, although the mechanisms involved (corrosion and wear)
and the component's age at the time of failure would imply an increasing fail-
ure rate with age.
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5.2.5 Miscellaneous Failures

In addition to the failure of pumps, valves and HUs, 15 other component
failures ocurred between 1981 and 1987, as follows:

Instrumentation - 8
Pipe supports/restraints - 4
Circuit breakers - 2
Pipe - 1 (at age 11)

No data was available prior to 1981 for these components.

Of the above failures, twelve out of the 15 (80x) were aging-related-and
two out of the 15 (13%) were reported to NPRDS.

Failure rates were computed as follows:

Component Failures per component year

Instrumentation 5.4 E-6
Circuit Breakers 1.4 E-5

Failures persystem year

Pipe Supports/restraints 8 E-5
Pipe .2 1-5

5.2.6 Summary of Component Fadlures

This subsection summarizes the data given in the preceding four
subsections. Table 5-4 summarizes the percent of failures at Indian Point
that were related to age according to the NPAR definition of aging.

Table 5-4 IP-2 Aging-Related Failures

Component # Failures #Aging-Related %Aging-Related

Pumps 27 24 89
EHs 1 1 100
Valves 25 23- 92
Misc. 15. 12 so

Total-:s 68 - 60 88 -

The aging-related fraction is consistently in the 80 - 100% range.
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Table 5-5 summarizes the failures that were reported to NPRDS'.

Table 5-5 IP-2 NPRDS Summary

Total I Failures f Failures
in NPRDS Time Reported to Z Reported

Components Frame NPRDS to NPRDS

Pumps 23 13 57
Valves 20 3 15
EX 1 0 0
Misc. 15 2 13

Total: 59 18 31

As discussed before, the low percent of failures reported to NPRDS is
probably due to several reasons including the difference in the definition of
failure and the variability in reporting over the years. This percentage was
used as a correction factor for the data in Section 4. Table 5-6 summarizes
the average failure rates of components determined from the Indian Point site
data and, where it was possible to establish, it indicates the trend in
failure rate with time.

Table 5-6 IP-2 Failure Rate Summary

Average Failure Rate
(failures per component

Component operating hour) Trend

Pumps IE-4 Steady with age
MOVs IE-5 Bathtub curve
AOVs 5E-6 _
Check Valves 2E-6 _
Manual Valves 3E-7 Increasing with age
Total Valves 7E-7 Bathtub curve
X6s 4E-6 Probably increasing

with age
Instrumentation 5E-6 _
Circuit Breakers IE-5

The CCW test, maintenance and calibration programs for IP-2 are discussed
in Appendix B, along with additional details of the system design and
operation.
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6. PRA MODEL OF CCW SYSTE'

In this section of the report,*the probabilistic work vil'be discussed.
This work included the use of a computer program to perform PRA calculations
at various plant ales. The effects of aging on system unavailability and com-
ponent relative importance were investigated using this program.

Section 6.1 describes the theory used in modeling aging. In Section
6.2, the PRA model of the Indian Point-2 CCW system used in this study is
discussed. The computer program developed for this study is described in
Section 6.3, while Section 6.4 presents the baseline results obtained. Sec-
tion 6.5 discusses the projections of system unavailability to 40 year plant
life and component prioritization.

6.1 Mathematical Models of Aging

6.1.1 Definition of Aging

Aging is universally familiar but lacks an operational'definition for
use in a mathematical model. A common definition of aging, which relates to
the aging of equipment, is the length of time during which a being or thing
has existed; this refers to the total life of the equipment but not to life-
shortening processes. Another definition of age s 'the latter period of a
natural term of existence.

Figure 6&1-shows -u curve commonly used .- to represent-the failure rate of
equipment.-' .:This is-tcharacterted Sby--^a region.. of early: failures called
'burn-in' or '"Infant -mortality- followed by a region in which the probability
of failing per -year is' relatively constant called "mid-life' and then an end
of life region often called wearout'. The wearout region is of primary
concern since aging can cause significant increases in failure rate. For
large equipment, the sparseness and heterogeneity of data result in large
uncertainties and the form of these distributions are poorly known, bat it is
generally assumed to be of approximately the same form. Electronic failure
rate data, 'based on many failures," exhibit a region of constant failure'rate,
but mechanical data, although sparse, seem to show a much shortened mid-life
region. In nuclear power plants, the burn-in region may be difficult to
discern because of the extensive preoperational'testing.

The ,aging curve may be better understood by a simple model for which the
rateof componentsfalling,dN(t)dt, "is related to the number, N, that can.

fail through-: parameter'(t):

dt) N();6
-d-.t .- .. .......... ..........
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Figure 6-1 Representation of Failure Rate

Uf (t)' is constant-,-i-.e., no -aging,. iL:~is a proportionaliby parameter.
To.. solve the dAif ferential equation, assume %.N is _the* 'umber of .components. at
the beginning. Then divide through by -N - and take. the limit as' % goes to
infinity, so that the ratio N/N. Is the probability of-success, (pY-:.

A- p (6.1-2)
dt

The resulting equation may be Integrated to give:

\ (t)dt

The basic question of concern is 'what Is the probability that-this type.
of' component will * lail during the critical time' in whii~h It' is needed '(mis-
sin time), usually designated as tau ,r). In thisCCW 4tudyp tauis 'taken
to be 2, hours, which is much shorter than the time scale In which aging takes
place.

The boundary conditions for Equation (6.1-3) are ps to to; i :e., that
it is initially working at the beginning of the mission time and at the end of
the mission time it is restored good as it was at the beginning of the mis-
sion. Because the mission time is much less than the aging time ( .t), the
failure rate s)) may be taken to be the average value .0) over the mission.
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With these understandings, and using the fact that the probability of failing
is one minus the probability of success, the integration of Equation (6.1-3)
may be performed to give the probability of component failure as:

I-p aqml-e ° X (t) (6.1-4)

where the average failure rate (AO) over the mission. time (s) is indicated
as being slowly time dependent.

Equation (6.1-4) shows that the unavailability (q) is a function of both
the failure rate and the time. Thus,--a piece of equipment is more likely to
fail during a long time period than a short time period, and this likelihood
is an exponential function of time. This is the nature of normally working
equipment, not regarded as failing due to aging. Thus, it would seem that
t normal," i.e., expected wear, is not an aging phenomenon, but aging begins
when: o(t)' begins to- increase above its, value in -mid-life wheA it is
relatively constant.'

Assigning the cause of failure to aging or non-aging causes by inspection.
depends on' the ability to" distinguish between normal ..random causes of: failure
and those causes indicative of departure from .a constant failure, rate. A
safety concern related to 'plant-operation is whether or not the time-dependent
effects of aging on the components result-in. significant increases in failure.
rates.. Similarly, life extension addresses whether the increases In failure
rates 8due to8 aging`Are 'acceptable:.and.wiether the' aging mitigation procedures
allow safe operation beyond the age 'limirtlof the original:, design.

6.1.2 Aging Model

Precise data on wearout are generally unavailable and may be di ferent
for different components and types of components. Rothbart et al, 1981 con-
structed a reliability simulator th which 'burn-in--and 'wearout' were modeled
as exponentials. Vesely, 1987 modeled wearout as a'failure rate that
linearly increases with time based on a statistical rationale and on the fact
that the shbrtage of datawill not support a more complex representation.

Another approach is to note' that any well-behaved function may be
expanded in a Taylor's series - the second term of which is the linear depen-
dency suggested by Vesely. The disadvantage of a power series is its general-
ity which provides no physical insight (a priori information) into the expect-
ed form of aging. ' .

For generality, the power series expansion of the failure rate \(t) is:

ii8 (t)r asit e + alt 6 a2t + t (6.1-5)

This may be substituted into equation 6.1-3 and integrated to give:

I
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1+1-CX a tai
i-. (6.1-6)

q l-e

The data presented in Section 5 lacks the statistical accuracy to-justi-
fy more than a linear model. The model used in the+ PRAAGE code for modeling
the-aging effect is,

X0(t) - X (I+at) + (6.1-7)

where
age.

Ais the constant failure rate. and a is the rate of change of 7,'with

6.1.3 Repaired :Good-as-Old" or "Good-as-New" .

Vesely, 1987 presents; .two models for the probability of a componen'
failure. The "good-as-new" model assumes that when a component is repaired.,
it is essentially replaced, i.e. time is set back to zero, to start a new path
through'its lifetime curve without the period of."burn-in'. The 'goodwas-old'
model assumes that a component is restored-to.. operation without replacement so
the component is at the same place on the-wearout curve as it was-before fail-,
ure.- The reality of an actual repair is someplace between these extreme.
models, but precisely where, is unknown.

For a better understanding oflvaging4.the age-depen~ejit. and. 4ge-1!pdepea-.
dent parts may be separated In equation 6.1-6 by Ignoring the-1first, non-aging.
term (ao), and terms higher than the second to give the contribution to the
probability of failure by aging alone as:

a2

.. q(T) - 1-e (6.1-8)

For 'good-as-new," time (tN) is the time of the last
or maintenance. The probability of failure is then:

good as new test'

. -- 41 - gr-)2
q(g)- - N "good-as-new" (6.1-9) .

For "good-as-old," the time interval is encompassed in the limits of the
integral from the beginning tN to give:

- a 1 (.2. 2)

-- 1-e
:. . good-as-old" (6.1-I).
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.where only the aging aspect of the failure process is being modeled.

The PRAAGE code, used in this work assumes the latter. model (good-as-
old") by restoring the failure rate to the value,;it had at the beginning of
the mission time 'thereby allowing aging to continue according to .the aging
model.

6.1.4 Applicability of the Linear Approximation of an Aging Curve

Figure 6-2 is the wearout curve previously'presented as Figure 6-1, with
two simplified models superimposed on it. Line A approximates the:aging curve
in the wearout region and line B approximates the full curve. Line A is a
reasonably good approximation of wearout but It must start at.a retarded time,
therefore, it must be specified by at least two parameters: the time at which
wearout begins and the slope of the .ine... Line B requires. only.. one parameter:
the slope of the linei- however, this -model does not. closely match the actual-
curve over most of the'plant's life.

. . 1- . ...
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qPS __ - - - 9-
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-, _>;5;........ - . . . r ;-t. .; :47.fe- ... --- i... ' :'-:.........~..

Figure 6-2 Approximations of the Failure Rate Curve .. . .
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This work began with a one-Tparameter model. When the field data were..
analyzed (Section 4) it was found that there was a region of constant failure
rate :followed by linear aging for: some-.* components, thus requiring two. para-
meters (LineA)-.- These. parameters are in addition to the non-wearout failure
rate.' With these considerations, the aging model (6.1-7) becomes:

X (t) - for t t (6.1-11)

Xot - X(i+At) for t >''to''' ; (.-2
0 -o

where 'to is the time- of aging onset.

6.1.5 Test and Maintenance

The work presented 'here uses the operating history. of CCW compone.ntp at
nuclear power plants. As~ such, 'the effect of..!test: and:.maltenance -(T&H),.prac-
tices Is reflected in the data. In this sense,'thei.failure rates opbtai ed
from the field data are the effective failure rates and include the effects o"f 7
T&M when used in the previously presented models of aging.

It may be possible to mitigate the effects of aging through improved T&M
procedures and practices. To study this possibility, it would be necessary to
remove the effects of T&M from the failure rate data, and use the sulting
purified" data in relXjbility codes such as FRANTIC (VeselYi-.1980-- ; Ginz-

burg and Powersj984;' ) or SOCRATES (Wagri 'et al., 1985- 8 )'with the T&M
model ,that is proposed for accomphishinsthe , mitigations3his process
is made difficult by the fact that T&M practices are not mniiorm throughout
the industry, so this 'purification' must be done on a piant-by-plant;basis or
by categories, if the plants may be so grouped or approximated by a generic
T&H modem... The theoretical T&M model used in the selected reliability code
similarly \dill not be generally applicable to the industry. It may be noted
that in the. work reported here, there has been no attempt to remove T&M from
the data and then reintroduce It into the PRA model. This Is due to several
reasons: 1) the complexities just cited, 2) the effects of removal and rein-
sertion are at'least partially compensating, and 3) for our purposes the
effects are considered secondary.

6.2 PRA Model of the CCW System at Indian Point-2

A major use of PRA is 'in the identification and ranking of the many com-
ponents in power plants according to.-their importance to-safety. An objective
of this work -i 'to -rank 'components -according to -their-importance to the un-
availability of the CCV system with consideration given to their age. First,
it is necessary to review measures' of Importance for their applicability to
aging, and then obtain the information necessary to calculate the importances,
namely the cutset models and the nominal failure rates, as used in the IPPSS.

6.2.1 Measures okAgini Importance ' '

.9Fullwood, 1987 1 presents seven measures used in assessing the impor-
tance of nuclear plant components to safety. To use these for aging, it is
necessary only to use time-dependent failure rates in the CCW model and the
results will be the aging importance of the components. Not all of these
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importance measures need be' calculated because Fullwood showed that the meas-
ures ;are interrelatedd and two fundamental measures are sufficient. These are
the Birnbaum and Inspection importane6s.' The Birubaum' -Importance (BI) is the
fractional change in 'risk for a feractional change in the 'failure rate of the
component: '-

BI bR (6.2-1).

where R. is risk and pjl is theprbab he-th component; failing.
For aging analysis at the system level, riskis not the measure-of'concern..
Instead, it isi system unavailability.

Fullwood showed that the linearity of a cuteet model leads to the Birn-
baum Importance being the sum of the cutset probabilities involving the parti-
cular component with-that component in the failed state. This may be inter-
preted as the conditional probability of system failure, given that component
1 has failed. The disadvantage of this ",importance- measure.,is that it' may
emphasize Important but highly reliable omponents while the less reliable
components may be more important to the system's unavailabilityffi This problem
may be circumvented by multiplying the Birnbaum Importance by the probability
to give a measure called Inspection Importance (II):

II- t (6.2-1)

It may be shown (otp. cit.). that this i 'the sum of the cutset probabili-
ties involving the component ,oif.interest. It is clear that if the system
unavailability is represented 'by a model having only single cuteets, the pro-
bability of failure of :a component is its Inspection Importance. Its
fractional contribution'to -the.system unreliability is:

III
Fractional Contribution~a, U (6.2-3)

-where the denominator (U)is6 the systemYunavailability determin'ed'.by combining
the cutset probabilities in union. It is desirable to measure. the component's
contribution to the' unavailability as 'in equation 6.2-3 for components that
appear in redundant. trains * ..Inspectlon Importance is a measure of.this, but
the sum of all InspectionIUportances does not add up to'the system unavail-
ability.because of double counting. :This problem is circumvented by defining
a new fmportance measure called Normalized Inspection Importance (NIl) as

IT~
1 II- - : . . (..2..
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where the denominator is the sum of.Inspection Importances for.all components.
The sum of the Normalized Inspection Importances of all components adds up to
"1". They can also be expressed in percent!ages.- The percentage reprqsenta-..-
tion is used in the PRAAGE program. If the. Normalized Inspection Importance,
for a compondnt is multiplied by the system unavailability, the result is the
component's contribution to the system's unavailability.

6.2.2 Cutset Model of the CCW system

As a demonstration of the methodology for prioritizing the safety significance
of component aging, the process begins with the' CCW system cutsets. Table 6-1
presents the first, second and third order cutsets of-the Compotenteo'-Coling
Water system from the Indian Point Probabilistic Safety Study (IPPSS-,chapter!
1.5.2.3.7) using.the component identifiers used in the IPPSS (see Table 6-3)..

Table 6-1 Cutsets for the CCW System in a Matrix Format -
. .~~ -t.. * ' . ..; ...

First Order

1UXV73-4AC+
UTKO02 I Lif
UXV-7 4BC+l
.UPPFAILS+
TSWl NOFL+
TXCV32-C+

' Seco

TXV34-C+
TXV35 -C+;

and Order UXV766AC+
.UHE0021L+
'UXV765AC+

*

TXV35-1C+
UXV7 66BC+

UXV7.65BC-I

..TiV33-C+

.tiV31-1C+
, . . 1

Third
Order

JBS-25AD+-
UXV76OCC+-
UH~0O021S4+
IUPM0215++

UtCD021F+
UXV762CC+
.4BS-~25AD

JBS-22AD+
Uily?6OBC+
UM00022S+
UPHO021S+
UCV761B*
UCC6022F+
UXV762BC*
I4BS-22AD

.,, * I

,JBS-13AD4v.
UXV760A04-
111UMO0023S+
-UPMDO23S+~

1Jt=OO23r+
UXv7 2AC+
4-BS-'43AD`

By expansion of the matrices according to the operations in Table 6-1a
all 554 cutsets of the IPPSS model are represented, i.e. no truncation has
taken place. Furthermore, there was no truncation in the IPPSS model to
represent the CCW system.
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This work departs from the conventional manner of presentation of the
cutsets and the manner in which IPPSS presents the cutsets, through the use of
a matrix grouping. The reasons for using the matrices are that presentation
of the 554 cutsets in the conventional form would take considerable space and
would convey less'information. Another reason is that matrix manipulation
greatly simplifies the mathematics of the importance calculations.

6.2.3 Importance Calculations

The base-case calculations of importance were performed using the IPPSS
probabilities presented in Table 6-2 as the initial non-aged failure rates
(x0) to which the linear aging model is applied, as described in Section
6.1. When the field data became available reflecting actual performance, the
importances were recalculated and the piece-wise linear aging curve was used.
Results from these calculations are presented in Section 6.4.

6.2.4 Unavailability Calculations

System unavailability is the probability that the system will be inoper-
able when required and is calculated as the sum of the probability for failing
in a first, second or third order cutset. This involves the probabilistic
summation of the matrix elements shown in Table 6-1, and is done using deMor-
gan's theorem as the product of the success probabilities for the elements in
a matrix. If the sums are combined as shown for the matrices, then the proba-
bility of failing in that order of cutset is obtained, thus the total proba-
bility of failure is the sum of the probability of failing In any of the three
orders. This final combination is the unavailability.

If probabilities are small, they may be added instead of summed proba-
bilistically. PRAAME was designed for answering "what If" studies of plant
availability which often involves setting the probability of failure of one or
more systems to 'one' to represent the failed condition. This would lead to
erroneous results if the approximation of simple addition were used.

6.3 Interactive Computer Model of Aging

6.3.1 Purpose

The computer code PRAAGE (PRA + AGE) was developed to provide a mathematical
model for studying the effects of aging in a complex system. While it was
written explicitly for the Indian Point-2 CCW, using the model in the IPPSS,
it can be modified for studying the aging and unreliability of other systems
at Indian Point-2 or other plants.

PRAAGE was designed to interact in real-time so an operator can readily
assess the aging importance of components, correct preassigned parameters from
values determined from plant specific data or better, generic data, and study
methods for mitigating aging without redesign of the system. Details of the
PRAAGE code and how to use it are presented in Appendix C.



Table 6-2 Component Identifier,. Non.-Aged Failure Rate and Description

of the Component and Failure-Mode From ,i#PSS

Component and Description of Failure

Identifier, V Failure Rate ..

JBS-25AD 4.1E-5 No power at switchgear bus 5A

JBS-22AD 4.1E-5 No power at switc'hear bus 2A

JBS-23AD 4.ZE-5 No power at switchgear bus 3A

TSWlNOFL . ,;2u5E-4 ' -.:SW avallablllty; -,.- ....................

TXV31-lC 7.4E-81B; SW supply isolati~on,,332, transfers closed:!,'?. '
r.yloaon I1t fr....

TXV32A-C 7.4E-B/a SW supply Isolatione32 2 transfers-closed.

TXV33 -C .- ;7.4E"8/E SW ~supp~ly #lsobtion .33 rnfr l~d4~~i

au 3 trlosed s c..

XV3A4-1C 7...4E-B/HE SW otlet.f.tom heat exchanger 22 transfers.

l *-.s -closed.. 
-

TXV.3A,4-C .- 7,4-, , SW :-"utlet. from :heat "escnp~er .2,1 trans ere;,-

.. .--.. close-

: W3-C 7.;;E..; ** - ;.qttj . 9-;. ;.;. i* * w,--* .* i * **.-

t-eC tf4E-B/ -rom, beat-exchanger 22:tr ansfers
closed .

,-8.: utlet from heat exchanger,21 transfers,
closed.

UCCD002?X , -Include in.UW0O2?S -

UCV761AQ 7.OE-5/D Pump 23 discharge.check.valve fails to open

UCV761BQ 7.OE-5/D Pump 22 discharge check valve fails to open

DCV7.61BQ 7 .OE,-5D .Pump 21.,discharge.:check-valvefails. to open

-UEEQ21L . ,42E-7/U ., .heat exchanger-21, loss of cooling

. - ' .; ' .capability (leak or rupture).;. ,

UHEQ022L 8.42E-7/l CC heat exchanger 22, loss of cooling

.. ''f..; * ; capability,.(leak. or rupture)

UNOOQ2?S5 . ,5'. . ,Incl~ud~e ........... in.UPM002tS , ; .*......... -,-. -. , .;. . ...

UPM0021S 2.BE-61H 1 CC .,pup 21 does io~t start/does not continue -

6.4E-3/D to run
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Table 6-2 (continued)

Identifier

UPHOO22S

UPM0023S

UPPFAILS

UTKO021L

UXV734AC

UXV734BC

UXV760AC

UXV76OBC

UXV76OCC

UV762AC

UXV762BC

UXV762CC

UXV766AC

UXV766BC

UXV765BC

UXV765AC

4BS-22AD

Component and Description of Failure
PatLure rate Mode

2.8E-6/H CC pump 22 does not start/does not continue
6.4E-3/D to run

2.8E-6/E CC pump 23 does not start/does not continue
6.4E-3/D to run

8.6E-1O/H CC pipe failure

8.6E-1O/H CC surge tank, leak or rupture

7.4E-8/E Valve 734A transfers closed

7.4E-8/a Valve 734B transfers -closed.

7.4E48/H Pump 23 suction valve transfers closed

7 .AE-8/H Pump 22 suction valve transfers closed

7.4E-8/H .Pump 21 suction valve transfers closed

7.4E-8/ -Pump 21 discharge valve transfers closed

7.4E-8/H Pump 22 discharge valve transfers closed

7.4E-8/E Pump 21 discharge valve transfers closed

7.4E-8/1 Beat exchange 21 inlet valve transfer
closed

7.4E-8/ Beat exchange 22 inlet valve transfer
closed

7.4E-8/E Heat exchange 22 outlet valve transfer
closed

7.4E-8/H ' Heat exchange 21 inlet valve transfer
closed

Included in JBS-2?AD

he
o
o1:

Note: For ? substitute 1, 2, or 3.-

6.3.2 Nodeling Details

Attention should be called to certain modeling details chich are impor-
tant for interpreting results from the PRAMGE code.
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The ratio (R) '-of the unavailability
unavailability before aging begins is a measure
the three levels of redundancy this is:

. i(with aging)

-i (qjwithout aging) - 1*+ at

q2 (with aginig)

after aging begins to the .
of the affect of aging. For

(6.3-7)

(6.3-8)R2 ' q2 (without aging)
*:t 1

- (1+a)-(RI)~

.q3 (with aging) 3 ( 3

3-

q3 (without aging) '

As stated a tripiy redundant system ages as the 'cube of 'a
system witf the same ating pazameters. ' Similarly, a doubly
ages as the square of a singly redundant system.

. (6.3-9)

. . - .

singly redundant
redundant system

The. physica1 reason why in redundant systems 'the ratio ;(R) of the
unavailabilities increaseis faster than in 'systems of less redun'dancyis' that
age acts as a common cause affecting the systems in a redundanyi. This
conclusion is not original. Vesely has reported similar results. Figure
6-3 presents the percent contribution-to unavailability caused by'aging which,
in addition to -the fact that this is a semi-logarithmic plot, causes the roll
over in the curves around 20 years. The reason for the drop in the percentage
contribution from pipe is because check valves and pumps are coming into
dominance. The r~apid rise in chle'ckvelves and pumps'in the -region around 10 to
18 years is caused'by a combination of the cubic nature of aging when it is
affecting a triple redundancy and because of the significant slope of aging
for these components, as shown in Figures 4-31 and 4-34, respectively.
However, in this case the latter cause predominantly affects the total system
unavailability.'-

In conclusion, although 'redundancy results in a system of relatively
small unavailability, the common cause effect of aging causes a redundant Sys-
tem'to age faster'than if the sub-systems/components'making up the redundancy
were considered separately. This is not intend~ed as a criticism of the' prin-
ciple'.of redundancy.but to call attention to the need for additional attention
as aging takes place. Because a redundant system was highly reliable at the
beginning of life is no reason for complacency in assuming it will remain so
when subjected to aging.
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6.3.3 Characteristics of PRAAGE

A convenient summary. of the-characteristics of PRAAGE are presented in
Table 6-3. PUAAGE is designed to be an independent stand-alone program that
contains the models and information needed to study aging effects, while
requiring no special training in operating the code.

6.4 Baseline PRAAGE Results

The interactive computer model, PRAAGE, developed for this study calcu-
lates, CCW system unavailability and the relative importance of CCW system com-
ponents. This model also computes baseline. results by turning the aging fea-
ture off, or by utilizing the aging feature,. the model can project system per-
formance to 40 years. This section describes the baseline CCW system results
with the aging feature turned off. Baseline results are presented for several
different cases, as described below.

Table 6-3 Characteristics of PRAAGE

CommentsCharacteristic

40 year aging analysis May be extended
Itableformat.

but set primarily by

Generic default data

Data modification

The data from the IPPSS is provided as a
default option with complete freedom for
modification.

*Aging menu: aging fraction, aging annual
increase, Vesely algoithms. *Outage time
menu: outage time for the generic classes:
valves, pipe. and tanks, heat exchanger, CC
pump. *Ceneric failure rate* menu for the
classes: pipe and tank, service water,
electrical bus, valves: motor operated,
valves: manual, valves: check, CC pump -
failure to run, CC pump failure to start
and heat exchanger. * Individual
components 33 components in 2 tables.
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Table 6-3 (cont.) -

Characteristic Comments

System model -All of the 554 cutsets in the IPPSS CCW
model are implemented by using the matrix
method, and there is .no need to. truncate
cutsets to-accommodate the code..

Linear-aging" model

No small-probability
approximation '

PRAAGE uses the linear model but the time
of agingm onset may be, specified.. A non-
linear model may be implemented if the data
-support:it.

Avoidance, of probability .approximations
allows deterministically failing components

- to, determine the effects of. operation In
-these degraded states.

--PRAAGE presents Birnbaum and a newly, defin-
ed Normalized Inspection Importance. The
normalization allows the interpretation in
terms of unavailability contribution.

Importance measures

Tabular data presentat

Printed output

Plotted output

Typo trapping

ion Three generic menus allow the selection of:
fractional contribution to unavailability,
fractional unavailability contribution per
component and incremental contribution to
unavailability.,,;- . Individual component
importances are presented by Birnbaum and
Normalized Inspection Importance
(fractional unavailability contribution).

Each of the output. menus may be printed.

The generic output may be .plotted on an
automatically-.adjusted log-log scale, 6
items at -a -time with different lines and
symbols. Cubic spline fitting is used to

show the. curvature. Paper copies of the
graphs may be plotted on an Epsom or
Epsomlike printer..

PRAAGE uses typo-trapping to avoid
reduce system crash from this cause.

or

4
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Since PRAAGE has the capability to easily change the component's failure
rate data on which system unavailability is computed, PRAAGE results were
obtained using three different sets of component failure rate data:

1. Constant failure rates from the Indian Point-2 PRA,

2. Constant failure rates computed from the review of actual Indian
Point plant data, described in Section 5.2.

3. Time-dependent failure rates computed from the industry-wide NPpDS
review, described:in Section 4. -

The results of PRAAGE calculations using. failure rate data from 1 and 2 above
are discussed in this section. These failure rates were fixed numbers and
were not time-dependent.' They were computed by averaging failures over time.
and hence represent CCW system experience to date; about 10 years, for the
Indian Point-2 PMA data and about 14 years for the Indian Point-2 plant data
analyzed for this study.- The 'failure rate data derived from NPRDS is time-
dependent and is discussed in Section 6.5.

Figufe 6-4 lists the failure rate input data from PRAAGE corresponding to
the-Indian Point-2 PRA.'-

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

.9
10
11

:#3 Menu of Generic Failure Rates

Generic Component Value

Pipe and Surge Tank 8.6E-10/
Service-Witer 2.5E-04
Electrical Bus 4.1E-05
'Valve: Manual CCW 7.4E-08/
Valve: Manual SW 7.4E-08/
Valve:'Check 7.0&-OS/
CC Pump: Failure to Run 2.8E-06/
CC Pump: Failure to Start 6.4E-03
H--Reat Exchanger: Leak or Rupture 8.4E-07/
Pump Maintenance Unavail. Contribution 8.5E-02
Common CauseUnavall. Contribution O.O1+00

hr

hr
hr
hr
hr

hr

Figure 6-4 Failure Rates From Indian Point-2 Input to PRAAGE
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Most of the failure rates are given in failures per hour. Pump failure
to start is per demand. Failure of the supporting systems.(service water and
electrical power) were converted to failures in 24 hours, and the contribution
of pump maintenance to unavailability is a fraction. .. Usingi..this data, PRAAGE
computes a system 'unavailability of 2.56 x 10- . This matches closely with
the value calculated in the Indian - Point-2 PRA using the same failure rate
data but different methods of. computation. . Table. 6-4 lists the percent
contribution of each major component to system unavailability.

Table 6-4 Component Importance IP-2 PEA Data

Component Type Percent Contribution

Service Water (SW) 97,1;
CCR - Manual Valves 1.4
SW - Manual Valves 0.7
Pumps 0.5
Pipe 0.2
Check Valves 0.1
Electrical Power <0.1
Beat Exchangers <0.1

Failure of the :service water system dominates the CCW system
unavailability for Indian Point. This was true for all the cases analyzed
(Table 6-5). The dependence of plants other than Indian Point on the service
water system would depend on the reliability of their- specific systems, whose
designs -vary:.even- more than the CCW systems. Therefore;- in. the7-majority of
the following analyses the probability of failure of-the service water system
was set equal to zero, thus allowing an analysis of CCW system component
effects. The specific SW system manual valves to .the. CCV Beat Exchangers were
kept in the analysis (see Figure B-3 in Appendix B).

-Table.6-5 Comparison of Unavailability Calculations

Case- CCW System Unavailability

Unavailability due to SW system
failure alone -2.50 E-4

IP 2-PRA Baseline Model 2-.2.56 E-4
-NPRDS Data l(Me-0) 2.68 E-4
IP-2 Plant Specific Data *.. - .;. 2.73 .E-4

Excluding the effect of service water, the importance of the components appear
as shown in Table 6-6. --
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The dominant components are CCW manual valves. This is an aggregate of
all manual valves -included in the PRA model, however, it is dominated by fail-
ure of two manual valves, 734A and 734B, in the header to the Safety Injection
Pumps and Residual Heat Removal Pumps (see Figure B-1, Appendix B).. Failure
of either oftthese two valves causes a total loss. of CCW to these loads. The
SW manual valves are dominated by failure of one valve, SWN-32, which. would
result in a loss of SW to both CCW heat exchangers and a failure of the CCW
system. It should be noted that the Indian Point-2 CCW system. has no
motor-operated valves (MOVa) in crucial portions of the CCW system whose
failure could disable the entire system. Hence, MOVs do not appear in the
importance rankings.Other NPPs have MOVs in key positions; hence, some of the
conclusions concerning the critical IP-2 manual valves would apply to MOVs
that are located in critical positions (i.e., such that one valve failure
would disable the system).-

Table 6-6 Component Importance - IP-2 PRA Data, SW-O

Component Percent Contribution

CCW - Manual Valves
SW - Manual Valves
Pumps
Pipe
Check Valves

48
24'
.18

5.3
4.6

Electrical 0.1
Beat Exchangers <0.1 -.

Figure 6-5 -illustrates the input data for PRAAGE derived from the. IP-2
plaut analysis of Section 5.2. RFigure 6-6 illustrates the component
importances based on this input data.

#3 Menu of Generic Failure Rates

Generic ComponentNo. Value

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11

*

Pipe and Surge Tank
Service Water
Electrical Bus
Valve: Manual CCW
Valve: Manual SW
Valve: Check
CC Pump: Failure to Run
CC Pump: Failure to Start
Heat Exchanger: Leak or Rupture
Pump Maintenance Unavail* Contribution
Common Cause Unavail. Contribution

8.6Z-10/hr
2.53-04
4.13-05
3.03-07/hr
3.03-07/hr -
2.03-06/hr
I.O-04/hr-
6.4E-03 -
A .0-06/hr
8.53-02
0.03+00

Service water effects eliminated in some runs by setting to zero.

Figure 6-5 Indian Point-2 plant specific data.
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Component Importance'(%) Component Importance (X)

SVC WTR 91.1919 TOT VLV 89.5514
TOT VLV 7.8878 CC.M.VLV 59 .6638
CCOM.VLV 5.2553 .SWM.VLV 29.8401
SW.MOVLV 2.6284 PUMPS 8.6923
PUMPS 0.7656 PIPE 1.6240
PIPE 0.1430 . HEAT EX 0.1049
BEAT EX 0.0092 CK . VLV 0.0474
CK. VLV -'.0042 ELECT.. 0.0274
ELECT. 0.0024 SVC WTR 0.0000

Note: Service Water - Nominal Note: Service Water 0 0

Figure 6-6 Component importances - IP-2 plant-specific data.

These results again show the dominance of failures'of the service water
system and the CCW manual valves. Next in importance for the base case are
CCW pump- failures, but these are considerably lower. The following section
discusses the results of PRAAGE using the KPEDS data as input and projecting
the results out to 40 years of system operation.

6.5 PRAAGE Projections and Component Prioritization,

The time dependent failure rates were used as the input for PEMGE to
project performance of the CCW system into the future. The basis for the
time-dependent failure rates is theXNPRDS study. of Section 4, as validated by
the plant specific reviews of Indian Point Unit 2. The results of the
projections are system unavailability versus, time and also component
prioritizations versus time. Since the input data 'or failure rates increase
with time, system unavailability also increases with time. Figures 6-7 and
6-8 list the input -failure rate. Figure 6-10 shows .the component
prioritization including service water (SW) failure: Figures 6-11 and .6-12
show the prioritization with SW failure rate set to.-zero.. Finally, Figure
6-13 plots the CCW system unavailability versus time and shows the rate at
which it Increases. T..Ihese figures are discussed in more detail in the
following paragraphs..

The combination of PRAAGE Menus #1. and #3, as, shown in Figures 6-7 and
6-8, specify the three parameters needed, to define the time-dependent failure
rate for each component. As an example, Figure 6-9 shows the failure rate
function of the CCW pump specified by the three key parameters given in these
two menus.
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#1 Menu of Aging Parameters

No . Parameter

Analysis Time of this Aging Study
1 Manual Valve Aging Fract. Increase/Yr
2 Manual Valve Aging Start Time in Yr
3 Check Valve Aging Fract. Increase/Yr
4 Check Valve Aging Start Time in Yr
5 Pipe and Tank Aging Fract. Increase/Yr
6 Pipe and Surge Tank Aging Start Time in Yr
7 Heat Exchanger Aging Fract. Increase/Yr
8 Heat Exchanger Aging Start Time in Yr
9 CC Pumps Aging Fract. Increase/Yr
10 CC Pumps Aging Start Time in Yr
11 Service Water Aging Fract. Increase/Yr
12 Service Water Aging Start Time in Yr
13 Switchgear Aging Fract. Increase/Yr
14 Switchgear Aging Start Time in Yr.
15 Turn Off(O)/On(1)'Aging

Value

40.0 yrs
0.21
-4.70
0.02
2.00
0..00'
2.50
0.02

-2.00
0.28
9.20
0.00 .
10.00
0.00
10.00
1

Figure 6-7 PRAAGE Input - Aging Parameters.

Prom examining Figures 6-7 and 6-8, one can note that manual valves, check
valves, and heat exchangers-have a two-part-failure rate curve similar to that
for pumps. Pipes, Service Water, and Switchgear have constant failure rates
with time for the base case.

#3 Menu of Generic Failure Rates

No. Generic Component Value

1 Pipe and Surge Tank 8.6E-10/hr
2 Service Water 20,5E-04
3 Electrical Bus 7.1E-05
4 Valve: Manual CCV 2.2E-07/hr
5 Valve: Manual S- .-2.21-07/hr
6 Valve: Check - 4.31-06/hr
7 CC Pump: Failure to Run 9.11-05/br
8 CC Pump: Failure to Start 6.4E-03
9 Heat Exchanger: Leak or Rupture 3.8E-05/hr

10 Pump Maintenance Unavail. Contribution 8.5Z-02
11 Common Cause Unavail. Contribution O.O1+00

Figure 6-8 PRAAGE Input-Generic Failure Rates

. . . .
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Figure 6-9 CCN Pump Failure Rate Model Input to PRAAME

Figure-6-10 shows that the SW system initially dominates unavailability
at 92%, but 'that pumps' increase''in importance over-the forty years until they
become dominant at 81% in year 40.. In Figurea 6-11-,and. 6-12, the effects of
SW are semoved. .The. :initial dominance .by -manual -valves at '80Z,. wich
increases up to year .10 is shown. R, etween yearsl10and'20,'pumps'pass valves
in importance and continue toI increase up,,to year .40. The.initial increase in
valves is due-to. the .fact that.for valves the aging start, t.e is at 5-years,
while the aging start ;time for pumps is 9,years. T,,The pumps, however,'age at a
faster rate, -. and they. are in triple redundancy. This causes a three-fold
effect due.to the increase in:.their failure rate.,,At age 40, pumps.comprise
92% of the .unavailability.. This-information would;be useful in.later years
for prioritizing maintenance actions if Tesources ,are limited.

- . , . . , . . -.. :. .
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#8 System Unavail. and Generic Inspection Aging Importance
All Numbers in Percent (%)

Class V Yearl Year2 Year5 YearlO Year2O Year4O

SVC WTR
TOT VLV
CC.M.VLV
SW.M.VLV
PUMPS
HEAT EX
PIPE
UNAVAIL
CK. VLV
ELECT.

92.5888
5.89,45
3.9192
1.9665
0.7340
0.6333
0.1452
0.0268
0.0088
0.0041

92.5888
5.8945
3.9192
1.9665
0.7340
0.6333
0.1452
0.0268
0.0088
0.0041

92.1753
6.2476
4.1537
2.0845
0.7318
0.6967
0.1446
0.0269
0.0093
0.0041

86.1031
11.7310
7.8010
3.9161
1.2463
0.7788
0.1351
0.0287
0.0140
0.0057

55.8725
15.3979
10.1864
5.1010

27.9093
0.6935
0.0876
0.0362
0.1105
0.0391

11.9693
6.8109
4.4467
2.1936

80.9056
0.2480
0.0188
0.0954
0.1706
0.0474

Figure 6-10 Base Case PRAAGE Results-Component Importance
with Service Water Included

� I �% I.,

#8 System Unavail. and Generic Inspection Aging Importance
All Numbers in Percent (Z)

Class Yearl Year2 Year5 YearlO Year2O

-TOT VLV
CC.M.VLV
SW.M.VLV
PUMPS
HrtT EX
PIPE
CK. VLV
ELECT ' ' '

UNAVAIL
SVC WTR

79.5348
52.8820
26.5336
9.9046
8.5456
1.9597
. 1191

0.0553
0.0018
0.0000

79.5348-
52.8820
26.05336-
9.9046
8.5456
'1.9597
0* 01191'
0.0553
0'0018
0.000'

79.8440 84.4147 34.8942
53.0849 '56.1346 23.0840
26.6405 -28.1793 11.5598
'9.3524 8-'.9680 63.2470
' 8.9035 5.6044 1.5717
* 1.8479 0.9719 0.1986
0.1185 0.1008 0.2504
0.0522 0.0410 -0.0885
0.0019- 0.0037 0.0112
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000;

Year4O

7.7370
5.0513
2.4919

91.9061
0.2817
0.0213
0. 1938
0.0539
0.0705
0.0000

Figure 6-11 Base Case PRAAGE Results-Component Importance
with Service Water Excluded
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Figure 6-13 shows CCW unavailability increasing. by,, ,.pfactor of 40 over,
its lifetime to a- lue of 7 x 10-4 (without, considering.service water.
effects).'- Fullwood discusses the effects -on,system. unavailability from the.
degradation of multiple redundant-components..-. .'
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Figure 6-13 CCW System Unavailability Versus Time
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The projections by PRAAGE probably overestimate the increase in system
unavailability since they assume a constant level of maintenance and testing.
As failure rates increase with time, the plants would probably identify this
and compensate with increased maintenance. However, with projections such as
PRAAGE available, trending of system unavailability over the long term may be
feasible as a functional indicator. By comparison to an established
unavailability alert level, the plants could compensate for problems and
increasing unavailability much earlier than they might otherwise. This would
keep the system reliability high and prevent unacceptable increases in
unavailability or core melt frequency.

6.6 Summary

The interactive computer model of the CCW system, called PRAAGE, was used
to evaluate the current status, of CCW .:systems and to project CCW system
performance to an age of; 40 years based on trends in the failure data. The
program also calculates the-Importance of individual system components, based
on their necessity for system operation and their likelihood of failure.

These studies showed that the tylical CCj system has an unavailability
(or probability of failure):- in the -10 --to 10- range. The values for system
unavailability computed from real data on component failures are slightly but
not significantly 'higher than CCW system unavailabilities used! in contemporary
PRAs.-'''Projections-out ttoi'an age'iof 40 years show th t the Tnavailabilityi of
the COW system couM* increase uoticeably, into the 10' -to 10-- range s if addi-!!
tional actions to address system failures..-are;.not .takenw - i. -.. ii.

System unavailability is currently dominated by failure of the Service
Water System and then by failures-of key CCW valves. The valves shown to be
important are normally open, manual, isolation valves in the- main supply
header to the crucial loads. Although the IP-2 CCW system had no MOVs.in such
a location, a plant with MOVs located there would show a high importance for
these MOVs. As the system ages, PRAAGE predicts that the CCW pumps will
become more and more dominant, due to their increasing failure rate with time
and to their triple redundancy.

Section 7 discusses the sensitivity studies performed on the input data
and the various assumptions made.
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7. SENSITIVITY-STUDIES

In this section, the interactive computer model of the CCW system,
PRAAGE, is Aused to test 'the 'effects of variations of the input data. The
failure rates of 'the individual components are varied based on' different
interpretations of the data analysis to:determine. sensitivity of. the results
obtained in'Section 6. Also, some'of the assumptions used in the analysis are
varied to determine if the resultsil are particularly sensitive to such changes.
In most cases'; no Significant. differences in the results were seen, although
in a few cases, the' importance of certain components increased markedly.

7.1 Check Valves

Figure 7-1 shows the check valve' failure -rate, data versus ,age and the
straight'-line model: ised in the baseline PRAAGE study.-,The.baseline model of
the check valve failure was constant at 4.3 x 10-6 failures/year from age 0 to
age 2: and -then increased at ean' acceleration of 8.8.x 10r12/hr2.. (fractional
increase per year of 0.018). .

Another- interpretation of the, data is -a two-line model, with an, aging
start time-in the 8-to 10 year range. This interpretation was .inves.tigate4 as
Case,. I of- the sensitivity studies. The Case 1 actual AST, initial failure
rate, and slope were obtained using -the method described in:Section 4. This
two-line model is -also shown in Figure 7-1. The initial constant failure rate
*is 4.53x10 6 failures/hr, the start time is 10.4 years, and.the slope has a.
fractional increase per year of 0.10 (units of failures/hr per year). This
revised data was input to PRAAGE, keeping all other data at the baseline.
values and setting the service water failure rate to zero. Figure 7-2 shows
the PRAACE results.,
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Figure 7-1 Check Valve Failure Rates-Examined in:Sensitivity Studies
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#8 System Unavail. and Generic Inspection Aging Importance-,
All Numbers in Percent (Z)

Class ,

TOT VLV -
CC.M.' VLV
SW.?!.- VLV-
PUMPS '
HEAT EX-
PIPE
CK. VLV
ELECT.
UNAVAIL-

- SVC'WTR

'Figure 7-2

Yearl Year2 Year5 YearlO

79.5263 79.5263 79.8441 84.4265
52.8720 52.'8720 53.0850 56.1478
-26.5286' 26.5286 26.6406 28.1860
9.9151 9.9151 9.3523 8.9547
8.5440- 8.5440 8.9035 .5.6057.
1.9593 1.9593 1.8479 0.9721
0.1256 0.1256 0.1185 0.0927
0.0554 0.0554 0.0522 0.0410
0.0018 0.0018 0.0019 '*0.0037
*0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

Year2O Year4O

34.8928 7.9618.
22.9897 5.0111
11.5124 2.47,17
63.2557 91.6839
1.5652 0,2794
0.1978 0.0212
0.3906 0.4790
0.0885 O.0538
0.0112 0.0709a
0.0000 0O ;0000

i ~ T , f - - A . .1 ,j. :o

System Unavailability and Component Inspection Importance :
f or Check Valve Case 1 Failure Rate -

Neither system unavailability nor the dominant components change from the
baseline -results. A' noticeable difference is that at age' 40, check valves
become more important than heat exchangers, whereas in the base case they do
not. Using the baseline check valve failure rate, which has a more conserva-
tive' (lower)- aging -acceleration rate, -does -not significantly affect the
results of this study.

7.2 Pumps

Figure 7-3 shows the failure data and the base case two-line -model used
for the CCV pumps. The aging acceleration rate of 2.9E-9/hr 2 corresponds to a
fractional increase of 0.28 per year. Pumps were found to be very important
in the baseline PRAAGE analysis, particularly as they age.. As a result,
several different aging rates were examined in the parametric studies. The
following aging rates, expressed in fractional increase per year were studied:
0, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, 0.28 (base) and 0.40 (Figure 7-3).

Figure 7-4 shows the large effect that pump aging has on the unavailabil-
ity of the CCW system. If aging of the pumps is set to zero, CCW unavailabil-
ity remains essentially constant,'.-even -with- the hother components aging at
their baseline rates. IfMthe aging rate of the pumps is allowed to increase,
CCW unavailability can increase by- a factor of 20 times at -age 40. As noted
in Section 6.5, for the baseline case, CCW pumps are the dominant components
from about year 15 onward.

As the aging rate of the pumps decreases they become less important and
less dominant to CCW unavailability. When the aging rate decreases. to 0.10,
the importance of pumps and valves is about equal at age 40, as shown by
Figure 7-5. At age 40 the total of all valves contributes 50.2% and the pumps
47.7% to unavailability. To reach this situation, the pump aging rate would
have to drop to about one third of the baseline value (.10/.28=.36). Such a
large drop is unlikely, hence, it is reasonable to conclude that pumps will
remain the dominant component in the future as the CCW systems age. -
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#8 System Unavail. and Generic. Inspection Aging Importance
All Numbers in Percent (X)

Class Yearl Year2 Year5 YearlO Year2O Year4O

TOT VLV 79.5348 79.5348 -79.8440 86.8233 56.4689 50.2454
CC.M. VLV 52.8820 55.8820 53.0849 57.7498 50.8087 33.3052
SW.M. VLV 26.5336 26.5336 26.6405 28.9923 25'.5103 16.7035
PUMPS 9.9046 .9,9046 9.3524 6.3777 19.5716 47.6577
HEAT EX 8.5456 8.5456 8.9035 5.7661 3.4684 1.8882
PIPE 1.9597 1.9597 1.8479 0.9999 0.4383 0.1430
CR VLV 0.1191 ' 0.1191 0.1185 0.0812 0.1499 0.2367
ELECT 0.0553_ 0.0553 0.0522 0.0330 0.0529 0.0658
UNAVAIL .'0.0018 0.0018 ,0.0019 0.0036 0.0076 0.0183
SVC WTR 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

Figure 7-5 CCW Unavailability and Component Importance for Pump
Aging Fractio'nal Increase'- 0.10

7.3 Manual Valves

Figure 7-6 shows the data on manual valve failure and the base case two-
line model'used for the 'PRAAGE analysis. The initial failure rate :is 2.2E-7
failures/hour until 4.7 years. The failure rate then increases at a frac-
tional rate of 0.215 per year or an aging acce eration of 5.4E-12/hrZ.

14

AFI - AGING FRACTIONAL INCREASE
F 12-
A
1 10
L

R
E
E FAILURE RATE - 2.2 E-7 1/HR

T
E 2

(E-7IRJ . AGING START TIME&.4.7 YEARS

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 -13 14

VALVE AGE (YEARS)
NPRDS DATA I AFI-0.30 -0- AFI-0.10

-2 BASECASE - AFI-0

Figure 7-6 Manual Valve Failure Rates Exadined -in Sensitivity Studies
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' In a manner similar to that used in the parametric study of pump failure
rate, the manual valve aging fractional increase per year was varied to study
the'effect of. different aging rates. Aging rates of 0, 0.10, 0.21 (base case)
and 0.30 were selebted '(Figure 7-6).

Figure 7-7 shows the relative or percent importance of manual valves in
the CCW system'for the four cases studied from zero to 40 years of age. All
follow the base case. of. a high, early importance and then decreasing
importance as the.pumps take over. at about 15 years. The small increase in
the importance of the. valves until. shortly after. age 10 is due to the fact.
that the aging start time for valves is 4.7 years and that for pumps is 9.2
years. These results -show that,-. CCW system .unavailability and component.
importance are relatively insensitive to the aging acceleration rate of manual
valves.
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Figure 7-7- CCW System Manual Valve. Importance-for Various
Aging Acceleration Rates

7.4 Beat Exchangers (EX)

Figure 7-8 shows the failure data on heat exchangers and the baseline
model used for the PRAAGE analysis. The baseline model was 3.8x10-6 failures/
hour up to year 2, and then a fractional increase of 0.017 per year (which
corresponds to 7.37x10-11 failures/hr2). Two different cases besides the base
case were selected for sensitivity analysis. Case 1 is also shown on Figure
7-8 and consists of a two-line model with a break point at age 5 and then a
steeper slope than the base case. The Case 1 fractional increase per year is
0.381.
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The Case 1 results, given in Figure 7-9, show an increase in HX impor-
tance over the base case as the plant ages,- from an initial 0.2% to 2.2%. at-
age 40. This value is still quite small compared- to the importance .of the:
pumps at age 40, but is now approximately the same as5 the-'second most -impor-
tant component; namely, CCW-manual valves.

A second case was also analyzed for CCW-HXs.. Case 2 utilized all of- the
failure data for HX's, even beyond the fourteen-year mark. After .15 years
the data is'sparse and not statistically reliable; -however, ..for sensitivity
analysis it can be informative. Figure 7-10 shows thisodata and illustrates a
potentially large increase in HX failures after year -46. This is physically-
possible,'since HXs tend to operate for a long time with -no leaks until corro--
sion and erosion have reached a stage when leaks are beginning, and then many
leaks may appear in quick succession.
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Figure 7-8 Heat Exchanger Failure Rates Examined in Sensitivity Studies
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#8 System Unavail.-and Generic Inspection Aging Importance
All Numbers in Percent (Z)

Class Yejarl Year2 YearS YearlO Year2O

SVC WTR
TOT'VLV
CC.M. VLV
SW.M. VLV
PUMPS
PIPE ,
REAT EX
UNAVAIL
CK VLV
ELECT -

93.1062
5.9160
3.9365
L 9706
0.7382
0.1460
0.0894
0.0267
0.0089
0.0041

93.1062
5.9160
3.9365
1.9706
0.7382
0. 1460
0.0894
0.0267
0.0089
0.0041

92.7510 86.1871
6.2735
4.1475
2.0897.
0.7364'
0. 1455
0.0895
0.0268
0.0093.
0.0041

11.7399
7.8075,
3.9183 '
1.2475
0.1352.
0.6846
0.0287,-
0.0140
0.0057-

54.9329
15. 1911
10.0359
5.0465

27.4399
0.0862
2.3115
0.0366
0.1087
0.0384

Year4O

11.7225
6.7400
4.3828
2.1901

79.2373
0.0184
2.2354
0.0976.
0.1671
0.0465

- Figure 7-9 EX Parametric Study Results - Case 1 -
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Figure 7-10 Heat Exchanger Case 2 Failure Rate

Case 2 uses a two-line model with'an'initial failure rate of 4.01x lO 5

failures/hour, a ..break point of 16.5 . years and after that a fractional
increase per year 'of 8.035. A failure rate of 7.6x10- 3 failures/hr would
result at age 40 if the trend continued; this is ainormally high, but is
useful as a bounding example. Figure 7-11 shows the results of the PRAAGE
analysis for Case 2.
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#8 System Unavail. and Generic Inspection Aging Importance
All Numbers in Percent.(%)

Class

SVC WTR
TOT VLV
CC.M. VLV
SW.M. VLV
PUMPS
HEAT EX
PIPE
UNAVAIL
CK. VLV
ELECT

Yearl Year2 Year5 YearlO Year2O Year4O

92.5223
5.8912
3.9168
1.9656
0.7335
0.7037
0.1451
0.0268
0-0088
0.0041

92.5223
5.8912
3.9168
1.9656
0.7335
0.7037
0. 1451
0.0268
0.0088
0.0041

92.1701
6.2473
4.1535
2.0845
0.7318
0.7022
0.1446
0.0269
0.0093
0.0041

86.1952
11.7407
7.8082
3.9185
1.2476
0.6755
0.1352
0.0287
0.0140
0.0057

12.5997
3.7742
2.4178
1.3314
6.2938

77.3038
0.0198
0.1130
0.0249
0.0088

0.4312
0.3748
0.2119
0.1567
2.9146

96.2771
0.0007
2.8867.
0.0061
0.0017

Figure 7-11 PRAAGE Results-for Heat Exchanger Case 2 Study

By age 20 RXs have increased dramatically in importance to 77%. At age
40, they constitute 96% of the unavailability-of the system. Figure 7-12 sum-
marizes the three EXs cases examined and illustrates the dominance of HXs for
Case 2.
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Figure 7-12 Heat Exchanger Importance.Versus Time
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7.5 Piping

Two parametric cases were analyzed for the failure data on piping in ad-
dition to the base case. The base case used the value from the IP-2 PRA of
8x40 10 'failures" per pipe section per -hour. The other two -cases used data
reported to EPRDS pipe leakage. Both cases assumed that a reported leak con-
stituted a failure, which is a conservative assumption and gave the piping a
higher. importance thjan..it actually has. All the :PRAAGE analyses divided the
CCW system into 18 pipe sections and treated each-equally, as did the IP-2
PRA. Case 1 averaged all reported.--instances of CCW pipe leaks and obtained a
constant failure rate of* 2.69x10-7 failures per pipe section per operating
hour. Case 2 was based -on analyzing the data in 5-year Increments (as des-
cribed in Section.--5) and obtained an increasing failure rate with a slope of
5.6x10- failures/hr-yr. All three failure rates are shown in Figure 7-13.
Case land Case 2 cross at about-age-7. -

61 .'1

F..
A--

L
U
R
E

IR
A
T

IE-71HR)
, ... .. .

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14
AGE (YEARS)

BASE CASE 4  CASE 1 ;- CASE 2
,Figure 7-13 Piping Failure Rates Examined in Sensitivity Studies

;When these three cases are analyzed with PRAAGE, notably different'
results' are obtained.' 'These' are''pre'sented'in Figure 7-14.- For -the base -case-
the importance of piping is less than 1% for all 40 years. For case 2,. pipe.
importance starts at the base value and increases to around age 10, then it
dec~reases -as the importance of -the- -pumps'-takes. over.- Tor -case 1, pipe impor-
tance starts iUgh- thenh'decreases and crosise's' the curve for Case :2 -at -about age-
7, the -same time at' whichkthe faiblre-rate curves for rplpes cross. The very
high -importance of'- piping shown in -this parametric study,- for case 1 and 2
implies -. 'that 'the: assumption that leaks constitute a failure is. probably
unreasonable. However, -it shows a bounding case,:such that lif pipe leaks are-
developing and not addressed, they -can significantly -affect- the -availability
of the CCW system.
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Figure 7-14 Piping Importance Versus Time

7.6 NPRDS Reporting Factor

Section 4 discusses the determination of failures reported by NPRDS and
compares actual failures at IP-2 with those reported. The average percent of
failures reported to NPRDS was 312. This percentage was used to correct fail-
ure rates determined from NPRDS.

An attempt was made to establish a reporting factor dependent on calendar
year, since reporting increased after 1975. However, there was insufficient
data to do this,.therefore, the reporting correction factors are averaged over
all years.

To determine the sensitivity -of the results to this factor, calculations
were performed using the following NPRDS reporting.percentages: 1002, 502,31X
(base case), 202, 102 and a variable percentage. For -each one, except the
variable case, all component failure rates were adjusted by the same value.
For the variable case, pumps and valves were adjusted by the individual
amounts indicated in the IP-2 review, 572 and 152, respectively. Figure 7-15-
illustrates the PRAACE results for the various cases analyzed,.
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CCW Unavailability Dominant Component 2 Contribution
NPRDS Reporting . ._._ .

Percent -Year 1 Year 40 Year 1 Year 40 Year i Year 40

100 6.OE-6 3.6E-4 CCW. V Pumps 50 95
50 1.1E-5 5.OE-4 CCW-V Pumps 52 93
31 1.8E-5 7.1E-4 CCW-V Pumps 53 92
20 2.BE-5 1.OE-3 .CCW-V Puimps 51- 91
10 6.IE-5 2.4E-3 CCW-V Pumps 44 92

Variable 3.4E-5 6.8E-4 CCW-V Pumps 60 80:

Note: CCW-V = CCW Hanual Valves

Figure 7-15 NPRDS Reporting Factor Sensitivity Study Results

Figure 7-15' shows that as the percent of failures. reported decreases, the
component failure rates, and the. calculated CCW unavailability increase.
Although the relationship is not strictly linear, in this example, various
competing non-linear effects have balanced out and the, CCW. unavailability has
increased by a factor of 10 as the NPEDS reporting percent varied from 100% to
10%. An important point to note is that the dominant component to,.unavail-
ability did not change as reporting percent varied. In fact, even the percent
contribution of the dominant component varied very little. The only notice-
able variation was when the variable (between components).,r-eportipg percent-
ages were applied. As a separate comparison, NPRDS reporting factors for
inverters. were:analyzed (as determined.;during the aging of battery chargers
and inverters study 1). An upper bound on the reporting factor for inVerters
was determined to be 612.

In conclusion, although the 31X NPRDS reporting correction factor. is not
firm, it is the best estimate available. The ,-results are not sensitive to
variations in the reporting factor if an average value is used. If reporting
factors for actual components deviate significantly from the..averege, however,
this could affect results of component importances as seen in this study.

7.7 Summary

The sensitivity studies showed that with a few exceptions the baseline
results described in Section 6 are generally applicable and not excessively
sensitive to reasonable variations, in input data and assumptions Specifi-
cally, the results are not sensitive to changes in the data on failure rate
for valves (check valves, manual valves, or MOVs) or to changes in the assumed
NPRDS reporting correction factors. The dominance of pumps in later years is
unaffected by reasonable changes in their failure rates, but the system un-
availability is sensitive to increases in the failure rate of pumps above
those determined.

The heat exchanger (EX) data indicates sharply increasing failure rates
in the 15-20 year period. If this is true, the results are sensitive to this
and would result in a much higher dependence of system unavailability on RKs.
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The data on failure of CCW pipes is quite sparse. The analyses performed
indicate that. the results are somewhat sensitive to changes in pipe. failure
rates. For hnmre detail the reader should refer to the pertinent subsection of
Section 7. "The results of the sensitivity studies are summarized in Table
7-1.

Table 7-1

Item/Component

1. CCW Unavailability

Summary of Sensitivity Study Results

Parameter Varied

Pump AFI-
Check Valve AFI
Check Valve AST
Manual Valve AFI

- NPRDS Reporting Factor

Sensitivity

High
Low
Low
Low

Moderate

2. -Check Valve Importance

3. Manual Valve Importance

4. Heat Exchanger
Importance-

5. -Piping Importan'ce '-

6.; General Component
Importance

Check Valve API
Check Valve AST-

Manual Valve API

RX AFI

-NPiping API n F -i

NPRD S Reporting Factor-

Low
'~- Low

I- Low- -

, . 7

High

High -

Low-

�1_1 ; I ...

AFI - Aging Fractional Increase

AST - Aging Start Time

. ... .. .. . , . .. -. . . ..

..

t ; . ; - . ;- . - - .

. . i

. . .

. . . . ..

. - .. . - -

- .1 :� . �

. . T - . e. .
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8. RESULTS

8.1 Discussion

The determiniblic and probabilistic work showed that aging degradation is
a concern for CCO systems and can adversely affect the- performance.and avail-
ability of the system.- An analysis of -past operating experience ,ndicates
that the d6minant:'cause of failure is "normal- service", -whilethe predominant
mechanism of -failure was-, `wear.'" ''These findings support, the conclusion that
aging contributes t6oa significant -portion of -CCW system failures. Monitoring
methods ;must;: therefore, include good functional. indicators which will detect
aging effects while- the system operates normally.- It would then be possible
to mitigate aging degradation.

The data showed that there were numerous failurexmodes with "leakage" the.
most common. The components most frequently found ,to .be failed were valves-
and- pumps. 'For valves, -there was internal leakage.. -through -valve seats and
external leakage from seals. Instrumentation/controls and heatexchangers
also have a significant number of failures.

-To quantify the effects of aging,-time-dependent failure. rates. were cal-
culated. These failure rates showed a trend-. toward -increasing with age for
most of the tomponents examined. 7 - - should .be .noted.-.that these failure rates
include -the effects of current testing.and.maintenance.practicesj which indi-.
cates that improvements in :-both -.these-.areas zay. be required to effectively
mitigate aging effects.

- : . . .. - . . , , : .: . . . . .. .4 . , . : .

Results-from the probabilistic work indicate-that- if interaction between
other -plant :systems is..considered, unavailability .of the. CCW-- ystem is -;domi-
nated by lossg!of -service water to..:the .CEW H's. In -the CCW system itself.,
baseline results -(without aging effects). identifiedvalves followed by pumps,.
as the most important components-contributing to system unavailability. These
results are consistent with the results from the deterministic work which also
identified valves and pumps as key components contributing to CCW system fail-
ures.

: Incorporation of time-dependent. failure rates into the PRA calculations
provided two significant results- 1) s-ystem unavailability increases with age,
and .2) component ..&mportances change with time., .The -increase in. unavailability
suggests *that .improvements to -monitoring methods and. maintenance practices may
be required to prevent the performance of the system from reaching an Un-
acceptable low level as plants age. The reliability of the COW system is one
area Vhich- should be carefully evaluated- in relation to extending the life of
the.plant. - - -- , . . . .

f . -. ,-.. . . .. .. . . . : -- .- :4. ., .. . , ..

- The change in importance of, components with age is significant since it
identifies an area :where age may need..to be considered in developing modifica-
tions or improvements to plant surveillance and monitoring. For the system
analyzed in this study, the manual series header valves were most important in
the early years of plant life. When the effects of aging were accounted for,
pumps became the'most important component after approximately 20 years, and by
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age 40 they dominated. Based on these findings, a plant using this design
should stress surveillance and monitoring of key valves during early years of
plant life. During later years, however, more attention should be focussed on
the pumps.

The PRA type analyses performed on the CCV system for this study were at
the system and component level and focussed on one particular plant, examining
in detail how the CCW system itself could fail. It was seen that specific
system designs must be considered in evaluating component importances. For
example, series header manual supply valves to key loads were dominant to sys-
tem unavailability early in plant. life for the system studied. At other
plants, MOV's may be used instead of manual valves and, hence, MOV's would
have high importance due to their location. CC` system failure was not pro-
jected to the level of the plant nor to core melt. Other work, for example
NUREG/CR-4643, "Evaluation of Core Damage Sequences. Initiated .by Loss of Reac-
tor Coolant Pump Seal Cooling," examined the. effect of loss of CCW on core
melt frequency and has found that complete failure of the CCW system can have
severe consequences.

The data suggested that piping and heat exchangers can become very domi-
nant in later years if failure rates increase at the higher rates indicated.
This is due to their predominant failure mechanisms (corrosion and erosion)
which are relatively slow processes. Increased surveillance should be. con-
sidered for these components in later years of plant life. These components
should also be addressed as concerns for plant life extension.

Table 8-1 summarizes the variation in component importance with age from
both the deterministic and probabilistic approaches.. The importance rankings
for the deterministic work were determined from a .review of the relative num-
ber of failures reported for each component, along with their calculated age-
dependent failure rate. Rankings for the probabilistic, work were obtained
from PRAAGE results using time-dependent failure rates.

The results presented in Table 8-1 show that both approaches led to the
same general conclusion, that aging degradation occurs in CCV systems and can
increase system unavailability and cause shifts in component importance with
age. Both approaches identified valves and pumps as the dominant, components
involved in CCW failures. However, several of the major components may become
important in later years and should be considered in assessments of plant life
extension. Further work is required to develop the appropriate techniques for
life extension analyses.

This study showed that good functional indicators are required to miti-
gate the effects of aging. Since numerous aging mechanisms are present, sur-
veillance and monitoring programs must be diverse. Figures 8-1 through 8-3
identify the performance hazards, aging effects and potential functional indi-
cators for the major CCV system components. This information can be -used in
assessing current practices.
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Table 8-1: Comparison of Importance Rankings

Importance Ranking. Life
Compo- Failure%,&', '' Ext
nent Mechanisms Determin. Prob. Concern Remarks

Valves, Wear,.Foreign High -. High Yes: * Valves in critical
Material, All Ages < 15 yr. locations are most
Vibration important.

Medium * Other components may
> 15 yr. become more important

than valves In later
years due to increas-

_,.;. .'g failure rates

Pumps Wear Medium Medium Yes * Results show pumps
Vibration < 10 yrs < 15 yrs have potential to.

High High become dominant:w%
> 10,-grs y 15.yrs component. in later

years

Beat' Corrosion, Medium Low -Yes* * Dataindicates EX'i
Exch. Erosion . 15 yrs ,<:20 yr. have potential for

High High large inirease 'in
> 15 yrs > 20 yrs f'aiure rate in later

years

Piping .Corrosion, Low LOW Yes * Data indicates piping
Erosion < 20 yrs < 20 yrs has potential for

High High large increase in
> 20 yr. > 20 yrs failure rate in later

years

The functional indicators presented in Figures 8-1 through 8-3 are recom-
mended as potentially viable methods for monitoring and detecting aging degra-
dation. Some of these indicators may already be commonly used while others
may require verification of their effectiveness. These functional indicators
can be used to modify and Improve current monitoring and surveillance methods.
However, routine preventative maintenance, which is currently performed,
should not be discontinued.

The functional indicators (FI's) discussed are at the compoent level.
The logic associated with this approach Is that improved component reliability
results in Improved system reliability. However, there are also a few select
FI's which can be classified as system level: 1) surge tank level, 2) pump
discharge flow and pressure, 3) heat exchanger outlet temperature, and 4)
system unavailability. The first system level FP, surge tank level, addresses
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one important failure mode, namely leakage. The second and third Fi's monitor
the capability of the system to achieve its primary design functions, that is
to provide sufficient coolant at an acceptable temperature to all of its
loads. The "last FI, system unavailability-, is an integrated assessment of
system performance, which can be analyzed to identify weak links. System
unavailability can be evaluated for its suitability as a system level d 1 in-
the next phase of the CCW work. Results from the Performance Indicator Pro-
gram at BNL also can be used to evaluate the effectiveness of unavailability
as a system level FI.

8.2 Utilization of Research Results

The value of a research program lies in the degree to which its products
are utilized 1) as input to other programs, and 2) as technical information to
improve operations and maintenance. Table 8-2 identifies those areas to which,
the.systems aging study of component cooling water will provide useful input.

8.3 Future Work

Future work to be performed in Phase I and Phase II of the CCW system
study will include the evaluation of current monitoring methods, regulations,:
testing and maintenance programs. Their 'effectiveness in mitigating -aging
effects will be determined and recommendations will be made for improvements.
The potential functional indicators identified in this, report will'also' be
examined in more detail.

. I '- , , ;
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'Figure 8-2 Potential Functional Indicators for Heat Exchangers
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Table 8-2 Utilization of CCW Research Results

General Areas Remarks

1. Identification of predominant 1. Phase I output included in this
failure modes, mechanisms and report.
causes for use in evaluation of
inspection, surveillance, and
monitoring methods.

2. Support NRC in review,, development 2. Will be supported by future Phase
and inspection of maintenance I and Phase II work.
programs.

3. Support NRC Inspection Program i. Phase I results herein herein
are usefulbor inspection and
will be used in FT'1988 inspec-
tion task.

4. Identify system and component 4. Preliminary support with Phase I
level functional indicators. results; finalized results in

future Phase I and Phase II
work.

5. Provide technical basis for 5. Coiplete with Phase I results.
plant life extension. - L

6. Provide support in evaluation 6. Phase I results provide technical
of storage and mothballing issues. basis.

7. Determine risk/unavailability 7. Complete with Phase I results
associated with aging of components herein.
and systems..

Specific Areas Remarks

8. Provide technical input for 8. Complete with Phase I results.
resolution of Generic Issue 65.

9. Provide technical input to ASME 9. Phase I results provided to
performance testing'guidelines ASME. Additional interface will
for CCW systems (ANSI/ASME-OM2- take place in phases I and II.
1982).

10.Provide input to NRC Reliability 10. Complete with Phase I results.
Program (Operational Safety Reli-
ability Research).

11.Provide input to NUREG-1150 11. Complete with Phase I results.
Zion Risk Rebasellning.
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9. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMNENDATTOIS

With the findings presented in this report, the.first 
step in understand-

lng and managing aging in CCW systems is complete. 
The aging phenomenon has

been charact~eized c'and a sound technical basis for 
future. work.has .been es-

tablished. In addition, several significant conclusions which could 
influence

future NPAR work should be noted..

Conclusions specific to CCW systems include the following:. 
-

* The majority of CCW failures are not detected until 
an operational ab-

normality occurs or until a test is performed. -. In addition, only a

small percentage are detected by alarms.. The CCW operating parameters

monitored and alarmed should, therefore, be thoroughly reviewed "to en-

sure that they represent the best choices as indicators of incipient

failures. More effective indicators may be required.

* In the CCW data analyzed. for this study, piping and heat exchangers

were found to have a potentially significant increase in failures dur-

ing later years. If this occurs, these passive components could become

the dominant contributors to system unavailability. 
Passive components

should, therefore, be closely monitored in later years 
and should not

be dismissed as unimportant due to their relatively 
low failure rates

during early age.

Conclusions which are generic in nature but should 
be considered for all

future NPAR work include the following:

aThe systems level approach which uses probabilistic as well as deter-

ministic techniques is an effective method of performing systems level

Aging analyses. It provides a comprehensive means of investigating

aging effects and should be used for future system level 
studies.

* Based on the preliminary findings of this study, current 
PRAs could be

underpredicting long-term plant risk. If PRAs are to be used for plant

life extension decisions, the time-dependent effects 
of aging on compo-

nent failure rate, component importance and system unavailability

should be further examined and addressed.

* Existing national databases are useful for performing aging analyses if

appropriate review techniques are employed. Bowever, the database in-

formation is difficult to obtain and the required review process is ex-

tremely labor intensive. The databases should, therefore, be reviewed

to determine if. modificatoios are possible to provide a more accessible

and efficient means of analyzing the failure data.

* This study has identified aging trends in component failure rates, com-

ponent importances and system unavailability that could have adverse

impacts on plant safety in later years. Future operating experience

should be monitored and periodically checked against these results to

ensure that these detrimental trends are not occurring, or that timely

preventive actions are taken. The results from this and similar NPAR
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studies should, therefore, be conveyed to.. an -appropriate group of data

analysis personnel to periodically update results using current plant

operating data, and check then against predicted trends.

* Thisq'itudy has shown that the potential exists for.component failure

' rates to increase with time and for their relative importance to Sys-

tea unavailability to change. Current test, and maintenance activities

may not be effective in controlling these trends. Appropriate measures

should, therefore, be taken to ensure that test and maintenance actions

adequately address the time-dependent effects of aging.

* The more redundant. a system is, the faster its relative. aging rate,

because aging is a common cause effect. Yurther study of 'this effect

with various quantitative examples is recommended for future system

level analyses.

. . . .

. . I I . .

I I - .. . . ;. l ,
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A-1 APPROACH

Since the Component Cooling Water (CCW) system design varies between
plants and since sy'stem design is very 'important to overall plant performance,
it was necessary to perform a detailed design review of each plant's CCW sys-
tem. This review was important to the NPAR systems study since it provided an
understanding of CCW system .characteristics, ensured.. applicability of the
selected reference plant (Indian "Point-2), aided in the analysis of system
failures,. and provided the population data necessary for normalizing the
failure data. It also provided valuable design insights presented herein.The
review. was performed by-first establishing the basic information 'desired and
then developing* a form to be completed for each plant reviewed. The" reviews
were generally made using the plant's Final.Safety Analysis Report (FSAR). A
completed form is shown in Figure .A-1 for' D.CXC'o6ok 'Unit' i, Which is
representative:- of the most prevalent system design.. This. form was completed
for each PWR unit in the United States. Figure' A-2 is *the idta':for Indian
Point-2, our reference plant. For purposes of comparis6o, the' Reactor
Building Closed Cooling Water (RBCCW) system at two BWRs also was reviewed.

A.2 SUMMARY OF DESIGN REVIEW

When all the reviews of CCW systems werre completed., they were summarized
for each of the three YSSS vendors: Westinghouse, CombustiontngiueerIpg (CE),
and Babcock & Wilcox (B&W). Then, a final summary of all 'PWRs was made.Table
A-i.provides the summary data for the design reviews of Westinghouse plants,
Table A-2 has the summary for.-CE plants and Table A-3. for B&W plants. Table
A-4 lists the-atbreviations. used in these tables. These tables sho* .thenum-
ber of. each of. the major components and the Major loads for each plant.
Unique features are identified in the Comments column. One should note that
there are several plants using shared or cross connected systems and also
plants with more than one CCW system. More information on these features is
provided in Section A.3.1.
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Plant Name:s

Pumps: Numb

..FlovPl. a

Ele&

HXss .Numt

Cooling ..by:

Loads: RU-

Figure A-I CCW System Summary

'Qok 1 Info Source: YSAR

)ei (Z): 3 (100%) HP: 500HP

i Rate: 9000 gpoa Read: 190'

cSource; Norm or Emerg.

ier(%): 2 (100%) Surge Tks: I
:..American Elec.

Essential Service Water System Designer: Power Service Corp.-

*HX, Chg-P, SI-P, RU-F, CS-P, Nisc. PDP, SW-HX, LD-HX, XLDHX,..-
xi L.1

Notes: One pump for Unit i is a maint. spare. Units are cross-connected at
pumP suction ai d discharge only.

Instrumentation: . Indication Alarms Interlocks -
. Rad Mon, T Hitemp'EX out S.T.-vent closes -on

* . PlowRCP.F&P flow, ST level hi-readjCIVauto
isol.

Sketch
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Figure A-2 CCW System Summary

Plant Name:Indian Point-2

Pumps: Number X)M: 3 (100%)

Flow Rate: 36pO gpm

Elec Source: 480V buses

-Info Source: FSAR,PRA, SD

P: - 250
,. ..

-

______Head: 220'

2A. 3A. 5A

HKGs: Number(M): 2 (101

Cooling by: Service Water

D0%) ) Surge'Tk6: I I

System Designer: West/VE&C
. . . .

Loads: RCP m & t.b., chg pumps, XLDEX, Misc, SFPHX, SWxa, LDRX,
REX, Recirc. pumps ,

SI pumps,

Notes: 2 pumps needed normally. 1 pump immed. post-&cc.,
Auxiliary 'Coolant , System is . CCW & RHR
Also 2 &CCW pumps at 80 gpm and 100' head.

then 2 later.
SFP cooling. '

Instrumentation: "Indication

Pump disch. P
HX outlet T & F

Pump inletT I &
rad mon.
Component T & F

Alarms Interlocks
Rad Mon -Auto close S.T. vent
;lo.pump P, on hi rad
Lo flow -Start pump on lo P
Hi EX T -CIV isol.
Ri/Lo'RCP flow -Close valve on Hi

URP flow
-Start ACCW pumps on

ESF

Sketch
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Table A.1
. WESTINGHOUSE PLANTS - CCW SYSTEM SUMMURIES

_ SURGE
PLANT PUIPS HXs TANKS LOADS - COMMENTS ?

Beaver Valley I

Beaver Valley 2

Braldwood I & 2

Byron I & 2

Callaway 1

Catawba 1

Catawba 2

Comanche PkMl

Comanche Pk. 2

3

3

5

4

4

3

3

3

3

2

2

2j

2

ICok I

4 .

2.

2

3

.2

..I

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

I

I

I

I

1I

RC~m & t. b. XLDHX Non-Reg.HX
RHiR-HX RHiR-P Misc.

RCwu & t.b. XLDHX Non-Reg*HX
RH.R-HX RHR-P Misc.

RHRHX RHR-P CCW-P AFW-P CS-P SI-P Chg-P
LDH% S*O% SFPHX MIsc XLDH% RCPm & t.b.

Same as Catawba 1

S*MIX 'SFP-H'X

SWHX SFP-IiX

2

2

2

2

RHR-P CS-P RHR-HX CS-HX CW-cond CRAC
UPS-AC I" Recomb. Misc. POP LDHX SMWHX
SFPHX R1P1m a t.b. XLDHX

Same as Comanche I

RHR-HX RHR-P Chg-P SI-P CS-P POP Misc.
SWX LDHX XLDHX RCPm & t.b.

Same as Unit 1

X-connection between units

a

Units are x-connected

Some x-connected at loads
with Unit 2

RCPn & RCP t.b., SFPHX, LOWH, XLDH%
Misc, SWHX, RHR-P&HX, POP

RCPm & t.b. SFPHX LDHX XLDHX

Misc SWHX RHR-P PDP RHR-HX

RHR-HXs LDHX XLDHX RCPm & t.b. SWHX
SFP HX Misc RHR-P CS-P Si-P Chg-P
POP

Shared system

Shared system

SNUPPS

Cook 2

Diablo Canyon-I

Diablo Canyon-2

.1. . .- -r

Cont.Fan Cir RHR-HX RHIR-P Ch*-P SI-P
CCW-P SFP-HX S-lHX LD-HX XLD-UHX Misc.
RCP & t.b. POP

Same as Unit t2

1 4 . 4 4. 4

* See Abbreviation Sheet.,~.

,~
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Table A.1 (Cont'd.)

P I P SURGE
PLANT PUMP HXs TANKS LOADS -. COMMENTS

_

Farley-l 3

Farley-2

61nna

Haddam Neck

Indian Pt-3

Indian Pt-2

Kewaunee

McGuire I

McGuire 2

MIllstone 3
RPCCW

Mlilstone 5
SIP Cooling

Millstone 3
Chg. P Cooling
NorthAnne 1 & 2

Point Beach-l

Point Beach-2

3

2

2

3

3

2

4

4

3

2

21

4

2

2'

3

3

2

2

2

1

2

2

2

2

1 2-

1 &
1 sh

I &
lsh

I

1

2

I

I

I

I

I

1

I

I

I

RHR-HX LODH XLOHK S*IX SFP-HX RCPm & t.b.
Misc. RHR-P SI-P Chg-P

Same as Unit 1

RHR-HX RCPm, & t.b. RHR-P SI-P CS-P SWHX
XLD-HX Ron Reg.HX Misc.

RHR-HX S*DX Misc

SI-P RHR-P Recirc-P Chg-P RHX SFP HK
SWHX XLDHX Non-regen HX Misc RCPm t.b.

Same loads as IP-3

RHR-HX RCPm & t.b. LDHX XLDHK SMIX RHR-P

SI-P CS-P Misc.

RHR-HX SFP-HX LDHK XLD HK SWHX RCPm &t.b.

Misc RHR-P Chg-P SI-P

Same as unit 1

RCPm & t.b. XLDHX SMIX Cont.air cig.SFPHX
SI-P RHR-HX RHR-P Misc SWU Water to: SIP

Cr CP Cig Chilled Water, etc.

SI-Puwnps

Chg-Punps

ROPn & t.b. XLDHX Non-Rag. HX SWIX RHRHX
RHR-P SFPHX CR3M cir Misc.

RHIRH RCP. & t.b. Non Regen HX XLDHXI
SWHX RHR-P, Si-P CS-P Misc.

Same as Unit I

4-AdCW-PIS for recirc.-P

2-ACGW-P' s

loop

,No x-connection between units

$hered system between 2
units

X-connection between units
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Table A.1 (Cont'd.)

[ SURGE .I
PLANT [ PS HXs TANKS LOADS COMMENTS

Prairie Island

Unit 1

Prairie Island 2

Robinson 2

Salem I

Salem 2

San Onotra-I

Seabrook I

Sequoyah t & 2

Shearon Harris

South Texas 1

South Texas 2

Summer

CCW

Surry I Chg-P CU

Surry 2 Chg-P CU

2 2 I

2

3

3

3

3

4

5

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

~2

2

2

3

2

3

3

2

I

I

I

1

I

2

2

1.

RHX RHR-P SI-P CS-P RCPM & t.b. LDHX

XLDH% SWHX SFPHX M4sc.

Same as P.l. Unit 1

RHRHK RCPm I t.b. Non. Reg.HX SWHX XLDHX

RHR-P Misc. SI-P CS-P Chg-P SFPHX CRDH%

RHRHX RCPm & t.b. LDHX SWHX SFPH% MIsc
RHR-P .SI-P OCg-P

Same as Unit 1

RHRH% RHR-P SFP-HX RCPm & t.b. XLDHX
SWH%1MIsc Chg-P Roclrc-WX

CS-P CS-HX RHR-P RHR-HX Si-P Chg-P Cont.
cir RCPa & t.b. Misc SFP-H X LDHX XLDHX

RHRHX RCP & t.b. SWHX SFPHX Misc LDHX
RHR-P SI-P Chg-P XLDHX CS-P

RaRO(. RHR-P. LDHX, SWHXXLDI%, SFP-HX
AIsc, RCPo I t.b.

RHRH% RHR-P Cont.Fan cIr Boron InJ-P RCPm
& t.b. Chg-P LDH% XLDH% S*IX SFPHX Mlsc

Same as Unit 1

RHRHX RHR-P Rx Bldg S-P LOHX XLDHX SWHX
SFPHX 1isc. ROPm & t.b.
RHR-P SFPHX Coant, Air Cir Misc.

Chg-P

Chg-P

X-connection between units

No X-connection between units

2-ROP t.b. pumps & loop

Shared between units

No X-connectlion between units

3 RCP t.b. booster pumps

.

I

1

.1

I.2

12

I.
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Table A.1 (Cont'd.)

SURG
PLANT PUMPS Mgs TANK COMMENTS

Trojan 3 2 2 RhRHX LDWH XLOHX RCPm & t.b. S*IX Cont.
Air Cir SFPHX Misc RHR-P CS-P SI-P Chg-P

Turkey Pt-3- 3 3 1 RHRHX-CPm S t.b. Non*RegHK XLDHK SWHX Some X-connectlon at loads
Misc RHR-P SI-P Chg-P CS-P SFPHK Cont.
C.. . .r

Turkey Pt-4 3 3 1 Same as Unit 3

Vogtie I CCW 6 2 2 SFP RHP-P RHR-HX

Vogtle I AOCVW 2 2 1 ROPm & t.b. SWHX LOHK XLDHK ACCW system Is separate
Hisc ACCW-P &n.m

Vogtli I TOTAL S 4 3 All above two lines

Vogle 2 _ SamesVogtlo Unit I

Watts Bar 1&2 5 3 2 RHX ROPm mLteb. LDHX LUDHK SWHX SFPHX Common system for 2 units
Hisc RHR-P Chg-P Si-P

Wolf .Creek ; 4 2 2 RHIRH LDHK XLDHK ROms t t.b. SWHX SFPHX: SNUPPS

Misc. RHR-P CS-P SI-P Chg-P POP

Yankee Rove 2 2 1 MDcf SFPHK Shutdown clr L*P.SurgeTK N.Sh

. : T1K cdr.-

Zion 1&2 5 3 2 RHRHK RCPm & t.b. 1DHX XLDHX S"HX SFPHK Common system for 2 units

MI sc RHFRP Chg-P SI-P

- ... . .
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Table A.2 -

COMBUSTION-ENGINEERING (CE) PLANTS - CCW SYSTEM SUMMARIES

SURGE _____

PLANT PUMPS HXs TANKS LOADS COMMENTS

ANO-2

Cal.cllff-I

Cal.Clitt-2

Ft. Calhoun

Maine Yankee

Ml1lstone-2

Pallsades

Palo Verde I ECW

Palo Verde 1 NCE

Palo Verde 2 ECW

Palo Verde 2 NCW

Palo Verde 3 ECW

Palo Verde 3 NCW

San Onotre-2

3

3

3

2

2

1V

3

3

4

3

3

2

2

1.2

2

2

2

3

I

I

;2

I

-. 1

2

.2

1

2

1

2

RCPm & sc, LDHX, Misc

SDHX,LPSI-PHPSI-P,LDHX,Mlsc, RCPm a sc
CRDM CIg

Same as Unit 1

SDHX,LOCW,SFPHX,RO'll & sc,Chg-P,LPSI-P
HPSl-PCS-PCEoM.MlscCont.Air Cig, CRAC

RHR-HX,SFPHX,LDHX,ShX,LPSI-P, Chg-P,
RCP-m,Mlsc,CEA clr, Cont.Air.Clr

SDHXLOHX,SFPHX4CS-P,HSPI-P,LPSI-P,Cont.
Alr.Clg, Misc, ESF Rm CIg, RIP. & t.b.,
CE9Ml Clg

SDHXSFPHX,LDHX,Mlsc.,QCD seals,RCP oil
cIrHPSI-PjLSPI-P,CS-P,Chg-P

SDHX5, Ess. Chiller SFPHX

RCP. & sc,Misc,Norm Chiller, LDHX, CEOM
cir, SFPHX

Same as Unit I

Same as Unit I

Same as Unit 1

Same as Unit I

SDHX LDHX SFPHX HPSI-P LPSI-P CS-P CCf-P
RCP. & sc Misc Cont.AIr clr CR Chiller
CEII air

Non SR only

Raw Water Back up

2 sep. subsystems

Service Water backup to E$F-
Pumps

X-connectIon to NCW

X-connect ilon to NCW

X-connectIon to NCW

* �4- 4 .1
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Table A.2 (Contfd.)

SURGE
PLANT PUMPS NlXs TANKS LOADS COMMENTS

San Onofre-3 3 -2 --2 Same as Unit 2

St. Lucle-I 3 :2 1 SDFK Cont.fean Clr LPSI-P FPSI-P CS-P
SF.RPHX LDHK Ulsc CEA Air Cir ROPm i Sc

St. Lucle-2 3 2 1 SDHK.Cont.Fon Cir HPSI-P CRAC SFP.-HX LDHK
M isc. CEDM Cir RCPm & se

Waterford-3 3 4 I SDHK LDHK SFPHX EDGs HPSI-P LPSI-P.CS-P. Cool4ing by CT or ACCW
Ro'm & S.C. Cont. Fan Cir Chillers Mlsc
CEDM Cir
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Table A.3
BABc & WILCOX (B&W) PLANTS - CCI SYSTEMS SUMMARIES

SUIraf
PLANT PUMS HXs TAWS LOADS COMMENTS

ANO-1 3 3 2 RCPm & s.c, LDHX, SWH%, SFPHX, Misc. Non-SR. System
CFO clg 4 booster pumps

Crystal River-3 3 4 1 RCPm & sc, SFPHX,SWHX,LDHX,MU-P,NSCCS-P 2 booster pumps
ISSWS-PRx3. Fan Cig Vent Fan-m, Cont.
ChlII CRDM cig Misc

Davis-Besse 3 3 I DHR-H, EDSG-HX, LDFK, SWIX, SFP-HX, DHR-P

HPI-P, 143-P, Rm & sc., Mise, CRD CIg

Oconee-i 2 ts I RCP6 & t.b., LOHX, CRD CIg Non S.R.
Is"

Oconee-3 2 2 & RCPa & t.b., LDHX, CRD Cig Non S.R.

Rancho Seeo NSCW 2 2 2 DHR-HX, RX Bldg Cooling Units (emerg.) 2 sep. trains

Rancho Saco CCW 2 2 1 LDHX,Rx Bldg Cooling Units (Norm), Misc
RCPm & t.b., CR cig Turb. Plant, SWHX
SFPHX, HPI-P, MU-P

TMi-i CICS) 2 2 1 LDHX, RCDT, CRD, RCfo

TMI-1 (NSCCWS) 3 4 1 RCPh & t.b. SFPHX, RB Fan cig, UI-P,CRAC
Area Rm Cig, Misc

TMI-I (DHRCCCWS) 2 2 2 DHR-HX, DHR-P, OHRCCW-P, MU-P, RC Spray-P 2 sep. trains



Key

ACCW
AFW
CEDH
Chg
CP
CRAC
CR
Cs
CWR-
DHR
ESF
BPI
HPSI
HX
LD
LPSI
MCP
Misc
H/U
NCW
N.Sh.TK
Non-Reg./
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Table A-4 Abbreviations

Defkiation

Auxiliary Component Cooling Water
Auxiliary Feedwater
Control Element Drive Mechanism
Charging
Charging Pump.
Control Room Air Conditioning
;Control Room,
Containment Spray
Chilled Water
Decay Beat Removal
Engineered Safety Feature
High Pressure-Injection (B&W)
High Pressure Safety Injection (CE)
Beat Exchanger
Letdown
Low Pressure Safety Injection
Main Coolant Pump
Miscellaneous Loads
Make Up'
Nuclear Cooling Water
Neutron Shield Tank

Regem
P
PDP
RCPm &
Recirc
RER
RHX
Sc
SE
SUP
sh
SI .-

SNUPPS
SR
SWEX
UPS
KuD

- Non Regenerative
- Pump
- Positive Displacement Pump

t~b. - Reactor Coolant Pump Motor and Thermal Barrier
- Recirculation
- Residual:Heat Removal
- Residual Heat Exchanger,.
- Seal Cooler

Seal Water
- Spent Fuel Pool
- Shared
- Safety Injection
- Standard-Nuclear.Power Plant System
- Safety Related
- Service Water Reat Exchanger
- Uninterruptable Power Supply
- Excess Letdown
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To illustrate some of the variations between plants' CCW systems the fol -
lowing two tables were prepared. Table A-5 shows that the name of the system
serving the ,function of CCW varies somewhat. Additionally, the name of the
open cooling water system (eeg. Service Water) providing cooling to the CCV
heat exchangers also varies. Component Cooling Water and Service Water are
clearly the two preferred names and are generally used in this report, how-
ever, many other exist.

Table A-5 CCW System Summary - All PWR Plants

This review included: 50 PWR Sites 79 PWR Units 85 CCV Type Systems

The names of the systems performing the component cooling function varied
siderably from plant to plant as shown here.

Names of CCV Systems:

con-m

Component Cooling Water (CCV)
Essential Cooling Water
Nuclear Cooling Water
Intermediate Cooling System
Primary CCV
Auxiliary CCV
Charging Pump Cooling Water
Component Cooling System
Charging Pump Cooling System
Safety Injection Pump Cooling System
Reactor Plant CCW
Reactor Building Closed Cooling Water
Secondary CCW
Nuclear Services Cooling Water
Nuclear Sercices Closed Cooling Water
Nuclear Services Closed Cycle Cooling''Water
Decay Heat Removal Closed Cycle Cooling Water

Total

60
3
3.
2

2-
2

I. 2

1

1
1

q I

- 'I- ,

1

: '1
1:
1
.. 1

-85

The names of the open cooling water system providing-cooling to the CCW system
heat exchangers also varied from plant to plant as shown here:

Names of Cooling Water Systems:
Service Water
Essential Service Water
Nuclear Service Cooling Water
Nuclear Service Water
Nuclear'Services River Water
Nuclear Services Sea Water

: . 31 - - : .
; ~31 --

,7
.4

4
3
1
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Names of CCW Systeus: (Cont'd)

Nuclear Services Raw Water
Low Pressure Service Water
Plant Coolingsater
Intake Cooling Water
Cooling Water
Essential Spray Pond System
Essential Cooling Water
'Station Service Water
Salt Water
Salt Water Cooling
Auxiliary Salt Water.,;
River Water
Raw Water
Plant Service Water
Essential Raw Cooling Water -
Dry Cooling Tower (Auxiliary CCW)

, . ,t:. . . -1
3
4
4
3.
3
2
2
3
2

I ., ,2
1'
I

I 1. 1
1

.. � v -

- I I - ___q OCelotal 0-

Table A-6 illustrates the wide variation in CCW system design in terms of
the number and size of the main components. Some of the variation in size is
because in plants with multiple CCW systems, often one system is quite small
and may serve only one load, such as the charging pumps cooling. Some of the
CCW systems in recent plants (e.g. Comanche, PeAk:. asnd.,-Palo Verdee) are very
large and serve many loads. Table A-6 also lists the typical loades served by
CCW systems. The safety-related loads are broken down by NSSS vendor, since
the three vendors have slightly different names .for similar1 components.

Table A-6 CCW Systems - Per Unit Data Variations (All PWRS),

#of Pumps: 2 to 8
Pump Flow: 25 gpm to 17,500 gpm per pump
Pump Head: 54' to 275' (TDH)

# EKG:
#Surge Tanks:

1 1/2 to 8 (1/2 means I shared EX between 2 units)
1/2 to 4 (1/2 means 1 shared tank between 2 units)

. . O! .. ..

Typical Safety Related Loads:

Westinghouse: Residual Heat Removal. (RRR) Heat Exchangers -(EX), RHR
pumps, Safety Injection Pumps, Containment Spray Pumps,
Containment Cbolers.

'Combustion Eng: Shutdown X6s, .LPSI PUmps, EPSI Pumps, Containment Spray
Pumps, Various Chillers, Containment Air Coolers.

B & W: -Decay -eat Removal Us, DER, Pumps, EPI Pumps;, Reactor
Building Fan Coolers.

1!
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Table A-6 (Cont'd) -

Typical Non Safety Related Loads:

Reactor Coolant Pump Motor and Thermal Barrier (Seal Cooler),,-Letdown HX,
Excess Letdown HX, Seal Water HX, Spent Fuel Pool HiX,. Charging or Makeup
Pumps, Contr ol Rod Drive or Control Element Drive Mechanism Cooling,
Miscellaneous Loads.

One of the reasons for the wide variation in CCW system design Is that the

system is typically designed by the plants' Architect-Engineer (AS) and not
the NSSS vendor. Thus, due to the much larger number of AEs intvolved, there
are a larger number of CCW system designs. Table A-7 below shows the
distribution of CCW systems by the AE that designed them.

Table A-7 CCW System Designers,-

Designer Name ' # of CCW Systems Designed

Bechtel , ,- 26 -

Stone Webster, 12.
Duke l'wer - . 7
GilbertAc. -''-;- ' 7
Pioieer Servitces'and Engineers-- 4

Sargent"& -undy - 3
Gibbs & Hilli' - 3
United Engineers & Constructors 3
American Elec. Power'ServIce Corp.7' 2
Pacific Gas & Electric 2
TVA 2,
Brown & Root - - 2
Unknown ;7

Total 85'

A.3 CCV SYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS

A.3.1 Overall System Arrangement

As mentioned in Section A.2; -there are plants with multiple CCW systems
(either 2 or 3 systems per unit), plants'wifth-fully 'shared systems, and even
one. site, that has both multiple and shared systems. Table A-B lists those
piants 'with multiple ad -'shared' systems. A plant with a shared system between

units uses' one commoii set of 'pumps, surge tanks,'-and heat exchangers for both
units serving each ,unit's loads through separate piping headers. In the sum-

mary statistics presented herein, the iumbet of- 'components for a unit using a

shared system is obtained by dividing -the total- by- two. This results In a

half of a component, if the total number of components is odd.
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Table A-8 Units With Multiple or Shared Systems

Two Units With 3 Systems

Millstone 3 Reactor Plant Component Cooling Water System

Charging Pump Cooling System..
Safety Injection Pump.-Cooling System

Three Mile Island 1-- Decay Beat Removal Closed Cycle Cooling Water Sys-

- -: tern .... .
Nuclear Services Closed Cooling Water System

.Intermediate.Cooling System

Nine Units With 2 Systems

Maine Yankee
Palo Verde 1.,.2,3
Rancho Seco
Surry 1,2
Vogtle 1,2

Seven Sites (14 Units) with Shared Systems

Braidwood 1 & 2
Byron 1 &62
North Anna I & 2
Sequoyah 1 & 2
Surry 1 2
Watts-Bar 1 & 2
Zion1 6 2

Note: Surry 1 & 2 share a CCW system but each unit also' has its own Charging

Pump Cooling- ater System..

Cross Connections

A number of two-unit sites'-utilize separate, but cross-connected systems.

These are noted in the comments of Tables A-1, A-2, and A-3. These cross-

connections are at various places; the pump suction and discharge, the surge

tanks, the CCW heat exchangers, and at various loads. Some plants have-sever-

al cross-connection points, others onlytwo. Some of the plants'with'0ultiple

systems have cross-connections between .the.-systemso....

- .- . .. , . - . , , . . . - . .:
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Shared Systems

Figure A-3, shows that there are seven sites or 14 units with a fully
shared system, Five of these sites use a 5 pump, 3 heat exchanger (HX), 2
surge tank 6,3,2) design. This is equivalent to 2 1/2 pumps, 1 1/2 HXs, and
1 surge tank per unit, which is less than the most common one-unit design of 3
pumps, 2 H1s, and 1 surge tank. However, the shared design has additional
redundancy by having the extra components available to either unit should only
one component fail. Thus for single (or perhaps even two) component failures
the shared design appears superior. For multiple component failures (e.g.,
due to common cause) which fail the entire CCW system the shared design is
inferior, since system failure would affect -two units instead of only one.
While five sites have the (5,3,2) design, the other two sites have a 4 pump, 4
HX, 1 surge tank (4,4,1) design. This design is not as reliable in the surge
tank area, where there is only one surge tank for two units.

80

p 60

L
A

N 40 4

S

14
20

0
1 SYSTEM 2 SYSTEMS S SYSTEMS SHARED SYSTEMS

DESIGN
Figure A-3 CCW System Desi=gns -

fultiple Systems

The multiple system design is generally more reliable in-that more compo-
nents and greater redundancy is provided. Failure of one entire system does
not affect all loads. One good feature of some multiple system designs is
that Reactor Coolant Pumps (RCP) seals and high pressure injection pump cool-
Ing are provided by different systems. This limits the likelihood that a sin-
gle system failure will cause an RCP seal LOCA and fail the injection system
needed to mitigate it (Generic Issue 65). In some of the plants with multiple
CCW systems, one system supplies safety-related loads (e.g. Decay Heat Remov-
al) and the other system supplies non-safety related loads. Rancho Seco and
Vogtle are examples of this design, where the RCP seals are cooled by the non-
safety systems, which have less redundancy than the typical CCW system.
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Since loss of CCW to the RCP seals is significant (Generic Issue 65), this is
one calse when the multiple system design may be less desirable than the typi-
cal one system design. Additionally, the safety-related CCW system, atseveral
of the plants with two CCW type systems, has only two pumps, which again is
less than that prov'ded in the typical one CCW system design.

Unique Arrangements

Three plants have
two independent loops,
has two pumps and two
from each CCW loop.

unique arrangements. Seabrook has one CCW system with
plus a separate RCP thermal barrier cooling loop that
series Ems. The two series EKs are cooled as a load

Surry has a typical CCW system shared between two units. However, tapp-
ing off the CCW pump. suctions of this system is a separate chilled component
cooling subsystem with 3 pumps and 3 MKs. These EXs are-cooled by Chilled
Water. This subsystem provides added cooling for some loads when, normal CCW
temperatures are not low enough. Surry also, has two separate charging pump
cooling systems, one for each unit.

Waterford uses two types of cooling in series for its CCW System. First,
the CCW water is sent to a dry cooling tower and then to a standard, shell and
tube CCW HX . :This CCW HX is cooled (when needed) by an Auxiliary CCW system
rejecting heat to a wet cooling tower. Either of these Mis can be bypassed
depending on which is providing cooling.

Reader Arrangements

There are many different designs for the pipe header arrangements of the
CCW systems. Two common arrangements between pumps and heat exchangers (EX)
and a few common arrangements for loads will be presented here. Figure A-4
shows the two common arrangements of the pump-to-EX header.

PUMPS

;HX-2.

CCW

PUMPS

lXI'

HX-2

H.X3

Figure A-4 Typical CCW Pump-EX Header Arrangement
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The header arrangements to the loads are..much more
shows the simplest design commonly used-in early plants.

MP - -

varied. Figure A-5
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Figure A-5 Typical CCU HX-Loads Header Arrangement

Figure A-6 shows a very common arrangement, which has two safety related
(SR) loops and oneanon-safety.related (Non-SR) loop which can be isolated.

Other common header -features utilized are a separate loopifor inside con-
tainment loads such as iCPs. This allows isolation of these loads, if'there is
an accident' inside containment. -Many plants have automatic isolation-on-acci-
dent signals and on sensing.-of high flow from the RCPs, signifying a possible
tube leak in the iCP thermal barrier cooler. Many other complexities exist in
the header..arrangements of individual plants. These generally will not affect
the overall system performance, 'but are significant as far as individual loads
are concerned'.' -

.. I . . . - . I :
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LOOP A (SR)_ -S
-SEPARATE

LOOP C
FROM WIXs (NON SR) RETURN

-HEADERS
LOOP B (SR)

Figure A-6 Typical CCW Safety Related Load Reader Arrangement

Emergency Water Supply

Several plants have backup. emergency water supplles, to their CCU system.
These supplies. generallyare not.-as pure As the normal supply, buat come from a
safety-grade system such as Service Water. Such backups are. mostly found in
Combustion Engineering plants, but a few Westinghouse and 'B&W plants also have
them. These emergency supplies provide additional CCW water should surge tank
level drop due to leakage in the system. The emergency supply injects either
to the entire system at the CCW pump suction or simply provides cooling to
certain selected CCW.loads via the normal.CCW piping.

mI Systems

.Boiling Water Reactor (BWI) Plants use a system similar to CCW for' tool-
ing called Reactor Building Closed Cooling Water (RBCCU). Two BWR-RBCCW Sys--
tems were reviewed briefly.to determine'their similarity to -the PWR systems.
These systems wereifound to be somewhat similar In both function and design to
the PNR CCU systems..This report, however, does not. address the BWR systems.

A.3.2 CCW System Major Components

The number of individual CCW 'components at each KPP unit varies just as
the overall system.-varies. The most common arrangement is three pumps and two
heat. exchangers; however, . some units have as many as eight of each.' Figure:
A-7 shows the distribution-of pumps in CCW systems and Figure A-8 illustrates
the distribution for heat.exchangers. Those plants with 7 or 8.components per
unit are -the ones with multiple systems.. 'Plants with '1.5 or 2.5 components
per unit are-the ones sharing 3 or..5 componeints betweein two units.'..Those with
more pumps and more EUs provide greater reliability, albeit with the reserva-
tions about common cause failure noted in the previous section. The CCW pumps
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are all motor-driven centrifugal types. For some small systems serving only a
few components, flows are as low as 25 gpm. For the large systems at the
newer plants that cool many components, flows are as high as 17,500 gpm per
pump. Pump heads (total developed head or TDH) likewise vary from 25 feet to
275 feet . She majority of pumps fall in the flow range of' 3000 gpm-10,000
gpm, in the TDh range of 150' - 225', and from 400-700 horsepower.

The pumps are 'dtiven by either 480'volt or 4160 volt ac electrical power.
In most cases they are powered from safety-related, Class 11 buses, which can'
receive power either normally from onaite or off site sources or in an emer-
gency from the onsite'.diesel.generators..A few 'systems have non-safety related
pumps that are powered from non-safety` buses. . Also, a few plants have small
booster CCV pumps that provide added flow at higher pressure to particular
components such as 'RCP'seals or control rod drive mechanisms. 'These booster
pumps are on the order of 200 gpm 20O0'.,TDH, and 15 horsepower.

The majority of all HXs are of the shell and tube type, with CCW on the
shell side and Service Water on the tube side. The HXs are typically down-.:.
stream of the CCW pumps before the loads, but several plants, primarily the
B&W designs, have the His after the loads and before the CCV pumps. This
placement affects the differential pressure (DP) across the tubes between SW
and CCW; the temperature of water 'that the'CCW pump seals see; -the .CCV pump
net positive suction head available; and the temperature of 'water supplied to
the loads. Regarding the DP between CCW and SW, plants have chosett-;tvo 'di£f"
ferent.. designs. Some plants operate with, CCV pressure higher than SW and
state.i3 their FSAR that ti'is prevents tha-impure-'SW-from leaking info the -CC
system and causing corrdsibf'.' Other plants oper te ''with -SW-'pressure ;higher''
than CCm and: statteathat this ensures that th''& tentiltly contamitatedi CCU
system will mot leak out to the environment. Whatever the design,-4tube ;leak
during normal operation in the CCW-H2 id relatively easily detected by changes
in C'CV.surge tank level, and the consequences are not severe.

Figures A-9 and A-10 illustrate the-tnumber'of surge tanks used-for- plants
with shared CCV systems and plants without shared systems. The most common
design for the non-shared system is one surge tank. Several single 'surged.
tanks have an internal baffle, dividing the tank into two halves, so that a
singie leak does not incapacitate the entire system. All' of those units hav-
ing 3 orI. surge' anks are units' with- ultiple' CCU systems. Regarding' those'
plants -with shared.,systes, one plant has" only a single surge'tank for both'
units.': Anther.ptant that has 1 shared system' and' one individual-system per
unit, has 3'surge tanks.*However,'here the shared CCV system has-only',l surge
tank for both units. While this design is not as reliable as the others, it
should be noted that the surge tank does not show-'s9 a dominant cause of-fail-
ure. in the CCW-P.RA study.. The great majority of plants have their surge tank
located..on the suction side' of the main CCO'pumps to provide net positive' suc-
tiqu head for the iumps- ii'add tion to serving as a surge volume for the sys--
tem. .few designs placeth' tanks onth pump 'discharge. Most' plants alsoi
use the surge tanks'for noirmal make-up to the CCW system from a demineralized
wate.r s.teu ad for. additon of corrosion :jijibitors. Generally there' are
provisions 'far recirculation to ensure good" mixing of 'added 'chemicals. The
majo'ity of'' surge tank ii& a vented to - the- atmosphere through a vent'line with"

*. -. * ..- ;- .' - -…,' -' -
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an automatic isolation valve. If primary coolant were to leak into the CCW
system, say through an RCP-HX leak, then a radiation monitor would alarm and
automatically close the surge tank vent valve to prevent the overflow of con-
taminated water out of the vent line. A few plants (eeg. Trojan) operate with
normally isotated and pressurized surge tanks.

A.3.3 CCW System Electrical Power

As with most NPP systems, the CCW system receives various types of elec-
trical 'power. The major components needing 'power are the pumps and motor
operated valves (MOVs). The pumps receive either 480V or 4160V AC depending
on their size and design, generally (but not -always) from. the safety related
buses. The MOVs are typically powered froms480V motor control centers (MCCs).
Some of the MOVs, such as. cpouainment isolation valves, train separation
valves, and valves isolating -the'-non-safety, loads are powered from safety
related, Class 1E MCCs. The remainder of, the. MOVs ar4" usually powered from
non-safety MCCs. 125V DC power-is used.tow''solenoid-operated . valves, circuit
breaker control, and various logic-and instrumentation 'circuits. 120V AC-is l;
also used for instrumentation add sometimes control circuits.

A.3.4 Instrumentation and Control (I&C)

As a rule, CCW systems are not heavily instrumented as compared with-some
of the other systems in a NPP, but the instrumentation installed varies
between plants. Generally, the newer plants have significantly more instrumen-
tation than plants completedi in the 'early to `mid;740's.' This section will
discuss the types of I&C equipment installed in CCV systems in three cate-
gories: indications,.alarms, and interlocks/controls.
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Table A-9 summarizes the various types of Indication in CCW systems. No
single plant would have all of these indicators, but some new plants have most
of them. A typical plant -has 'one system pressure 'indicatorb.,.a. temperature
indicator, a flow Indicator, a radiation monitor, a surge tank level indica-
tor, and some indicator on the RCP header. Some, but not all, of the indica-
tors provide for a readout in the control room.

; ' Tabie A-9 --CCW System.Indication -. . ..

* ; , * i .- . . '

Pressure

Pump discharge
RCP header
Main Ioops-=or-headers

Radiation Monitor

System

Temperature : Flow

CCW-EX in/out - Total
RCP out Pump suction
*Pump suCtion C.W X

..- aIndividual Components
RCP out

.

I I. .. .

Level

Surge Tankr. ...

Miscellaneous

Pump Vibration
Pump Differential Pressure
Valve Position
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Table A-10 illustrates' the various -types--of alarms --in - the control room
for the'CCW systems As with the indication, no single plant will have all of
these alarms, but newer plants may have several. The typical plant will have
alarms 'for high temperature, low system flow, high radiation, surge tank
level, and perhaps a temperature, pressures, or flow alarm for the RCP header.

Table A-I)O "Co.System Alarms

Pressure Temperature Flow

Low pump discharge pressure Hig4' -X out
Low CCW HX pressure (in/out) HigOiRCP. header High/low CCW HX
Low loop pressure Hig ucton High/low RCP out
High/low system pressure High .c-iponenht out Low system

High loop Low component

Radiation Monitor Level'

High system radiation. '.-:'-. igh/u. e tank

Table A-li lists the different types of interlocks and controls'found in
NPP CCW systems. The typical plant will only have 2 of them. Some older
plants have no automatic 'oiltrols, -and all stops, starts, and isolations are
done manually by the operators. Hany newer plants have 3 or 4 of the
automatic interlocks, the most common being closure of surge tank vent in high
radiation, auto-start'. ofU-XCC pump, :isolation Qf;. noQ nafety; loads on ESP
signal, and closure of the containment isolation valve.

.. , - - ..ft -*-X -;*- -

Table A-li CC- System Automatic InterlocksJControls-

Comn 'Ites;

1. Closure of containment isolation valves on Engineered Safety Features
(ESP) or Safety Injection (SI) signal.

2. CCW pump start on low pump discharge pressure, on. ESP/SI signal, or on
trip of running pump.

3. Isolation of non-safety equipment and loads .from safety-related equipment
on containment isolation signal, ESP signal, SI signal, low surge tank
level, or low pump suction pressure. .

4. Split of redundant safety related trains-on containment isolation-signal, .
dow '-'surge tans 1level, ESP signal, or SI signal.

5. Surge tank vent valve automatic closure on high CCV system radiation.
; . ,*- - . ... .- .

6. Isolation of reactor coolant pump header on leak as measured by high
pressure, high temperature, or high flow'. -
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Table A-l1 (Cont'd)

Rare/Unique Items

1. CCW pump trip on high temperature.,-,.

2. CCW pump trip on low/low surge tank level.

3. Automatic start of Service Witer ounlCCW auto start.

4. Automatic opening of valves to required CCW loads on SI.

5. Modulation of temperature control valves at-components or CCW HXs.

6. Start of DC powered RCP thermal barrier emergency cooling pump on low CCW
pressure or on loss of AC power. ,

7. Automatic. cross connection bof safety related CCW system to:non-safety CCW
system on.Loss of' Offsite.Power.(LOOP) in or'der to col RCP seals. Also
automatic isolation of two systems on SI signal.

A.3.5 CCW System Miscellaneous Equipment

Pipes and Pipe Supports

CCW system piping is generally seamless carbon steel pipe. Therefore, a
corrosion Inhibitor is..used, in. almost all, systems.... Common inhibitors are
chromate or nitrate compounds. Sodium hydroxide also is added'sometimes to
raise the pH and reduce corrosion. Some portions of the CCW system in contact
with primary coolant, such as at the RCPs or letdown heatrexchangers, are made
of stainless steel.

Pipe supports for the 'CCW system are of standard power plant design with
pipe hangers and restraints..Safety-related portions of the systems are also
supported by seismic restraints-.and often snubbers. Sometimes portions of the
non-safety sections are also siilarly supported to prevent damage to nearby
safety-related systems.

Valves

Since the CCW system is-a'`large. systemserving many.loads, there are a
large number of valves in the- system. Figures A-l1 and A-12 illustrate the
total number of valves found .in' the CCW systems on a per system 'basis and a
per unit basils The main reasons- for differences in these figures are the
plants with multiple systems and -those with shared systems. Within a given
plant's'CCW. system .(and.even- more so betweeenplants), there is a variety of
types of valves'in:use including motor-operated "valves (MoVs), pneumatic-oper-
ated valves,.-manual valves,-:solenoid valves, relief valves, automatic control
valves, and check valves.

f
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A few of the 4OVs will typically fall into the plant's ASKE, Section XI
valve surveillance testing program and be routinely tested for operability and
stroke time. Some MOVe receive automatic signals for realignment on contain-
ment isolation or engineered safeguards actuation. Others are manually oper-
ated from the conte'ol room. Some of the loop or header isolation valves and
some of the control valves are pneumatic. Air to the pneumatic valves is
generally controlled by DC-operated solenoid valves. Manual valves are used
for component and header isolation, for system venting and draining, for
throttling and setting of flow rates, and for instrument root valves. Check
valves are included in the discharge of all system pumps and in the discharge
of a number of component headers, such as the RCP headers. Relief valves are
located on the surge tank and often on each-cooled, component header to pro-
vide relief in case of component isolation and subsequent heatup.

Cabling

The electric cabling to the safety-related portions of the CCW system
will generally be routed in redundant cable trays that are fire-protected, and
seismically supported. Large portions of CCU systems are non-safety and the
power supplies and cabling will be standard power plant design. Wiring to
indication and alarms is also typically non-safety related.

Structures

The CCW systems at PWRs traverse a large portion of the plant due to the
amount of equipment to be cooled. Typical locations are: thet uxiliary build-
ing for major components such as pumps, heat exchangers, surge tank and
several loads; the containment for many other loads such as RCPs, and excess
letdown heat exchangers. Sometimes they are located in other buildings such
as the radwaste building or turbine building for loads.
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B.1 INTRODUCTION

Indian Point Nuclear Generating Unit No. 2 (IP-2) is a Westinghouse de-
signed PWR, owned and operated by Consolidated Edison Co. and located in
Buchanan, N.Y. The.Architect-Engineer for the plant was United Engineers and
Constructors. The'plant is a four-loop design with a net output of 873 HW(e).

This plant was selected as the baseline plant for our CCW system because:

1. It was representative of United States PWR CCW systems, as deter-
mined by the review of CCW designs described in Appendix A.

2. The plant has been in operation more than 14 years, which qualifies
it as an aged system.

3. The utility is willing to share information with BNL.

This section describes the IP-2 CCW system in detail. A brief overview
of the system is given in the summa ry sheet in Appendix A, Figure A-2.

B.2 OVERALL SYSTEM LAYOUT

The main CCW system components are located in the Primary Auxiliary
Building -(PAB) with cooled loads throughout the plant, including inside the
Primary Containment. Figure, B-i shows that the system'consists of three pumps
in parallel pumping water to-two parallel beat exchangers, which are cooled by
Service Water. -All water passes through a single 20-inch pipe, then splits
into various sub-headers for eventual distribution to all loads in a parallel
arrangement. Anylindividual load can be isolated, some remotely from the cen-
tral control room with' motor-operated valves and others with manual valves.
The recirculation pumps.in containment have separate small booster pumps for
their header called Auxiliary CCW pumps. After passing through the loads, the
return flow is joined into a- single 20-inch suction header for the CCW pumps.
A single surge: tank is also attached to this suction header. Pure makeup
water for the system is supplied to the surge tank from the primary water sys-
tem or the flash evaporators The surge tank is normally vented to the PAB
through a pneumatic valve,- which automatically closes if there is high radia-
tion in the CCWJ pumps suction header. Potassium chromate (175-225 gpm) is
added to the surge tank to inhibit-corrosion since most of the CCW components
and the piping are made;of carbon steel.

B.3 uAJOR COMPONENT i SCRiPTION

B.3.1 Pumps '

The three main CCW pumps are horizontal, centrifugal pumps with a capa-
city of 3600 gpm and a design head of 220 feet TDH. They'are driven by a 250
EP electric motor powered .from 480 volt AC safety-related buses. Figure B-2
shows the piping .and'instrumentation .Arrangement for the pumps.
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Figure B-Il Indian Poalnt-2 CCW System Layout
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Each pump has sucti^4'nlad discharge maintenance isolation valves, a dis-
charge- check valve, a suctiotistrainer, a easing 'vent, piping vent and drains,
flow-meters, and discharge temperature indicators. The common pump.discharge
header has a pressure indicator (PI-).,-.which.reads locally, and a pressure con-
troller (PC) that actuates a control room .alarm and automatically starts the
standby pump at 20 psi below the normal pressure-of -100 psig. During normal
operation, two of the three pumps are in .operation. TIC 627 on the pump suc-
tion alarms on a high temperature of 155F.

B.3.2 Heat Exchangers (EX)

The CCV heat exchangers are shell and tube -type with CCW on the shell
side .and Service Water on the tube. ,side. Figure B-3 :illustrates the arrange-
ment of the two CCo HXs..

Ouring normal power operation both lXs are in service. Local temperature
indicators are on the CCW inlet to each .X,. The common CCW EX outlet header
has flow and temperature indication and -alarms for the control room. Normal
CCW.f low (with the residual heat removal. loop normally isolated) is 6600 gpm
and the low flow alarm is set at .1500 gpm.. Normal CCW inlet temperature is
100VF and the outlet is190°to 95F, with a high outlet temperature alarm at
120F. , , .
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Service water (SW) to the heat exchangers Is normally cross-connected
between the two loops, but with all flow coming through SWN-32. The HXs have
inlet SW pressure indicators and outlet temperature indicators. Temperature
of the CCW system water is controlled by manually throttling the two SW outlet
valves SWN-35 and SWN-35-1. If it becomes necessary to adjust the temperature
at individual CCW ofads, this Is done with the individual CCW throttle valves
at each load.

B.3.3 Surge Tank

The surge tank is located in the PAZ high above the CCW pumps to provide
NPSH. Its total volume is 2000 gallons and normally operates at about 50X of
capacity. Figure B-4 illustrates the IP-2 surge tank arrangement. A level
transmitter provides high and low level alarms at 4 inches.above or below the
normal level. The surge tank has volume to accommodate in-leakage to CCV
(e.g., from the RCP Cooling loop), out-leakage from CCV, or thermal expansion-
/contraction. Normal makeup and chemical addition is-via the surge.tank. The
tank is' normally vented to atmosphere through pneumatic vtlve.RCV-017', which
closes automatically on high radiation sensed at the CCW pump suction. There
is also a relief valve on top of the tank which relieves to the waste hold up
tank.

B.3.4 Amsiliary CCW pumps

The two auxiliary CCW pumps are vertical centrifugal pumps arranged in
parallel and are rated .at .80 gpm and.100 feet TDE. ..They are automatically
started on an ESF signal and supply component cooling water at a higher pres-
sure and flow to the two recirculation pump,.motors..lnside..containment. The
recirculation pump motors are totally enclosed fan-cooled motors with cooling
provided, by CCW. Return flow from the recirculation pump motors goes through
a single line with a flow meter and low flow alare set at 60 gpm.

B.4 LOADS

The CCW system provides cooling to both safety and non-safety related
loads. Table B-1 below lists the loads, their normal operating flow, and their
maximum design flow (where applicable).

Table B-1 CCW Loads

Normal
Safety Loads Operating Flow -Design Flow

High Head Safety Injection Pumps 15Igpm .
(per pump)

Residual Heat Removal Pumps 15 gpm
(per pump)

Spent Fuel Pit Reat Exchanger 2000 gpm 2850 gpm
Residual Heat Exchanger '4000 gpm 10000 gpmi

(per exch.)
Charging Pump Oil Cooler (per pump): 90 gpm '

Speed Controller 85 gpM .
Bearing Cooler 5gpm -

Recirculation Pumps (per pump) 40 gpm
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Table B-1 (Cont'd)

Normal
Safety Loads Operating Flow

Non-Safety Loads

Flash Evaporated Product Cooler 400 gpm

Letdown Heat Exchanger (Non-Regenerative) 1000 gpm

Seal Water Heat Exchanger 200 gpm

Reactor Coolant Sample Heat 14 gpm
Exchanger (per exch.) (2 in series)

Pressurizer Steam Sample Heat 14 gpm
Exchanger (per exch.) (1In series)

Pressurizer Liquid Sample Heat 14 gpm
Exchanger (per exch.) (2 in series)

Steam Generator Blowdown Sample 14 gpa
Heat Exchanger (per exchanger)

Boric Acid Evaporator Condenser (per evap.) 750 gpm

Boric Acid Evaporator Condensate Cooler -65 -gpm
(per evap.)

Boric Acid Evaporator Air Ejector Condenser -

(per evap.)

Gross Failed Fuel Detector Sample Cooler 14 gpm

Waste Gas Compressor Cooler 25 gpm -

Reactor Coolant Pump Upper Motor Bearing Heat 150 gpm
Exchanger (per pump)

Reactor Coolant Pump Lower Motor Bearing Heat 5 gpM
Exchanger'(per pump) . .

Reactor Coolant Pump Thermal Barrier Heat 25 gpm
Exchanger (par pump)

Reactor Vessel Support Blocks Cooling Coils 50 gpm
(combined)

Excess Letdown Heat Exchanger 230 gpm

Some features of important loads are discussed below.

Design Flow

220 gpn .-

40 gpm -

40 gpm -

40 gpm

40 gpa

760 gpm .

96 gpm

__

- __

. .

__

__

::

R

, . .

245 gp:.

. .
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B.4.1 Safety Injection Pumps

CCV flow to the High Read SI pumps is boosted by a small circulating pump
directly coijected to each SI pump motor shaft (Figure B-1). For each SI pump
CCW is then sent to two seal water MXs, one oil cooler,!and two pump seal jac-
ket coolers. The CCf flow from the three SI pumps then joins and passes
through a flow element with local indication. If the SI pumps are not runn-
ing,, the CCW circulators are not running and there is' no flow through this
portion of the system. :.When the SI pumps 'are 'running, normal circulator flow
is 45 gpm, with a low flow alarm set at 30 gpm. There are two emergency back-
up supplies of cooling to the SI pumps' CCV header: (1) a manual valved con-
nection to the Primary Water System, and (2). a flanged connection to the City
Water System.

B.4.2 Residual Heat Removal (RER) Pumps

CCW is supplied to each of the.two RHR'pumps from the same sub-heeader as
for the St pumps. CCW cools the RHR pump seal thermal barrier and the pump
seal water heat'exchangeri' A local flow indicator measures outlet flow from
each RHR pump. Normal flow is 15 gpm"and th-ere is -a low flow alarm in the
control room at 12 gpia., The emergency backup connection from the Primary
Water System and City Water System previously mentioned under the SI pumps can
also provide water to cool the RHR pumps.'

B.4.3 Charging Pumps -

Each of the charging pumps has CCVcoolin'g to its fluid drive'oil cooler
and its bearing oil cooler. Combined outlet flow from the charging~ pumps is
measured by a loc'ally indicating flowmeter. There. is an emergency' backup
cooling connection-to and from the City Water System. All valves are manually
operated.

B.4.4 Recirculation Pumps

The CCW loop to the Recirculation Pumps is described earlier in Section
B.3.4 with the Anuiliary CCW pumps.

B.4.5 Reactor Coolant Pumps (RCPs)

The CCW system supplies cooling water-.to each, of the four RCPs. For each
pump, CCW cools the upper and lower motor .be aring'oil coolers and the RxP seal
thermal barrier heat exchanger. The arrangement of CCV to the RCPs is shown
in Figure B-5. Each of the.four RCPs is sidilar so only one is shown. Inlet
water comes through two containment isolation valves (CIVs) #769 and #797,
which close automatically on a containment hi-hi pressure signal (Phase B iso-
-lation). The lines to the RCP motor bearing are of lower design pressure than
that to the thermal barrier. The relief valve in; the motor bearing return
line Is set at 150 psi and in the thermal barrier line at 2485 psi due to the
potential for a thermal barrier cooler failure allowing reactor coolant pres-
sure into that lines Normal f low to the RCP upper bearing is 150 gpm and to
the lower bearing 5 gpm. Combined RIC bearing return flow has a low flow'
alarm at 125 gpm. The bearing water then exits containment and passes through

1�
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two other CIVs (1784 and 786), which also close on a Phase B isolation signal.
Between these CIVa is a temperature indicator which alarms in the control room
at 120°P. The normal CCW flow to each thermal barrier is 25 gpm. After the
thermal barrier return flow from each RCP is headered together it exits con-
tainment and passes through the, flow indicating controller, FIC-625. This has
a low flow Sfarm at 80 gpm and a high flow alarm at 120 gpm. At 120 gpa a
thermal barrier rupture is indicated and valve FCV-625 is automatically
closed.

Valves FCV-625 and -789 also close, on a containment Phase B isolation
signal. Between these two valves is a temperature indicator. Normal tempera-
ture here is 120F and there is an alarm in the control room at 140FP.

Although not considered safety-rdlated and not necessary post-accident,
CCW flow to the RCP thermal barrier is. important in maintaining the integrity
of the seal. Loss of CCW to the RCP seals can result in seal failure and a
resultant primary system LOCA. Procedures require that RCPs be stopped within
two minutes of loss of CCW.-

B.4.6. Residual Heat 9x*hwnger
4.

CCW is provided to the shell side of each of two Residual Heat Exchangers
(RHXs) which are located inside primary containment. Normally there is no
flow to the RHMs since MOVs (822A/B) on the CCW outlet lines are normally
shut. .These two MOVs automatically open on an ISF actuation. Since this is a
closed, seismically qualified loop inside containment, no CIVs are provided.

B.4.7. Spent Fuel Pit (SFP) Heat Exchanger

CCW is supplied to the shell side of the SFP HX which is located in. the
Spent>;Fuel Storage Building. The CCW return line has both a flow and tempera-
ture indicator.,

B.5 ELECTRICAL AND I&C

The CCWV pump motors are'squirrel-cage induction motors, supplied with
safety-related 480 Volt AC poxier from buses:

Pump I Bus - Diesel Generator

21 5 "A 21
22 2A - 22
23 3A 22

An important design Item is that pumps -22: and-23 are supplied from 480
volt buses (2A and 3A) that receive emergency power from the same diesel gen-
orator (DG). Thus failure of DG #22 will fail: two CCW pumps. Also the IP-2
Technical Specifications call for two operable. CCW pumps from a different
power supply. If two pumps from different buses are not operable, then only
24 hours of continued plant operation are permitted. Hence, the plant may
operate indefinitely with pump 22 or 23 out of service, but only 24 hours with
pump 21 out of service.
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Each pump control switch in the control room has four positions: Pull-
out, Stop, Auto, and Start. The ACCW pumps are supplied with 480 Volt AC

power:

Pump MCCI
2 21 26A
22 26B

These pumps are operated locally at..theXMCC or automatically started on
an ESF actuation. Motor-operated valves' £r'the CCWs-ystem are powered by 480
Volt AC from MCCs, MCC-26A ad -26B'.-: ' '.-.

The CCW system has a coasie.-:amount 'of loc4.' i-d'Aremote instrumenta-
tion in the control room. The 'iidiatAion.and4 aarms'are"summarized'on Figure
A-2 of the previous Appendi e'4 etails.'of'the -.l6ocat o*n'.f each instrument
are given on Con Edison draw'in'gs :227^78J' and 9321-F270. "'the. automatic con-
trols for-'the CCW systems are also 'summariz'ed .on :Fi'gre A ad are described
in more detail in the-sections above' that dis'cuss -the components affected.

B.6 VALVES ;

Figure B-6 illustrates the breakdown ;etween' th various types of valves
and shows the total. number of each type in 'the "CCW system at Indian Point-2.
The majority of valves are manually., operated. The motor-operated valves
(MOVs) are used for containment isolation' and startup/shutdown of the Residual
Heat Exchanger loop. The air-operated valves are used for containment
isolation and temperature control of the non-regenerative EX loop. Each load
capable of being isolated and generating substantial heat, has a relief
valve. Each of the. CCW pumps and some loads have check valves. Each
component.cooled by CCW has an individual throttle valve, set in accordance
with IP-2.procedures. The position of these valves is generally constant. If
a component (load) is 'not,.,in usse,..CC flow stills usually supplied to the
component. If it is necessary to isolate a component (load), it is done with

the manual stop, valves. and not the throttle valves.

B.7 SYSTE .OPERATION

:-.,The entire CCW systeq is. seismic Class I and is housed and supported in

seismic structures The piping and components generally are 'all carbon steel
with welded connections, except where flanged connections are us'ed to

facilitate maintenance.

.- During nrmal .plant.,operation. the,.CCW system is -in continuous operation.
The normal.conf1iguration is-Awo.CCW .pumps and one .CCW HI operating. Two EKs

may .,be. used ,at anytime,.. but ,.th*. hir4..pump may. only be used if-there are
su f1.c4et -loads to -allow-,.adequate flow.'4that is, both EUls and bothCCW HXs
must ,.be .,on-line).: The PCW temperature out of 'the CCW U~s to the' loads. should
be between 700-400F, except that during the first three hours of RHl
operation temperature is permitted to vary from' 70-120F. ' The' maximum'
temperature allowable after the loads at the CCW pump suction is 1600F. Flow

for each CCW pump must be kept between 300-3600 gpm.
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Procedures provide for an emergency cooling-water supply to the Safety
Injection Pumps and PSR Pumps in the event of loss of CCW. This can be
provided manually by the operators from either the Primary Water'Systeamor' the
city water header. Additionally, in an emergency, the city water header can
provide cooling' to the Charging Pumps in place of CCV; this is also
accomplished manually by the operators. - : - : - : -

B.8 MAINTENANCE PROGRAH

Cotrective maintenance (iC O was performed on various componenth of the
CCW system. over --tie years to . repair failures that occurret. This'maintenance
was documented. on Work Orders ind' Maintena'nce 'Work' Requeist*.' 'Recent' maitn
tenance (1984 to'. 1987) -is. also included in a compute rized tracking system.
The plant i8 currently involved In a backf it effort "to enter past data into
the same computerizeed:.system. -
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Preventive maintenance (PH) performance varied considerably over the
years. Before 1981 there are no records on what PM was performed: since 1981,
the PM is summarized by component. The CCW pumps were overhauled for PM each
four years per procedure H.P.-4.1, which resulted in an extensive refurbish-
ment of the pump. -If extensive CM was performed. on a pump then credit was
taken for that in tbe PM program. The CCW pump motors 'alsgowere subjected to
PM once in four years. The pumps/motor bearings were greased every 3 months
and had their oil and grease changed yearly. At the oil change, a sample' of
the oil was analyzed. :.-Oil levels were checked daily. Motor-operated valves
were. inspected each refueling,.oiutage (approximately,'18-24 month intervals).
The circuit breakers of the CCW pump motor were also maintained each'refueling
outage. No PM was performed on manual valves, heat exchangers, or piping.

B.9 INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL (I&C) CALIBRATION

As with most plant systems, the CCW system contains 'aconsiderable' amount
of instrumentation and control circuitry, most of which is monitoring equip-
ment. The automatic control circuits, such as initiation and containment iso-
lation, were checked -and calibrated. if necessary, as part of the technical
specification testing conducted .generally.,at refueling intervals,? in accord-
ance with detailed procedures. The other instrumentation was calibrated at.2-3
year intervals as follows:

Flow Instruments - I&C Group
Temperature Indicators. -,.Test.Performance Group
ATemperatqre Control Valves - I&C Group
* ¢eveluIndicators I&C qGroup
Pressure Indicators - Test Performance Group".
Pressure Switches - I&C Group
Valve Limit Switches - By Maintenance

The instrumentation calibrated by the I&C group was generally calibrated using
data sheets without a procedure specific to the instrument. The equipment
calibrated by the Test Performance Group and Maintenance required specific
procedures.

B.10 TEST PROGRAM

The CCW system components were tested over the years as described below.

Auxiliary CCW Pumps:

From 1973 to 1984, the auxiliary CCV pumps were tested per procedure
PTM-20, in accordance with Technical Specification 4.II.A.1. This test
started the pump, measured pump head, and ran the pump for 15 minutes each
month. From 1984 to the present, the testing was increased to meet the ASME
Code, Section XI, Subsection IWP test requirements, by procedure PT-Q31. This
testing recorded and documented any trends in pump vibration, pump head and
pump bearing temperature. The test was performed quarterly unless problems
required increasing the frequency to monthly. The bearing temperatures were
only measuredannually.
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Main CCW Pumps

From 1981 through 1984 these pumps were tested monthly for operability by
procedure PTM-43. From 1984 to the present they were tested quarterly by
procedure PT- 30 to the requirements of the ASME Code, Section XI.

Pump Motor Circuit Breakers

From 1979 to the present they were tested each refueling outage by pro-
cedure PT-R46 to verify operability and the setting of the overcurrent trips.

Radiation Monitors

The radiation monitor that initiates closure of the surge tank vent valve
was tested semi-annually since 1973 per procedure PT-MlOA.

Piping

Piping must be tested once every 10 years per the ASME Section XI. This-
was done preoperationally and then inservice for the first time in 1984, with
an Inservice Pressure Test, by procedure PT-104-L.

Valves

The air-operated valves used for containment isolation were tested quar-
terly for operability and stroke time quarterly per procedure PT-Q13 and PT-
R35. The AOVs and MOVs used for containment isolation were leak-rate tested
every refueling cycle since 1973.

4

I
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APPENDIX C

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PRAAGE CODE
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C.1 OVERVIEW

Initial ground rules for the PRAAGE'code were:

* Simplicity for use'by any engineer familiar with the plant, but without
computer tr'dning.

* Provide appropriate preassigned values to minimize the amount of data
input to new information.

* Provide measures of component importance familiar to thea ngineer such
as unavailability and contribution to unavailability.. .

' Provide automatic rank ordering of components by -thei-r .imporxances.

* Print and'Plot the results.

* Prepare the code within a limited budget in 2 months or less.

* Operable on low-performance IBM-PC such as might be .expected at plants
or regional offices of the-NRC. ' - .'

These considerations Indicated 'a computer language with. graphics. A-com-
piled program was desirable for ease of running 'and code protection which lead
to the selection of Turbo Pascal (Borland International) with the Graphix
Toolbox. This is a good implementation but it is limit to compiling programs
< 60k bytes. This resulted in the necessity of chaining programs. (Actually
they are 'not chain but execute-'files -to allowing breaking into. the chain).

Fioure C-1 presents a block diagram of PRAME's chained -structure. The
,first,.program' serves as an introduction with :the'title .and a: synopsis.. There
are three..: types of 'graphics adapters on the IMP-PC:- Color Graphics, Enhanced
Graphics.and Hercules. Programs prepared for one either will not work on the.
other or the graphics will be distborted. Therefore, PRAAGE is a available for
each type of adapter. -

Figure C-1 Block Diagram of PRAAGE Chaining

PRAAGE' is started by getting the drive prompt, inserting the disk and
typing PRAAG1xx.COM where x' 'is CG, EG or' R depending. on' the. respective type_
of 'adapter on the machine. 'The program 'chain then starts at the Introduction.
Program. When the operator is familiar with this material, it may betbypassed
by beginning at the Hain Body Program by typing PRAAG2xx.COM.
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This step performs the computations and provides tabular output to the
screen or to paper copy but it requires the, third program to graph the data.
(Note: it is not possible to start at the Plotting Program because data must
be transferred from the second program). After the graphing is completed, it
returns to the Main Program for recalculations or for introducing, new data
into the calculation. The time for calculations is about 4 seconds.

C.2 PRAAGlxx.COM - THE INTRODUCTORY CODE

This program provides the' program title (for 3 seconds) and then presents
a synopsis which is left by pressing any key.

The' g'raphics 'have-been changed several. times. They were. begun in BASIC
at high resolution, converted to low resolution in color using PASCAL and
finally implemented using the Graphix Toolbox to achieve compatibility with
the various types of color adapters.

The program begins with the main program calling the procedure (PASCAL
terminology' for' a Subroutine) *JIGNAME. This prints "Brookhaven. National
Laboratories presents:" in standard-sized characters and then begins priniting
"PRAAGE" in large characters using the graphics. Transportability is achieved
by defining world-'coordinates asco, 2, 640, 200 to convert from the original
absolute c'oordinates`used originally for the .CA.. In plotting the chatact',ers,
the straight lines are drawn, as lines between endpoints.1but the cic9l1es cau9,,-'
a problem. ; '-

Turbo' PASCAL' does not draw *segmetts. of .circles at arbitraaryn'aglese.
While this may be done with the Graphix Toolbox, the previously written proce-
dure.ARCS was 'used'because'of;itAs easy-%adaptability.-to the final-coding., ARCS
divides the specified arc -into 20 segments and- drawsas.segmented circle using
an aspect ratio oft .. 33 to correct-.for the rectangular IBI$ screen,. The let-
ters are not filled because 'of a.'word confl ct betweei PASCAL and.'GRAPHIX.' A
timer is used. to hold the name for 3 seconds and then the procedure 'SYNOP is
called to provide a brief description of the code. Pressing a key results in
a call to load the main program PRAAG2xx.COM.

C.3 PRAAG2xx.CON -, THE MAIN PROGRAM

This is the most complex although not the.largest of the three programs.
Figure C-2, the logic flows, shows that 'the program performs 3 operations:
data input (modification of default data),. calculating the system model and
presentation of the results.

The main program begins according to PASCAL convention by the declaration
of variables in the order: label, constant, type, variable, procedures and
functions. This places 'the main program at the end,.. in which is -contained the
default' data for' the .aging -rates, aging start times, component, .identifica-,
tions, generic identifications and generic failure rates. Following this, the
procedure MAIN is called-..
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C*3.1 Procedure Main

This defines the window and color and presents.the selections that can be
made from the main menu. Only one selection may be made at a time'. by the
operator inputting the number of the selection followed by a carriage return.
(This is necessary because.. some of the selections: require 2 digits. Complete
selection is indicated by the "enter"). The number selected is read in by the
procedure INTCK, which' accepts the'.number as a string variable and examines it
to determine that it is a number and that it is within a prescribed range. If
neither of these are satisfied, it responds with an error statement. If the
entry is accepted it passes to- a parsing sequence of if-then-else statements
to determine the procedure call associated with *the selected number. After
the call, the program returns' to the location from which it was called and a
GOTO statement is: used.to go to' the end of the procedure. (This use'of GOTO
could be avoided by the use of reentry, whereby procedures may call them-
selves).

C.3.2 Data Preparation '

The technique-used to modify the default data is similar for the aging,
restotation,generic and component data and is. essentially the same as des-
cribed for the procedure HAIN. : The call from the main menu is to the proce-
dures AGE, OUT, LMDA, LMDB, or GEN according to'the selection. As before the
selected number is tested to avoid typos and -procedures AGEMENU, EXMENU,
GENRATE, ALNDAMENU or .BLHDAM4NU are called f6r'the respective function. These
present the parameters for modificatIon which'. are selected by typing their
identifying number. The input is typo-tested. and procedures AGECHANG,
EXCEANG, GENCHANG,. .ALMDACNG or- BLMDACNG. ->are 'called and the operator is
requested to input the new value. This is typo-tested and the new value is
presented in the rewritten menu.'

if individual component failure rates are to be modified, the mechanics
are much the same and these change the default values. In this case, however,
the default values are. not directly entered by a default library but are con-
structed from the generic data using the procedure CALCULA. The variables are
the failure'rate.data thatware shown in the:Component Parameters Menu but they
are not necessarily the actual data that are used in the calculations. Most
of these numbers are in :units of frequency and must. be. multiplied, by the
restoration' time. Because some the IPPS3 data are frequencies, it would be
confusing to present the :inormation as the product of frequency and. restora-
tion time. An additional problem exists with the CCW' pumps, in that the data
are of two types: failure to start and the frequency of failure to continue
running. These are presented separately in: the generic data. Procedure
CALCULA is called'-froma.-.the 'WMDA procedure and. from procedure IMPORT. 'The
former is used to calculate the-component values -for the first time and the
latter is to' update'the values'according to possible changes in the generic
data. . . '
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C.3.3 Calculating Aging Importances and Unavailability

After the data are suitable, one of two importances is selected resulting-'
in calls to procedure IMPORT which calls CALCULA, MAKECOEF, MAKEAK, M&T and
IMPRT. MAKECOEF use~s the default: values of the modified values to construct
generic time depen&ent variables such as pmpcoef meaning pump 'coefficient.'
The general form is:

If (TAGE(ln <" xxfr then xxcoef = HI
xxcoef 8 l*(I+offon*TAGEjnJ-xxfr)*xxDUB)

The upper line'consists of a test such that aging is turned off for time
(TAGE[n)) less than the aging threshold (xxfr.) for generic component xx. If
time is greater than the threshold then the lower equation is used in which
Hxx is the restoration time-:and ,the,.terms in the outer parenthesis provide the
linear aging at a fractional increase per year of xxDUBE The term offon is
used as a switch to turn off aging for. certain reliability studies.

The IPPSS-2 CCW model results in first, second and third order cutsets.
It can be showq .that the importances may be. calculated -by treating these as
matrices.- These were identified in Section'6.2 as the' A through F matrices.
The inspection importance of. acomponent in the first order cutsets consists
of the. probability of the corresponding element of the A matrix. The impor-
tance of elements in the second order cutsets are the probability elements'of
the B matrix multiplied by the sum of the probability elements in the C'matrix
and vice versa. The importance of elements in the third'dorder cutsets are-the
probability elements of. the D. matrix multiplied ,by. the.. sum of the probability
elements in the E matrix multiplied 'by. the, sum of the probability elements 'in
the F matrix and for all combinations. The ummation operations just describ-
ed.are performed,,.in the procedure.Mff and these. permutations in the procedure
IMPRT. IMPRT ends by adding up. 41 the importances a'nd'dividlng the indivi-
dual values by the total. The result of' this is that if all of the impor-
tances are ..added together, the.total is'"1". It should be noted that this is
not the same a Vesely-'Fussel importance-since that'would be normalized by the
unavailability that would be calculated by probabilistc- addition. 'Normalized
Inspection Importance has the very+ practical property. of representing the
fractional contribution of each component to the:: unavailability and was
devised-for this purpose as.part of this study.

.Procedure IHPRT continues and calculates the generi'c unavailability con-
tribution, the fractional'.generic unavailability contribution and the frac-
tional generfc unavailability contribution'per component. This last measure.
was 'added to address the concern that a generic component may be'Lmportant if
there are a very large number of components that individually are not very
important. For example the. CC system has 3 pumps and 20 valves. The impor-
tance.of the two generic classes are about the same hence the individual valve
importance is about 152 of a ,pump's importance. These numbers are expressed
in percent to aid in perception.



The Birnbaum Importance (same as Risk Reduction Worth Increment) is cal-
culated by the same procedures as Inspection Importance except that when it is
selected. from the .main menu, an identifying integer, aalun is transferred to
procedure HAT causing it. to set the component failure: probabilities of the
component folwhich the importance is being calculated to "1" thus exhibiting
the failure probabilities of component trains remaining after the component of
interest has failed. It may be noticed that the Birnbaum Importances of ele-
ments in the first order cutsets are "1".

C.3.4 Displaying Results: Unreliability Contribution, Unreliability Percent,
Unreliability Percent per Component and Component Importances.

b After. the importance calculations have been performed, the results must
be displayed. To do this control returns to the Main Menu from which four
different ways of presenting the results -are* available. From the Main Menu,
procedures BUGDSPLY, GENIMPDSPLY, AVGGENDSP or COMPIMPDSPLY, respectively,zmay
be called. If importances have not been calculated previously, an error mes-
sage will result. To improve the utility of the results, they are ordered by
descending importance by'.'the procedure SORT. Procedure SORT is a bubblesort
routine that ..does not actually sort the data but" orders the data-identifying
indices..According toithe sorting of the data. Procedure- SORT calls procedure
SORTYEAR to ask the operator the year to use in sorting 'the: data. ' This is
because some components age faster than others consequently the ordering -may
change with time. With this' information, SORT'calls procedure SWAP-which does
the actual sorting of indices.

C.3.5 Printing Results: Unreliability VOntribution.Unreliability-'Percent,
.Unreliability Percent per Component &nd, omponent Importances.

Printing is performed $by an adaptation of the display menus. To avoid
adding extra sections.to the main menu 'an4'assuming an operator will- want to
see the output before printing it, an identifier of the previous display menu
is transferred to the print procedures: BUGPRT, GENIMPPERT, ;AVGGEWRRT and
COMPIMPPRT and the tables are printed in a'format adapted to the priAted page.

C.3.6 PRAAG3xx.COM - Plotting Results

Selection 12 on the Main Menu plots 6 or less parameters from the generic
menus. .If this is ..selected, the program performs an execute command to call
in PRAAG3xx.COM, the. graphing program. For the graphs to be'drawn the infor-
mation. that.. was calculated in PRAAG3xx.COM must be- transferred.This informa-
tion is: the display menu identifier, identifters of the components'and the
table of the ordered importances..

The program sets up for log-log plotting of 'te' ata by taking logarithms
of..the.plotting times. In order to perform cubic-spline. fitting of the data,
it is necessary to extrapolated end pointst The ones chosen are 0.1 and 50
years'
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This is followed by calling procedure BGNPLOTSEL to 'present a menu
appearing like the previously displayed results with the importances omitted.
Six or less components are selected for plotting their importances. The scal-
ing of the graph is done automatically, 60 the greater the dispersion in
importances, the lets resolution in the graph. The selections are collected
by the procedure GETNOS which makes use of a sorting table to make the proper
association between identifiers and identified numbers.

The program enters a "while" loop to set up for each selected component.
A "while" loop is used: rather than a "do" loop because of problems encountered
if only one component importance is 'selected for plotting. This loop calls
procedure PREPA which also has to perform the index order decoding, .It uses.
the display identification to associate the proper importances and calls pro-
cedure'LOG to obtain base 10 logarithms of the importances. Next- procedure
MINMAX is called to determine the maximum and minimum values of the data and
procedure INTERP is called to perform the linearly extrapolated data for the
years 0.1 and 50. "

'Before calling the plotting procedure,;-function YSCALE is called to.
determine the maximum and minimum powers of 10 -.providing margins beyond the
data. Then procedure SETUPWMD0 is called.

This procedure 7begins 'by' defining the plotting 'symbols to be used, the
window, the world coordinates and the window title. ;The identification of the,
type of data being plotted, the generic -components, line style and.identifica- .
tion symbols'are provided In -the upper left corner of the graph. It. also
includes the instruction to type "P" to get a- hardcopy of -the- screen. .-It. then -
draws an outline of the window, provides "tick marks" at the decade and 2 and
5 values on the ordinate' as well as labeling -the -abscissa. - It goes. into
double'"do" loops to'plot the data points and calls.:SPLINE to-obtain 50 inter-
polated values for the smooth curves in the different line styles. -Upoh com-
pletion of the plotting, the display is held for- viewing by a'read(kbd,x) com -
sand awaiting -a "PI if 'hardcopy is required. If -any other key is pressed, it
returns to the main program from which PRAAG2xx.COM Is called.

Normal exiting from PRAAGE is performed by selecting "13" from the main
menu. "

C.4 Using PRAAGE

-This discussion? is an' overview of how to use the PRAAGE code.. Using the
input parameters, PRA GE':- -- -; - - : - -

' Calculates the system unavailability,-

* Orders the components according to their importance to the
system for various ages,

* Provides numerical measures -of their contribution to the
system unavailability-as they-age,

* Presents the 'results of the analyses as tables and graphs.
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It performs this.work in three major tasks:

- a) Data Presentation.and Setup
b) System Model Calculation
c) Presentation of Results

These groups are selected from the Main Menu to which the' program
returns after it completes a task. The Main Menu has 13 selections' (Figure
C-3). 'Selections 1 to 4.pertain to data presentation and setup, system calcu-
lations are performed by steps 5 or 6, results are presented by selecting one
of steps 9 through 12 and normal termination of the., program takes place
through-selection 13. -

a) Data Presentation

Data may be reviewed and modified by selections 1 through 4 from the
main menu. 'Each of these selections will bring up the appropriate menu for
generic component aging, generic component restoration times and generic and
component specific failure: rates and probabilities. This. is the information
needed to calculate the system model.

Menu #1 (Figure C-4) presents, for review and modification the annual
fractional increase in the failure rate for ,each generic, component, lie. the
linear increase from the constant failure rate. PRAAGE does this on a generic
basis because it is assumed. that aging information specific to a single compo-
nent is not available .--only for classes of -components. This menu also pre-
sents the'time at which the aging starts for this generic component.,type.

-Menu- #2 (Figure C-5) presents times for operation of generic components
to calculate the probability that a failed component will be. out of' service
for a 'critical period.- This is, part of the success criteria of the PRA for,
the CCW system, that is, after an accident condition,- the CCW system must
operate for 24 hours' to be successful. IPPSS and PRAAGE.assumed this to be 24
hours.

Menu #3 (Figure C-6) presents the.age-independent generic failure rates
and probabilities. If information on individual components is not available,
it is convenient to set the values by generic groups. These are the At values
for the generic components.

Menu #4 (Figures C-7a & b) presents the individual default failure rates
and probabilities. It also identifies the type and location of the.component,
its failure mode and provides the identification used in the IPPSS. Using
this menu, individual component failure rates can be modilfied or components
can be failed.

b) System Calculation

Once the data are specified, the calculation, of the system model may be
made. The system model is introduced into the PRAAGE model as. "cutsets",
i.e. 'those components whose coincident failure will cause the system to fail.
These cutsets provide a mathematical formulation of the CCV system and cannot
be changed from the menus.
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MAIN PRAAGE MENU FOR AGING ANALYSIS

No. Task

1 . Modify Aging Parameters
2 Modify Restoration Times
3 Modify Generic Failure Rates
4 Modify Individual Component-Failure Rates -
5 Calculate Normalized Inspection Aging Importance
6 Calculate Birnbaum Aging Importance
7 Display Generic Aging Budget
8 Display Generic Aging Importance
9 Display Average Generic Aging Importance..,..-
10 Display Individual Component Aging Importance
11 Print Last Display
12 Present Graph of Generic Importances and Unavailability
13 Quit ..

Select Task Number and Return

Figure C-3 Main PRAAGE Menu - Aging Analysis Tasks

#1 MENU OF AGING PARAMETERS

No., Parameter Value

Analysis Time of this Aging Study 40.0..yrs.
1 Manual Valve Aging Tract. Increase/Yr . , .0.21
2 Manual Valve Aging Start Time in Yr 4.70
3 Check Valve Aging Fract. Increase/Yr 0.02
4 Check Valve AgIng Start Time in Yr. .2.00
5 Pipe and Tank Aging Fract. Increase/Yr 0.00-
6 'Pipe and Surge Tank Aging Start Time in Yr .:2.50
7 Seat Exchanger Aging Fract., Increase/Yr 0.02
8 H.eat Exchanger: Aging Start Time in. Yr 2.00 -
9 CC Pumps Aging Fract. Increase/Yr . 0.28
10 CC Pumps Aging Start Time in Yr' 9.20
. .11 ::; Service aterging Fract.r Increase/Yr .. . Q0.00
12 Service Water Aging Start Time in Yr 10.00. .
13 Switchgear Aging Fract. Increase/Yr 0.00-
14 Svitchgear Aging Start Time in Yr 10.00
15 Turn. Off..(0)/On(l) .Aging A .- *

If you want to change a parameter, type its parameter number and press
RETURN. Otherwise, enter something else.

Figure C-4 PRAAGE Menu 1 - Aging Parameters
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#2 RESTORATION TIME MENU

0,.

No. Identifier Restoration Time

1
2
3
4

Valves
Pipe and Surge Tank
Heat Exchanger
CC Pump

24.0 h
24.0 h
24.0 h
24.0 h

If you accept these, type the parameter number and return. Otherwise, enter
something else.

Figure C-5 PRAAGE Menu 2 - Restoration Time

#3 MENU OF GENERIC FAILURE RATES

No. Generic Component Value

1 'Pipe and Surge Tank 8.6E-10/hr
2 .Service Water 2.5E-04
3 Electrical Bus 7.1E-05
4 Valve: Manual CCW 2.2E-07/hr
5 Valve: Manual SW 2.23-07/hr
6 Valve: Check 4.33-06/hr
7 CC Pump: Failure to Run 9.13-05/hr
8 CC Pump: Failure to Start 6.43-03
9 Heat Exchanger: Leak or Rupture 3.8E-05/hr
10 Pump Maintenance Unavail. Contribution- 8.53-02
11 Common Cause Unavail. Contribution O.O+00

If you want to change these, type 'the parameter number and return. Otherwise,
enter something else.-

Figure C-6 PRAAGE Menu 3 - Generic Failure Rates
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No.
1
2

.3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

(First of
*Uhere fc
and enter

#4 MENU I OF FAILURE RATES
Component Failure Rate
UXV734AC vlv 734A fc 2.2E-07/h
UTKO021L CC Surge Tank I/r 8.6E-10/h
UXV734BC vlv 734B3fc .2.2E-07/h

UPOFAILS CC Pipe Failure 1.5E-08/h
TSWINOFL SW Failure 2.5E-04
TXV32--C SW iso vlv 32 fc 2.2E-07/h
TKV35-IC HE 22 SW out vlv fc 2.2E-07/h
UXV766BC HE 22 CCW in vlv fc 2.2E-07/h
UHE0022L CC HE 22 1/r - 3.8E-05/h
UXV765BC HE 22 CCW out vlv fc 2.2E-07/h
TXV34-IC SW HE 22 out vlv fc 2.2E-07/h
TXV33-C SW iso vlv 33 fc 2.2E-07/h
TXV31-lC SW iso vlv 31-1 fc 2.2E-07/h
TXV35--C HE 21 SW out vlv fc 2.2E-071b
UXV766AC HE 21 CCW in vlv fc 2.2E-07/h
UUE0021L CC HE 21, I/r - 3.8E-05/h
UXV765AC RE 21 CCW out vlv fc 2.2E-07/h
TXV34-C HE 21 SW out vlv dc 2.2E-07/h

two screens) -
- fail to close; fo - fail to open; l/r
for change; select other to skip.

- leak or rupture. Select #

Figure C-7a PRAAGE Menu 4 - Failure Rates

No.
I .-
2

.3
4
.5
6
7
8
9
10
11--
12
13
14
15
16
17
16

4-MENU 2 OF FAILURE7RATES
Component
JBS-25AD Bus 5A failure
UCV760AC Pump 23 in vlv fc
UPHOO21S CC pump 21 failure
UXV761CQ CC pump 21 out ck fo
UXV762CC CC pump 23 out vlv-fc
JBS-22AD Bus 2A failure
UXV76O0C Pump 22
UPM0022S CC pump

in vlv fc
22 failure

UCV76IBQ
UXV762BC
JBS-;23AD
UXV76OCC
UPNDO23S
UCV7.61AQ
UXV762AC
UPM0021S.

.UPMD022S
UPH0023S

CC pump 22 out ck
CC pump .22 out vl-
Bus 3A failure

fo
v fc

Failure Rate
3.0E-06
2.2E-07/h
9.1E-05/h
.4.3E-061h
2.2E-07/h
7.1E-05
2.2E-07/h
9.lE-05/h
4.3E-06/h
2.2E-07/h
7.1E-05
2.2E-07/h
9.lE-05/h
4.3E-061h
* 2.2E-07/h
6.4E-03
6.4E-03
6.4E-03

/r - leak or rupture. Select #

pump 21 in
CC pump 23
CC pump 23
CC pump 21
CC pump 21
CC pump 22
CC pump 23

vlv fc
failure
out ck fo
out. vlv c
fail start
fail start
fail start

(Second of two screens)
(Where fc - fail to close; fo - fail to open; 1
and enter for change; select other to skip.

Figure C-7b PRAAGE Hanu 4 - Failure Rates
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Selection 5. from the main menu computes, the "Normalized Inspection
Importance" (NII) for a given component but a menu is not presented - only a
busy statement until the return to the main menu. NIl is the calculation of
the probability of the coincident component failures that result in system
failure for the given component. This is normalized by dividing by the sum of
all NIMs, tl2-' result of which is interpreted as the fractional contribution
that the component makes to the system unavailability.

Selection 6 from the main menu calculates the Birnbaum Importance which
is similar to Nil except that it assumes the given cornponent has failed, so
its probability of-failure is set to "1".

c) Presentation of Results

After PRAAGE has calculated an importance measure,. the manner of
presenting the results must be selected. It is assumed that the primary method
of presentation' is'video and that this would normaly be used before printing
or graphing. This assumption reduces in computer coding but.:the data must be
viewed to indicate to the printer or plotter the data to be used.

Selection 7 from the main menu presents the results as a "budget",of how
much of the system unavailability is due to generic component classes. Before
this is accomplished, a menu (Figure-C-a) is presented.for selecting the time,
at which ordering is to take place. This is necessary because the order of
importance changes with age, since some components age -faster than others.
Results similar to those shown in Figure C-9 are presented.

Selection 8 from the main menu gives: the results as... a percent of the
system unavailability ..that is due to the various generic,-classes of. compo-
nents. An example of this type of output. is shown in Figure C-10.

Selection 9 presents results similar to those selected by 8, except they
are divided by- the number of components in the generic class. The reason for
this is because a generic class collectively may be.very important because it
contains a large number of components each having a small importance, while
some other clasi may have a large importance resulting -from a few important
components. An example of this data presentation is. provided in Figure C-lI.

Selection 10 presents results of the importance measures for the indivi-
dual components (Figure C-12). Selection 11 prints the results of selections
7 through 10. i

Selection 12 -plots on the screen output: selected by 7 through 9 on a
log-log scale. Up to six-items at a time may be plotted. A typical selection

.menu is shown as Figure C-13. If a print of, the graph is required, typing "P"
will do this. Figure 6-3 is a sample plot of some..of-the.generic components
presented in Selection:7... .
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What year do you want to use for sorting?

1
2
3
4
5
6

Year 1
Year 2
Year 5
Year 10
Year 20
Year 40

I

Figure C-8 PRAAGE Menu for Sort Time

#7 Unavail. Budget Contributions by Generic Components
All Numbers in Percent (X)

Class Yearl Year2- Yearf YearlO Year2O Yi

UNAVAIL 0.02678 0.02678 0.02689 0.02867;: 0.036-19 0
SVC WTR 0.02479 0.02479 0.02479 0.02468 0.02022 0O
TOT VLV 0.00158 0.00158 0.00168 0.00336 0.00557 O.
CC.x.VLV 0.00105 0.00105 0.00112 0.00224' 0.00369 0.
.SW.H.VLV 0.00053 0.00053 0.00056 0.00112 0.00185 0O
PUMNS 0.00020 0.00020 0.00020 0.00036 0.01010 O0
HEATEX' 0.00017 0.00017 0.00019- 0.00022 C 0.00025 0O
PIPE 0.00004 0.00004 0.00004 0.00004 0.00004 0O
CK VLV 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000:/ -'0.00004 :0.
ELECT 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00001 0O

ear4 -

..09544a
.01142,
.00650
.00424
.00209
.07721..
s.00024
.00002
.00016
.00005

Figure C-9 Sample PRAAGE Unavailability Budget Results.

#8 System Unavail and Generic Inspection Aging Importance
All Numbers in Percent (Z)

Class , Yearl Year2 YearS YearlO Year2O Year4O

SVC WTR
TOT VLV
CC.M.TLV
SW.*.VLV
PUmpS
HEAT EX
PIPE
UNAVAIL
CK.VLV
ELECT

92.5888
5.8945
3.9192
1.9665
0.7340
0.6333
0.1452
0.0268
0.0088
0.0041

92.5888
5.8945
3.9192
1.9665
0.7340
0.6333
0.1452
0.0268
0.0088
0.0041

910l753
6.2476
4.1537
2.0845
0.7318
0.6967
0.1446
0.0269
0.0093
0.0041

86.1031
11.7310
7.8010
3.9161
1.2463
0.7788
0.1351
0.0287
0.0140
0.0057

55.8725
15.3979
10.1864
5.1010

27.9093
0.6935
0.0876
0.0362
0.1105
0.0391

11.9693
6.8109
4.4467
2. 1936

80.9056
0.2480
0.0188
0.0954
0.1706
0.0474

Figure C-10 Sample PRAAGE System Unavailability and
Generic Inspection Aging Importance
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19 System Unavail and Inspection Importance
All Numbers in Percent (%)

per Couponent

Class Yearl Year2 Year5 ,YearlO Year2O Year4O

SVC WTR
CC.-,.VI.,V:
HEAT EX
SUW.KV.V
TOT ^YL-Y;
PUt4S '
UNAVAIL -

PIPE--
CK VLV' I
EL19CT!

Note: These -are

92.5888 92.5888
0.3266.:. 0.3266
0.3167' 0.3167
0.2809 0.2809
0.2679 0.2679
0.2447 i 0.2447
0.0268 ' 0.268
0.0076 -- 0.0076
0.0029Ž' 0.0029
0.0014. 0.0014

92.1753 86.1031 35.8725
0.3461 0.6501 0.8489
0.3483 0.38'94 0.3468
0.2978 ,0.5594 0.7287
0.2840,-, 0.5532 0.6999
0.2439: 0.4154 9.3031
0.00269W ;0.0287 0.0362
0.0076,, 0.0071 0.0046
0.0031 0.0047 0.0368
0.0014., 0.0019 0.0130

11.9693-
0.3706
0.1240'
0.313,4
0.3096'"'

26.9685--
0.O054
Oi0010
0.0569"
0.0158-"

...I"isla . ; 8x

Display-ft
* ,j F .;

vailies/number of components in claslE

Figure C-11. .SamplV PRAAGE System -Unavallability and Inspection
Importance per Component
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INSPECTION AGING IMPORTANCE OF CCW COMPONENTS

Component Year 1 Year 2 Year 5

TSWINOFL SW failure
UXV734AC vlv 734A fc
UXV734B vlv
TXV32--C SW
UHE0021L CC
UREO022L CC
UPMD021S CC
UPHOO22S CC
UPM0023S CC
UPPFAILS CC
UTKO021L CC
UCV761CQ CC
UCV761BQ CC
UCV761AQ CC

734B fc
iso vlv 32 fc
HE 21 1/r
HE 22 1/r
pump 21 failure
pump 22 failure
pump 23 failure
pipe failure
surge tank l/r
pump 21 out ck fo
pump 22 out ek fo
pump 23 out ck fo

JBS-23AD Bus 2A failure
JBS-23AD Bus 3A failure
TXV35-C HE
UXV766AC HE
UXV765AC HE
TXV34-C HE
TXV35-IC HE
UXV766BC HE
UXV765BC HE
TXV34-1C SW
TXV33--C SW
TXV31-1C SW

21 SW out vlv fc
21 CCW in vlv fc
21 CCW out vlv fc
21 SW out vlv fc
22 SW out vlv fc
22 CCW in vlv fc
22 CCW out vlv fc
HE 22 out vlv fc
iso vlv 33 fc
iso vlv 31-1 fc
ip 23 in vlv fc
pump 23 out vlv fc
ip 22 in vlv fc
pump 22 out vlv fc
np 21 in vlv fc
pump 21 out vlv fc

9.3E-O1
2.OE-02
2.OE-02
2.OE-02
3.2E-03
3. 1E-03
2. SE-03
2.4E-03
2.4E-03
1.4E-03
7.6E-05
3.OE-05
2.9E-05
2.9E-05
2.OE-05
2.OE-05
1.8E-05
1.8E-05
1.8E-O5
1.8E-05
1.8E-05
1.8E-05
1.8E-05
1.SE-05
1.8E-05
1.8E-05
1.5E-06
1.5E-06
1.5E-06
1.5E-06
1.5E-06
1.5E-06
8.7E-07

9.3E-01
2.OE-02
2.OE-02
2.OE-02
3.2E-03
3.1E-03
2. 5E-03
2.4E-03
2.4E-03
1.4E-03
7.6E-05
3.OE-05
2.9E-05
2.9E-05
2.OE-05
2.OE-05
1.8E-05
1.8E-05
1.8E-05
1.8E-05
1.8E-05
1.8E-05
1.8E-05
1.BE-05
1.8E-05
1.8E-05
1.5E-06
1.5E-06
1.5E-06
1. 5E-06
1.5E-06
I .5E-06
8.7E-07

9.2E-Ol
2.1E-02
2.1E-02
2.lE-02
3.5E-03
3. 5E-0 3
2.5E-03
2.4E-03
2.4E-03
1 .4E-03
7.6E-05
3.1E-05
3.lE-05
3. IE-05
2.0E-05
2.OE-05
2. 1E-05
2.1E-05
2.IE-05
2.1E-05
2.OE-05
2.OE-05
2.OE-05
2.OE-05
2.OE-05
2.OE-05
1.6E-06
1.6E-06
1.6E-06
1.6E-06
1.6E-06
1.6E-06
8.6E-07

UXV760AC
UXV762CC
UXV76OBC
UXV76OBC
UXV762CC
UXV762AC
JBS-25AD

Pua
CC
PuS
CC
Pul
CC
Bus 5A faiaure

(First of Two Forms)

Figure C-12 Sample PRAAGE Inspection Aging Importance
of CCU Components
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You Can Only Plot Generic Displays

To control clutter, only 6 generic components can be selected at one time, so
select from the following menu:

1
2
3
4
5

.76
8
9

10

UNAVAIL
SVC WTR
TOT VLV
CC.H.VLV
SW.M.VLV
PUMPS
HEAT EX
PIPE
CK. VLV
ELECT.

Select then enter. To end select, spacebar then enter.

-Figure..C-13 PRAAGE Plot Selection Menu
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APPENDIX D

COMPONENT POPULATION ESTIATES

I
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As part of the data analysis performed for-this study, failure rates were
calculated for various components. To do this, population information was
required for the components. This appendix describes the methods used to
estimate thempopulations.

The population of pumps and heat exchangers was determined from a review
of each plant's CCW system design. Since these populations are relatively
small, the components were counted directly.

Valve population was more difficult to determine due to the large number
of valves and the various types used in each plant. Therefore, the piping and
instrumentation drawings of the CCW system for Indian Point-2, Braidwood 1 and
2, and Prairie Island were reviewed, from which :an average number of manual
valves per component or load serviced by the .CCW system :war determined. The
averages are shown in Table D-1. Together with results. of the design reviews
performed for each plant which identified the major components and loads,
these numbers were used to estimate a total population of.manual valves.

The population of motor-operated valves (MOV's) was.,determined from the
design reviews which identified the key MOV's in the system which performed
automatic functions. The number then was adjusted to account for other auto-
matic system functions not identified, such as train.Splitting, nonsafety load
isolation, containment isolation and surge tank isolation. An additional fac-
tor of three MOV's per system was added to account for non-automatically. con-
trolled OV 's which are typically found in system designs.

The air-operated valve (AOV) population also;^ was. ,determined-.from the
design reviews, which identified the key AOV's used to -perform automatic Sys-
tem functions. An adjustment of one ADV per surge tank was then added to
account for surge tank vents.

Check valve population was estimated by including one check valve for
each CCW pump, each auxiliary cooling water pump;,- each reactor coolant.puMp
cooled by CCW and each surge tank. An adjustment factor of 8 -valves was then
added for each system containing a large number of loads to.account for mis-
cellaneous check valves. An adjustment factor of 2 was used for systems with
a small number of loads.

tesults of the population estimates are. shown in.Table D-2.;
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Table D-1 Average Number of Manual.Valves.Per Component/Load

Component/Load Number of Valve8

1.
2.'
3.
4.

: 5 .i

' 6.

8.
9. -

*10. -
''11.1
12.
13.

Auxtdiary'Component.Cooling Pump
Auxiliary Feedwater. Pump.
Charging Pump
Chilled Water Condenser
Conitrol Room Air Conditioner/Essential
Core Spray'Pump.
'Core Spray lb -.; .
Component Cooling Water Pump
Component Cooling Water..'Hz
CRD,, CRDM, CEDM, CE&A.
CR Chiller
IEuirgency Diesel Generator -
ESP

14
' 10

'... 12
7!. .

14. -Exceis Letdown
15. .! - Recombiner i '-
16. Letdown
17. Make Up Miscellaneous
18. Make Up Pump
1-9. Miscellaneous
20. Non-Regenerativt Hx- .-

.21. Normal Chiller
-22. Rea'ctot C6olant: Pump
*;3. tec'irculation Pumps'

24. -R Pumps
25. RHX
26...Rx Building Cooling Unit/Fan Air CLC
27. -REDT
28. Safety Injection Pump-

'29. Seal Water HX: '
30. Spent'Fuel H : -
31. Surge Tank
32. SDHX
33. Ups - AC/Uninteruptable Power
34. Positive Displacement Pump-

Chiller 7

j . 15Ff
1 o

7

12

- '' ' ~12 ' ' . '

0.6

7

45
.2/~tem
10

: .... 70;..

7
.. 14.

1Q
15

. ... . . 13-

. . 15-

.. .. 12-.

. .,
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Table D-2 CCW Component Population Estimates

Check ManualPlant Pumps Hx's MOV's Valves Valves
1. Beaver Valley 1 3 3 12 16 2082. Byron 1 & 2 5 3 14 19 4653. Callaway 1 4 2 6 is 2574. Catawba 1 4 2 11 18 2915. Cook I & 2 5 4 22 31 4656. San Onofre 3 3 2 4 17 2597. St Luci 1 & 2 6 4 12 32 5108. Waterford 3 3 4 6 16 2979. Diablo Canyon I & 2 6 4 6 32 52010. Farley I & 2 6 6 10 32 47011. Ginna 2 2 0 13 19512. Haddam Neck 2 2 0 11 11813. Indian Point 2 & 3 6 4 20 31 49414. Kewaunee 2 2 11 13 17815. McGuire I & 2 8 4 32 34 44816. Millstone 3 7 7 6 20 30217. Ano I & 2 6 6 17 32 33818. Calvert Cliffs 1 & 2 6 4 0 28 36619. Fort Calhoun 3 4 4 14 24020. Maine Yankee 4 4 1 18 21321. Millstone 2 3 3 2 16 29422. Palisades 3 2 7 16 18923. San-Onofre 2 3 2 4 17 25924. Crystal River 3 3 4 2 16 17525. Davis Besse 3 3 2 16 25826. Oconee I & 2 & 3  6 5 24 .21 16527. Rancho Seco 4 4 0 27 24428. Three Mile Island 1 7 8 12 33 32729. North Anna I & 2 4 4 8 17 45630. Point Beach 1 & 2 4 3 16 28 32431. Robinson 2 3 2 0 14 23332. Salem I & 2 6 4 0 32 45833. San Onofre 3 2 0 14 21834. Sequoah I & 2 5 3 6 19 30835. Summer 3 2 16 16 20836. Surry I & 2 8 8 9 25 50737. Trojan 3 2 15 17 25638. Turkey Point 3 & 4 6 - 6 16 28 43039. Wolf Creek 4 2 4 18 27040. Zion 1 & 2 5 3 10 17 420

TOTALS 177 TOAS17145 347 852 12633
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APPENDIX E

DISCUSSION OF NATIONAL DATA BASES
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E.A Nuclear Plant-Reliability Data System (NPRDS)

The NPRDS data base was established in 1974 in response to the growing
need for data on failure of-nuclear plant components.. It was.developed by the
Southwest Research Institute (SWRI) which processed all adta from 1974 to
1983.. Starting inel'974 data was reported to the NPRDS on a voluntary basis.
Since .participation was voluntary, data. during the. earlier years is in-
complete.

In January 1982, the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) assumed
responsibility for the management of the data base, and in July 1983 took over
operation of the KPRDS. INPO currently maintains the data base in. their comr-
puters and performs all data processing.' Participation is still voluntary,
but reporting has improved significantly, although it still has deficiencies.

-The data reported to the, RPRDS include engineering and failure informa-
tion for: safety-related- systems and components. The information is reported
on standardized forms using codes developed specifically for the NPRDS. The
engineering-information includes the component in-service date,.safety class,
operating mode, operating environment, manufacturer, model. number.,. design
specifications, and frequency of testing.. Engineering information'is submit-
ted for every reportable component.

When a component fails, a report is submitted by the plant to the NPRDS
which includes .the-date.the failure. occurred, the date it was-discovered, the
date corrected, -the-systema! status when-the failure occurred,.and the method by
which-. it -.was detected.r..T:he;.report -also.,includes ..the.cause .of failure, its
effect-,;on.. the -system, .and. narrative descriptions of the cause and 'corrective'
actions taken.

-As for each of .the .data bases -used, the.NPRDS data base.has certain limi-
tations which must be recognized, One major limitation-is that participation
in- the -NPRDS is voluntary.- Since not all plants participated at first, the
failures reported -during the initial years.,cover only a small portion of the'
total. This limitation is further complicated by the fact that the boundaries
of the components for which data was to be reported were not well defined.
Both these situations have-improved over-the years, but. it must.be recognized
that the number-.of failures reported to NERDS will be optimistic (lower than
actual). - . -. i ..

An-, additionals limitation of-jthe NPRDS is ..the Inconsistencies between
plants in- interpreting-the numerous codes..snd definitions.which-Must be used
-in filing reports. The contents .of the-. reports .submitted by the various
plants-are influenced by the experience and training of the individual report-
ing the. data. This was evident in the reports examined for data identifying
the failed component, the cause of failure, and whether it was related to age.
For example, if a valve failed to open because of a problem with the actuator,
the component failed was sometimes reported as the valve instead of the actua-
tor. This was -corrected during the review.
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A further aspect of the NPRIDS. data which should- be noted concerns the
date of occurrence of the f ailure. If it is unknoiwn, 'the'date reported is
miway .6tee h tmimeth component was last known. to be functional and the

time" the f.ailure 'was'discovered. This "best estimate" could Introduce errors
in determinhlg the age of the component at failure.,-

An additional limitation Is that the process of obtaining NIPRDS data is
unnecessarily difficult and time-consuming since access to the data base is
currently restricted. This is felt to be a major deficiency in this data
base.

E.: -In Plant, keliabilliy Da'ta:System (IPRDS)

The second source -used was the IPRDS data base, 4hich. was establishedi
1978 to compile a more complete history of component operating experience at
nulcear power plants.' Data from In-plant maintenance' -and repair recordsa were
colleeted" for 'the, data' base. Initial-collection was. made by the IEEE MeUi
ability subcommittee which; re'lied on volunteers to perform the work.-

The 1PRDd data base is uniqu ithat It contains data on component popu--!'~,
latifonsf, faillures""and repairs5 obtained-dire-ctly from raw,, in-plant rXecords..
Various plants were visited, and the records f or~ specific types of e-components*
were-collected.

Data 'wasi obtained' fbr saf ety-related and-non-s-af ety' related components;
the inf orm`e i Oo4ation include a 1poultion record f or each -type of~ component in-.the
plant.' These~ records'e sk, rib&s ~the I des1ign, operAtI!*` environment,, !-and opeiat-
Ing mode ofi 'tle coimponent "and' can 'be 'used to 'dettermine the: totalv component
population for the plant.

Te'For "each' component, records -of its. f ailures anid. repairs 'were obtained,
Th failure' record, includes ' the' -date the -fallure -'occurred, its mode,, causea,

and' severity, -and -a- descriAption~ of the failure. The:.repair record Includes
the times to complete 'repairs' the crew size, and'a description: of the repairs

The major .disadvantage -of the" IPRDS data bases ~is the: limited amount of
daaiai. If ormation "on- only . pumps and valves-~ was 'collected :before the,

program was terminated in 1983. These data were obtained from visits to three
PWR. plants and four BWR plants, but not all records from the plants were
incorp ite ino the data base.~ ata f rom the IPRDS s re i, thereforeepcd
to ~`be falirly comiplete fori only' a -few plant 'units and' are ntexpected to--be
reptentative of aars secton o'f the industry.



E.3 Licensee Event Reports (LERs)

The third source of data used is the Licensee Event Reports (LERs). As
part of the licensing requirements for nuclear power plants, the licensee must
report to the NRC ,any event (including the failure of safety-related compo-
nents) which results in a deviation from the plant's technical specifications.
In 1973 a data base was established containing information extracted from
these reports.

The information presented in the LER includes the date of the event,
along with a description. The LERs were not originally intended to be used as
a source of reliability data and have less detailed information than the other
data bases.

As with the other data bases, the LER data base has various limitations.
Since the system was not intended as a source of reliability information, the
records do not contain information such as component population or failure
modes and mechanisms. In addition, failures are only reported for safety-
related components. However, not all failures are reported, even if the com-
ponent is safety-related. Some may not result in deviations from technical
specifications and are not reportable. After a change in LER reporting
requirements in 1984 failure data is even more limited, due to the reduction
in the scope of reportable events. For these reasons, data from the LER data
base are considered conservative (lower than actual). Results from LER data
such as dominant failure modes and causes, however, are expected to be consis-
tent with those based on NPRDS data since both data bases represent a cross-
section of all operating plants.
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An aging assessment of Component Cooling Water (CCW) systems in Pressurized Water
Reactors (PaRs) was performed as part of the Nuclear Plant Aging Research (HPAR) Program.

The objectives of the NPAR program are to provide a technical basis for the identifica-

tion and evaluation of degradation.caused by age in nuclear power plant applications.
The information generated will be used to assess the impact of aging on plant safety

and to develop effective mitigating actions.

Aging in the CCW system was characterized using the Aging and Life Extension Assessment

Program (XEAP) Systems Level Plan developed by Brookhaven National Laboratory.

Failure data from various national data bases were reviewed and analyzed to identify

predominant failure modes, causes and mechanisms in CCW systems. Time-dependent
failure rates for major components were calculated to identify aging trends. Plant

specific data were obtained and evaluated to supplement data base results.
A computer program (PRAAGE) was developed and implemented to model a typical CCW system

design and perform Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) calculations. Time-dependent
failure rates were input to the program to evaluate the effects of aging on component
importance and system unavailability. Changes in component importance and system
unavailability with age were observed and are discussed.
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